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TRANSVERSALITY FOR LOCAL MORSE HOMOLOGY WITH
SYMMETRIES AND APPLICATIONS
DORIS HEIN, UMBERTO HRYNIEWICZ, AND LEONARDO MACARINI
Abstract. We prove the transversality result necessary for defining local
Morse chain complexes with finite cyclic group symmetry. Our arguments
use special regularized distance functions constructed using classical covering
lemmas, and an inductive perturbation process indexed by the strata of the
isotropy set. A global existence theorem for symmetric Morse-Smale pairs is
also proved. Regarding applications, we focus on Hamiltonian dynamics and
rigorously establish a local contact homology package based on discrete action
functionals. We prove a persistence theorem, analogous to the classical shift-
ing lemma for geodesics, asserting that the iteration map is an isomorphism
for good and admissible iterations. We also consider a Chas-Sullivan product
on non-invariant local Morse homology, which plays the role of pair-of-pants
product, and study its relationship to symplectically degenerate maxima. Fi-
nally, we explore how our invariants can be used to study bifurcation of critical
points (and periodic points) under additional symmetries.
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2 DORIS HEIN, UMBERTO HRYNIEWICZ, AND LEONARDO MACARINI
1. Introduction and main results
1.1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to provide a rigorous Morse homo-
logical construction of certain local invariants of periodic points of Hamiltonian
diffeomorphisms via elementary methods. These invariants are of a subharmonic
nature, and in general differ from local Floer homology. Their existence was pre-
dicted in [HM] as local contact homology. However, transversality problems are
usually (but not always!) present when trying to define versions of contact homol-
ogy via standard Floer theoretic methods. In full generality one needs an alternative
approach. One possibility is the Polyfold Theory due to Hofer, Wysocki and Zehn-
der [Ho, HWZ1, HWZ2, HWZ3], which will provide the analytic background for
such constructions.
Our goal is to implement a finite-dimensional Morse homological approach to
local contact homology at the chain level. For invariance properties we rely on the
interplay with a parallel construction using singular homology. In fact, the invari-
ants could even be defined using singular homology instead of Morse homology, but
then local chain complexes would not be directly related to dynamics, the connec-
tion to the SFT-like construction from [HM] would be lost and, most importantly,
we would not be able to prove the Persistence Theorem (Theorem 1.10). As we
know from the geodesic case, the Persistence Theorem is at the heart of applica-
tions. It answers a question raised in [GGo¨] about precise iteration properties of
the local invariants. A byproduct of our methods is the existence of a symmetric
Morse-Smale pair in any closed manifold with a finite-cyclic action.
In one form or another, transversality issues in SFT are usually related to sym-
metries. These difficulties incarnate in many different forms. For instance, one may
try to achieve transversality for Floer homology in period k ą 1 using 1-periodic
data (Hamiltonian and almost complex structure). If this was possible then the
Floer chain complex, say in the aspherical case with complex coefficients, would
inherit an action of Zk :“ Z{kZ by chain maps. The isotypical components in ho-
mology would be invariants of the symplectic manifold, provided transversality for
Zk-equivariant continuation maps could also be achieved. In this global situation,
the only non-trivial isotypical component is the one corresponding to the trivial ac-
tion, the resulting invariant is just standard Floer homology. But this construction
would still provide interesting dynamical applications. The most immediate ones
come from the fact that Floer homology groups would have to be generated by good
periodic points, in every period. Hence new multiplicity results, which are invisible
for standard Floer homology, could be proved. However in local situations, such as
ours, other isotypical components may not vanish and do provide new invariants.
This general framework will be exploited in future work, here we are concerned
only with the isotypical component corresponding to the trivial action since this is
the appropriate substitute of local contact homology.
There may be other approaches to our invariants. For instance by applying the
Borel construction, similarly to [BO] and [GGu¨2], in order to build a Zk-equivariant
version of local Floer homology. Here Zk acts by time-reparametrization of loops
γptq ÞÑ γpt ` 1q. It is hard to recover time-symmetry at the chain level as one
perturbs the data to achieve transversality, not to mention further limits in finite-
dimensional approximations of BZk, making it very hard to work with the sym-
metry. See Appendix C for a more detailed explanation based on the toy model of
finite-dimensional Morse theory. The approach of [HM] is geometrically transpar-
ent but suffers from usual transversality problems. Symmetry in the chain complex
is also lost in the interesting approach outlined by Hutchings [Hu].
In order to work on the chain level we study transversality for finite-dimensional
local Morse homology at an isolated critical point in the case that both function and
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critical point are invariant under an ambient Zk-action. We show (Theorem 1.5)
that we can C2-perturb to achieve transversality keeping Zk-symmetry, allowing
the group to act at the chain level. We apply this result to approach local contact
homology via discrete action functionals as in [Ch1, Ch2, Ma].
We also look at a finite-dimensional approach to local Floer homology, taking
the path of Mazzucchelli [Ma] in order to study symplectically degenerate max-
ima (SDM) originally defined in [Gi, Hi]. Using our non-symmetric Persistence
Theorem 1.11, analogous to the main result of [GGu¨1], we simplify the defini-
tion of SDM’s from [Ma] in the discretized set-up. Then, using Chas-Sullivan
type products, which play the role of local pair-of-pants products, we character-
ize SDM’s in terms of idempotency. This is in alignment with results of Goresky
and Hingston [GH], where the notion of SDM is not explicit but it is implicit as
the study of maximal versus minimal index growth under iterations; see [GH, sec-
tion 12]. Of course, this topic goes back to Hingston [Hi1, Hi2]. Our idempotency
statement is made, but not proved, in [GGu¨1, section 5.2], and is in perfect analogy
to [GH, section 12].
Finally, we remark that our local invariants serve as tools to study bifurcation
theory of isolated critical points in the presence of finite cyclic symmetry groups.
At the end of this introduction in Section 1.2.6 we provide explicit examples in
dimension two for certain generic bifurcations studied by Deng and Xia [DX]: we
study cases when two, four and eight critical points bifurcate from the singularity.
Organization of the paper. In the remaining of the introduction we state and discuss
our main results, constructions, and examples. Basic properties of our local homol-
ogy theory are established in Section 2, where technical details are postponed to
Appendix B. Section 3 is devoted to persistence theorems (shifting lemmas), both
symmetric and non-symmetric versions. Local Chas-Sullivan products are defined
in Section 4. Sections 5, 6 and 7 deal with transversality. Our local transversality
result relies on the construction of special distance functions presented in Appen-
dix A, where we modify some of the analysis from Stein [St]. In Appendix C we
explain relations between our construction and the Borel construction.
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ing this paper. UH and LM would like to thank J. Fish, M. Hutchings, J. Nelson
and K. Wehrheim for organizing the AIM Workshop “Transversality in contact ho-
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for numerous insightful conversations concerning the analysis involved in this work.
UH also thanks the Floer Center of Geometry (Bochum) for its warm hospitality,
and acknowledges the generous support of the Alexander von Humboldt Foundation
during the preparation of this manuscript.
1.2. Main results. In Section 1.2.1 we state our transversality results, which are
used in Section 1.2.2 to define local invariant Morse homology. Applications to
subharmonic invariants of isolated periodic points are described in Section 1.2.3,
where the comparison to local contact homology is explained. Our Persistence The-
orem is stated in Section 1.2.4, along with its non-symmetric version. Chas-Sullivan
products and symplectically degenerate maxima are discussed in Section 1.2.5. In
Section 1.2.6 we compute our invariants in three bidimensional bifurcation scenarios
under Z2-symmetry (according to [DX], generically these are the only three cases
in two dimensions). In Sections 1.2.7 and 1.2.8 we discuss basic global examples.
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1.2.1. Transversality for invariant local Morse homology. Consider a smooth Rie-
mannian manifold without boundary pM, θq of dimension d, and let f : M Ñ R be
smooth. We denote the θ-gradient of f by ∇θf , and the flow of ´∇θf by φtf,θ.
Definition 1.1. For p P Crit pfq we denote
W spp; f, θq “
"
x PM
ˇˇˇˇ
φtf,θpxq is defined @t P r0,`8q and lim
tÑ`8φ
t
f,θpxq “ p
*
Wupp; f, θq “
"
x PM
ˇˇˇˇ
φtf,θpxq is defined @t P p´8, 0s and lim
tÑ´8φ
t
f,θpxq “ p
*
Remark 1.2. If p is non-degenerate and has Morse index µ then Wupp; f, θq and
W spp; f, θq are smooth embedded balls of dimension µ and d´µ, respectively. They
are called the unstable and stable manifolds of p.
Definition 1.3. The pair pf, θq is said to be Morse-Smale on M if
(i) f is a Morse function.
(ii) Wupp; f, θq intersects W spq; f, θq transversely for all p, q P Crit pfq.
(iii) There exist compact sets K0 Ă K1 Ă M such that Crit pfq Ă intpK0q, f
oscillates strictly more than maxp,qPCrit pfq |fppq ´ fpqq| along any piece of
θ-gradient trajectory with one endpoint in K0 and the other in MzintpK1q.
Remark 1.4. Note that the (pre-)compactness condition (iii) is vacuous when M is
compact. This condition is just one of many ways of getting compactness suited
to our local problem. Obviously, condition (iii) will hold for small perturbations of
a pair when M is taken as an isolating open neighborhood of an isolated critical
point (see the definition below). It follows from (iii) that
Wupp; f, θq XW spq; f, θq Ă intpK1q @p, q P Crit pfq
and that being Morse-Smale is stable under small perturbations supported on a
fixed compact subset.
The statement below is the main technical tool in defining proper substitutes of
the chain complexes of local contact homology. If p is an isolated critical point of
a smooth function then a neighborhood U of p will be called isolating for pf, pq if
Crit pfq X U “ tpu.
Theorem 1.5. Let M be a smooth manifold without boundary equipped with a
smooth Zk-action, f : M Ñ R be an invariant smooth function and p P M be a
fixed point of the action which is an isolated critical point of f . Let θ be an invariant
metric on M , and let U be an open, relatively compact, isolating neighborhood of
pf, pq. Then in any C2-neighborhood of pf, θq there exists a Zk-invariant pair pf 1, θ1q
which is Morse-Smale on U .
The proof is found in Section 6, after preliminaries in Section 5. Our methods
yield the following byproduct of a global nature. For the proof see section 7.
Theorem 1.6. On any smooth closed manifold M equipped with a Zk-action there
exists a Morse-Smale Zk-invariant pair pf, θq.
Theorem 1.6 does not claim that an invariant pair can be slightly C2-perturbed
to an invariant Morse-Smale pair. This is not possible in general, for a simple
example see Section 1.2.7.
1.2.2. Definition of invariant local Morse homology. Let f, θ, p, U be as in the state-
ment of Theorem 1.5. The theorem guarantees the existence of a Zk-invariant pair
pf 1, θ1q arbitrarily C2-close to pf, θq which is Morse-Smale on U . Choose an orienta-
tion of the unstable manifold of each critical point of f 1 in U . Let CMpf 1, θ1, Uq be
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the vector space over Q freely generated by the critical points of f 1 on U , graded by
the Morse index. Now, in a standard fashion, the differential is defined by counting
signed anti-gradient trajectories in U connecting critical points of index difference 1.
The differential depends on the choice of orientations, but the resulting homology
groups do not (up to isomorphism).
Let a : M Ñ M be the diffeomorphism generating the Zk-action. Then j P Zk
acts on CMpf 1, θ1, Uq as follows: j ¨x “ ajpxq if aj preserves the chosen orientations
of the unstable manifolds of x and ajpxq, or j ¨ x “ ´ajpxq otherwise. Using
the symmetry of pf 1, θ1q one can show that this is an action by chain maps. The
homology of the subcomplex of invariant chains will be denoted by
(1) HMpf, pqZk
and called the Zk-invariant local Morse homology of f at p. As the notation sug-
gests, this invariant is independent of θ and U , and of the perturbation pf 1, θ1q. See
Section 2.1 for details. This construction will be applied to discrete action func-
tionals in order to provide adequate substitutes of local contact homology groups.
It can also be used as a new tool to study bifurcations when a finite-cyclic group
symmetry is present, see Section 1.2.6.
Similarly as above, one defines an invariant subcomplex of the Morse chain com-
plex of a pair pf, θq given by Theorem 1.6. It turns out that the homology of this
subcomplex, called Zk-invariant Morse homology, is isomorphic to Zk-equivariant
homology of M . This is only possible since we use coefficients in a field, say Q.
Theorem 1.6 puts the alternative Morse-theoretical description of Zk-equivariant
homology from [GHHM, appendix] onto rigorous grounds. A simple example is
described in Section 1.2.8 below.
1.2.3. Definition of local invariants of isolated periodic points. Let H “ Ht be a
1-periodic Hamiltonian defined on a symplectic manifold pM,ωq. It generates an
isotopy ϕtH by
d
dtϕ
t
H “ XHt ˝ ϕtH with initial condition ϕ0H “ id, where XHt is the
Hamiltonian vector field defined as iXHtω “ dHt. Suppose that ϕtH is defined for all
t P r0, 1s on a neighborhood of p P Fix0pϕ1Hq. We are interested in the germ of ϕ1H
near p. Up to changing the isotopy and choosing Darboux coordinates centered at p,
there is no loss of generality to assume that pM,ωq “ pR2n, ω0 “ řnj“1 dxj ^ dyjq
with p “ 0 and dHtp0q “ 0 for all t.
With N P N fixed, the sequence of germs of diffeomorphisms
(2) ψi :“ ϕi{NH ˝ pϕpi´1q{NH q´1 pi P Zq
is N -periodic. If N is large enough then there are generating functions Si near the
origin, namely
(3) ψipx, yq “ pX,Y q ô
#
X ´ x “ ∇2Sipx, Y q
y ´ Y “ ∇1Sipx, Y q .
The quality of being “large enough” will be given a precise meaning in Section 2.2.1,
i.e., we ask N to be adapted to H as in (27). We normalize Si by Sip0q “ 0. The
family tSiu is also N -periodic. Fixing k P N, the discrete action function is
(4) AH,k,N pz1, . . . , zkN q “
kNÿ
i“1
xipyi`1 ´ yiq ` Sipxi, yi`1q pi mod kNq
defined on a small neighborhood of the origin in R2nkN . Here zi “ pxi, yiq P R2n.
All this goes back to Chaperon [Ch1, Ch2]. A Zk-symmetry of AH,k,N is generated
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by the (right-)shift map
(5)
τ : R2nkN Ñ R2nkN
pz1, . . . , zkN q ÞÑ pzpk´1qN`1, . . . , zkN , z1, . . . , zpk´1qN q
on discrete loops pz1, . . . , zkN q.
Now assume that 0 P R2n is an isolated fixed point of ϕkH . Hence 0 P R2nkN is
an isolated critical point of AH,k,N . By an application of Theorem 1.5, we achieve
local transversality with Zk-symmetry and follow the construction explained in
Section 1.2.2 to define invariant local Morse homology groups HM˚pAH,k,N , 0qZk .
It will be shown in Lemma 2.11 that there exist so-called inflation maps
I ZkN : HM˚pAH,k,N , 0qZk Ñ HM˚`2nkpAH,k,N`2, 0qZk
which are isomorphisms, and with respect to which we can take the direct limit
(6) H
inv˚ pH, k, 0q “ lim
NÑ8HM˚`nk2N pAH,k,2N , 0q
Zk .
These are adequate substitutes of the local contact homology groups; see Re-
mark 1.7.
In order to link this to local contact homology, note that α “ pH` cqdt`λ0 is a
contact form on the solid torus R{ZˆB when c " 1, having γ : t P R{cZ ÞÑ pt{c, 0q
as a closed α-Reeb orbit. Here B is a small open ball centered at 0 P R2n and
λ0 “ 12
řn
i“1 xidyi´yidxi. Its k-th iterate γk is an isolated closed α-Reeb orbit and
one defines a chain complex generated over Q by the good closed α1-Reeb orbits
that γk splits to as we slightly perturb α to a generic α1. Grading is given by
Conley-Zehnder indices up a to shift depending only on n. The differential is given
by the count of rigid finite-energy pseudo-holomorphic cylinders in R ˆ R{Z ˆ B.
One needs to prove a compactness statement, which is done in [HM, section 3], and
assume the existence of generic almost complex structures, which might not exist.
Assuming even more regularity, the resulting homology is shown to be independent
of the small perturbation α1. It is denoted by HCpα, γkq and called the local contact
homology of γk. The notion of a good orbit is reviewed in Section 2.2.5 below.
Local contact homology can be studied for stable Hamiltonian structures, such
as the one on R{Z ˆ B induced by H and ω0. A 1-periodic ω0-compatible almost
complex structure Jt on B induces an almost complex structure on R ˆ R{Z ˆ B
of the kind used in contact homology. After perturbing Ht to a generic H
1
t keeping
1-periodicity, the finite-energy solutions to be counted are nothing but graphs of
finite-energy solutions of Floer’s equation defined on R ˆ R{kZ with values on B.
Transversality can not be achieved keeping 1-periodicity of Jt, but let us assume
that this is possible for the moment. Then the action on the time variable t ÞÑ t`1
generates a Zk-action by chain maps on the local chain complex associated to pH 1, Jq
at period k. This is proved in [HM, Section 6], where the following statement is also
shown: Local contact homology is the homology of the subcomplex of Zk-invariant
chains. The transversality problem in local contact homology is finally revealed as
the problem of achieving transversality in k-periodic local Floer homology using
1-periodic geometric data. The analogy to our local invariants is transparent if we
substitute the action functional AH,k “
ş
α by its discretized version AH,k,N (4),
and the time shift t ÞÑ t ` 1 by its discrete version (5). Such a clear analogy is
only possible by our constructions at the chain level, and will be used in [HHM]
to show that H invpH, k, 0q is isomorphic to HCpα, γkq whenever the latter can be
defined. We will rely on [Ma, Proposition 2.5] to make sure that the isomorphism
is grading-preserving.
Finally, we note that inflation maps without Zk-symmetry also exist as maps
IN : HM˚pAH,k,N , 0q Ñ HM˚`nkpAH,k,N`1, 0q
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and allow for the definition non-invariant local homology groups
H˚pH, k, 0q “ lim
NÑ8HM˚`nkN pAH,k,N , 0q
which are discrete versions of local Floer homology groups.
Remark 1.7. The fact that we have the term N ` 2 in the symmetric inflation map
I ZkN and N `1 in the non-symmetric one (and consequently the shift in the degree
is 2nk for I ZkN and nk for IN ) is due to an orientation issue; see Remark 2.12 for
details.
Remark 1.8 (Gradings). The Conley-Zehnder index of a path M : r0, T s Ñ Spp2nq
satisfying Mp0q “ I, detMpT q ´ I ‰ 0 is defined in a standard way, see for
instance [SZ, RS1]. Its extension to general paths is not standard. Here we use
its maximal lower semicontinuous extension. Namely, if detMpT q ´ I “ 0 then its
Conley-Zehnder index is defined as the lim inf in C0 as M˜ Ñ M of the Conley-
Zehnder indices of paths M˜ : r0, T s Ñ Spp2nq satisfying detpM˜pT q ´ Iq ‰ 0. With
these conventions, the Conley-Zehnder index of t P r0, ks ÞÑ dϕtHp0q will be denoted
by CZpH, kq. This extension to degenerate paths is smaller than or equal to the one
defined in [RS1], and in general disagrees with it; for instance the constant path
equal to the identity matrix will have index ´n according to our conventions, but
will have index zero according to the conventions of [RS1]. Its mean Conley-Zehnder
index is denoted by ∆CZpH, kq P R, and satisfies ∆CZpH, kmq “ m∆CZpH, kq for
all k,m P N. Denote
νpH, kq “ dim kerpdϕkHp0q ´ Iq.
Note that νpH, kq is also the nullity of 0 P R2nkN as a critical point of AH,k,N (see
Section 3). By [LL1, LL2] we have
rCZpH, kq,CZpH, kq ` νpH, kqs Ă r∆CZpH, kq ´ n,∆CZpH, kq ` ns.
Lemma 2.17 will show that the graded groups H˚pH, k, 0q, H inv˚ pH, k, 0q are sup-
ported in degrees rCZpH, kq,CZpH, kq ` νpH, kqs. Moreover, if ∆CZpH, kq ` n or
∆CZpH, kq ´ n are attained then 0 is a totally degenerate fixed point of ϕkH , i.e., 1
is the only eigenvalue of dϕkHp0q, see Lemma 2.18.
We collect here some of the basic properties of H invpH, k, 0q that will be proved
in Section 2.
‚ (Homotopy) If tHτt uτPr0,1s is a family of 1-periodic Hamiltonians defined
near 0 P R2n, dHτt p0q ” 0, such that 0 is an isolated fixed point of the
family tϕkHτ uτPr0,1s then there exists an isomorphism
H inv˚ pH0, k, 0q »H inv˚ pH1, k, 0q
‚ (Support)H invj pH, k, 0q vanishes if j R rCZpH, kq,CZpH, kq`νpH, kqs, in
particular also if j R r∆CZpH, kq ´ n,∆CZpH, kq ` ns, see Remark 1.8.
‚ (Change of isotopy) Let Gt be a 1-periodic Hamiltonian defined near
0 P R2n such that ϕ1G is the identity germ at 0. If we set Kt “ pG#Hqt “
Gt `Ht ˝ pϕtGq´1 then there exists an isomorphism
H inv˚ pH, k, 0q »H inv˚`2mpK, k, 0q.
where m is the Maslov index of the loop t P r0, ks ÞÑ dϕtGp0q P Spp2nq.
The homotopy and change of isotopy properties are proved in Section 2.2.6.
The support property is proved in Section 2.2.4.
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1.2.4. Persistence Theorems. If α is a contact form on some manifold and γ is
a closed α-Reeb orbit such that all iterates γj are isolated among closed α-Reeb
orbits, then crucial to dynamical applications are the iteration properties of the
sequence HCpα, γjq. The extension of Gromoll-Meyer’s result from [GM2] for Reeb
flows done in [HM] relies on that fact that dim HCpα, γjq ď dim HFpφj , pq for all j,
where p P γ and φ is the local first return map to a transverse local section at p.
By the result of [GGu¨1] the latter is bounded in j, hence so is the former.
More precise information about the sequence HCpα, γjq was not available, with
one exception: in [GGo¨] it is shown that the Euler characteristics
χpα, γjq “
ÿ
iPZ
p´1qi dim HCipα, γjq
are recovered from Lefschetz theory by the non-trivial formula
(7) χpα, γjq “ 1
j
ÿ
dPDivpjq
#t1 ď l ă j{d : gcdpl, j{dq “ 1u iφdppq.
where iφdppq is the index of the fixed point p of the map φd. Hence, the sequence
χpα, γjq is periodic in j.
Definition 1.9. Given M P Spp2nq, k P N is an admissible iteration for M if 1 has
the same algebraic multiplicity for M and Mk. It is a good iteration if the numbers
of eigenvalues of M and Mk in p´1, 0q have the same parity.
Let Ht be a 1-periodic Hamiltonian defined near 0 P R2n, dHtp0q “ 0 for all t,
such that 0 is an isolated fixed point of ϕmH , m P N. The number k P N is an
admissible iteration for ϕmH if it is admissible for dϕ
m
Hp0q. It is a good iteration for
ϕmH if it is a good iteration for dϕ
m
Hp0q.
Theorem 1.10 (Persistence Theorem – Invariant case). Let k be an admissible
and good iteration for ϕmH . Then the iteration map
(8) I :H inv˚ pH,m, 0q ÑH inv˚`sk,mpH, km, 0q
is well-defined and is an isomorphism, where sk,m “ CZpH, kmq ´ CZpH,mq. In
particular, if ki Ñ 8 is a sequence of admissible and good iterations for ϕmH then|ski,m ´ ki∆CZpH,mq| is bounded.
We will prove this theorem in Section 3. It completely determines the iteration
properties of the sequence H invpH, j, 0q when 0 is isolated for all ϕjH ; see [GGo¨,
Remark 3.15]. It follows that the sequence ιj :“ dimH invpH, j, 0q is periodic in
j, but in fact more is true. One finds a finite set J Ă N satisfying 1 P J and if
j, j1 P J then lcmpj, j1q P J . Furthermore, the sequence tιjujPN is subordinated
to J in the following sense: for all j P N, we have ιj “ ιqpjq where qpjq is the
maximal divisor of j in J , i.e., qpjq “ maxti PJ : i P Divpjqu.
We also prove a persistence theorem in the absence of symmetries. Viewing
H pH, k, 0q as a discrete version of local Floer homology, the statement below is
the analogue of the main result of [GGu¨1]. It is also proved in section 3. (Notice
however that [GGu¨1] does not provide a precise description of the shift sk in the
grading.)
Theorem 1.11 (Persistence Theorem – Non-invariant case). Let k be an admissible
iteration for ϕ1H . Then the iteration map
(9) I :H˚pH, 1, 0q ÑH˚`skpH, k, 0q
is well-defined and is an isomorphism, where sk “ CZpH, kq´CZpH, 1q. In particu-
lar, if ki Ñ8 is a sequence of admissible iterations for ϕ1H then |ski´ki∆CZpH, 1q|
is bounded.
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1.2.5. Products, symplectically degenerate maxima and idempotency. The results
discussed here disregard the group symmetry. Symplectically degenerate maxima
(SDM) were first used by Hingston [Hi] in order to confirm the Conley conjecture
on standard symplectic tori, although she called such special critical points topo-
logically degenerate. It was then systematically studied and used by Ginzburg [Gi]
and his collaborators to confirm the Conley conjecture in more general symplectic
manifolds. In fact, the term SDM was introduced in [Gi]. In [Hi], Hingston studied
the action functional via Fourier series, and in [Gi], Ginzburg used Floer homology.
Mazzucchelli adapted this notion in [Ma] to the set-up of generating functions and
discrete action functionals. Here we take the latter viewpoint.
We study a fixed point of a Hamiltonian diffeomorphism on a symplectic mani-
fold. As is well-known, there is no loss of generality to assume that this point is the
origin in pR2n, ω0q, and that the 1-periodic germ of Hamiltonian Ht defined near
the origin satisfies dHtp0q “ 0 for all t. Inspired by [Gi, GGu¨1] we define
Definition 1.12. The fixed point 0 P R2n is a symplectically degenerate maximum
of H if it is an isolated fixed point of ϕ1H , ∆CZpH, 1q “ 0 and HnpH, 1, 0q ‰ 0.
Remark 1.13. It is interesting to contrast this with Mazzucchelli’s definition [Ma,
page 729]. There one asks for the existence of some N large such that the germs
ψi (2) admit generating functions Si for which 0 P R2n is an isolated local maximum
for all i, and Cn`nkN pAH,k,N , 0q ‰ 0 for infinitely many k. Here C˚pAH,k,N , 0q
stands for the local critical groups
C˚pAH,k,N , 0q “ H˚ptAH,k,N ă 0u Y t0u, tAH,k,N ă 0uq
where H˚ is singular homology. Standard arguments in Morse theory imply that
there is a canonical isomorphism C˚pAH,k,N , 0q “ HM˚pAH,k,N , 0q. Hence, [Ma,
page 729] asks that HnpH, k, 0q ‰ 0 for infinitely many iterates k. Let us examine
the consequences. By Remark 1.8, the homologyH˚pH, k, 0q is supported in degrees
r∆CZpH, kq ´ n,∆CZpH, kq ` ns “ rk∆CZpH, 1q ´ n, k∆CZpH, 1q ` ns.
If ∆CZpH, 1q ‰ 0 then n does not belong to this interval when k is large enough.
Hence ∆CZpH, 1q “ 0. Since an end of this interval is achieved, 0 must be a
totally degenerate fixed point of ϕ1H (Remark 1.8). Thus every k is admissible
and Theorem 1.11 implies that HnpH, 1, 0q ‰ 0. We have shown that an SDM
in the sense of [Ma, page 729] is an SDM in the sense of Definition 1.12. The
converse can be proved only up to linear symplectic change of coordinates and
deformation of the Hamiltonian keeping the time-1 map (germ) fixed. In fact, if 0
is an SDM for H as in Definition 1.12 then, as explained in Remark 1.8, 0 must
be a totally degenerate fixed point of ϕ1H . It follows that there exists M P Spp2nq
such that Mϕ1HM
´1 “ ϕ1M˚H becomes arbitrarily C1-close to id. We can now
choose K “ Kt satisfying ϕ1K “ ϕ1M˚H which is arbitrarily and uniformly (in t) C2-
small. Note that the Maslov index of t P R{Z ÞÑ dϕtM˚Hp0qpdϕtKp0qq´1 is an integer
close to ∆CZpH, 1q “ 0 because dϕtKp0q is uniformly close to I. Hence this Maslov
index vanishes and Lemma 2.26 yields an isomorphism H˚pH, 1, 0q “H˚pK, 1, 0q.
Taking K sufficiently C2-small then N “ 1 is adapted to K as in (27). It follows
by definition that 0 ‰ HnpK, 1, 0q “ HM2npF, 0q where F is a generating function
for ϕ1K . Hence 0 is an isolated local maximum of F . Theorem 1.11 now implies
that 0 is an SDM for K in the sense of [Ma, page 729].
In [HHM] we will show that Definition 1.12 is equivalent to the definition from [Gi].
Evidence to this fact is given by the following lemma (see [GGu¨1, Proposition 5.1]).
Lemma 1.14. If 0 is an isolated fixed point of ϕ1H then the following are equivalent.
a) 0 is an SDM for H.
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b) HnpH, ki, 0q ‰ 0 for a sequence ki Ñ8 of admissible iterations.
c) 0 is totally degenerate, HnpH, 1, 0q ‰ 0, and HnpH, k, 0q ‰ 0 for some
k ą n.
Proof. We will prove a) ñ b) ñ c) ñ a). Implication a) ñ b) follows from
Theorem 1.11.
Assume b). Then ∆CZpH, 1q “ 0 since, otherwise, HnpH, ki, 0q would vanish for
i large; see Remark 1.8. Again by Remark 1.8, the point 0 is a totally degenerate
fixed point of ϕkiH . Since ki is admissible, 0 must be a totally degenerate fixed
point of ϕ1H . In particular, every k is admissible and Theorem 1.11 implies that
HnpH, 1, 0q ‰HnpH, k, 0q for every k. We have proved b) ñ c).
Assume c). Then ∆CZpH, 1q P 2Z by [SZ] and total degeneracy of 0. By Re-
mark 1.8 we know that
n P r∆CZpH, 1q ´ n,∆CZpH, 1q ` ns X rk∆CZpH, 1q ´ n, k∆CZpH, 1q ` ns
for some k ą n. In particular, 0 ď ∆CZpH, 1q ă 2. It follows that ∆CZpH, 1q “ 0
and we have shown that c) ñ a). 
The local invariants H pH, k, 0q can be described in terms of singular homology,
as explained in Section 2.1. This point of view is not Morse homological, and hence
useless if one wants to make a comparison to local Floer homology, but it is helpful
to define operations
‚pmq :Hi1pH, k1, 0qb ¨ ¨ ¨bHimpH, km, 0q ÑHi1`¨¨¨`im´pm´1qnpH, k1`¨ ¨ ¨`km, 0q
provided 0 is an isolated fixed point of all ϕkiH and of ϕ
k1`¨¨¨`km
H .
The map ‚p2q yields a product
‚ :HipH, k, 0q bHjpH,m, 0q ÑHi`j´npH, k `m, 0q
given by a ‚ b “ ‚p2qpa, bq. It is associative and anti-commutative in the sense that
b ‚a “ p´1q|a||b|a ‚ b. See Section 4 for details. It plays the role of the pair-of-pants
product in local Floer homology, whose definition is not found in the literature but
can be easily constructed by the knowledgeable reader.
We have the following statement: If 0 is not an SDM then there exists some
r0 ą 0 depending on H such that ‚prqpa1, . . . , arq “ 0 for all integers r ě r0 which
are admissible for ϕ1H , and ai PH˚pH, 1, 0q. This is proved in the context of local
Floer homology as [GGu¨1, Proposition 5.3]. The same proof goes through since it
is based on degree considerations. We complement it with a proof of
Proposition 1.15. If 0 is an SDM of H then H pH, 1, 0q is supported in degree n,
HnpH, 1, 0q » Q and ‚prqpe, . . . , eq ‰ 0 for all r P N and e ‰ 0 in H pH, 1, 0q.
This statement is found in [GGu¨1, Section 5] with no proof in the context of
local Floer homology. The proof of Proposition 1.15 can be found in Section 4.3.
1.2.6. Bifurcations of isolated critical points with symmetry. The invariant (1) can
be seen as an invariant of bifurcations of isolated critical points which are symmetric
with respect to a finite cyclic group action. In general, it is different from standard
local Morse homology. It retains information of the birth-death process that hap-
pens at the moment of bifurcation, provided that the group symmetry is respected.
We give three examples of symmetric bifurcation scenarios in two variables with
symmetry group Z2, in increasing degree of complexity: firstly two critical points
bifurcate, then four and then, finally, eight critical points bifurcate.
The first scenario is shown in Figure 1, where we study the plane with the Z2-
action generated by reflection along an horizontal axis containing the point x. A
family of Z2-invariant functions ft having x as a critical point is analyzed, for t ă 0
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Figure 1. Symmetry is given by reflection with respect to the hori-
zontal axis. HMpf0, xq has a single generator in degree 1, HMpf0, xqZ2
vanishes.
we have a saddle at x, for t “ 0 bifurcation happens and x is a degenerate isolated
critical point of f0, for t ą 0 we have saddles at points y, z which are symmetric to
each other, and a maximum at x. The metric is the Euclidean one for all t. Grey
arrows indicate the chosen orientations of the unstable manifolds of the saddles.
For t ą 0 we orient the unstable manifold of x by the canonical orientation of the
plane. The local Morse chain complex for t ă 0 has a single generator x in degree
1, and 1 P Z2 acts by 1 ¨ x “ ´x because reflection reverts orientation of the grey
arrow. Hence HMpf0, xq has a generator in degree 1 but HMpf0, xqZ2 vanishes.
By Proposition 2.8, the same conclusion must be achieved when t ą 0. In fact,
the complex has a generator x in degree 2, and two more y, z in degree 1 . The
Morse differential is Bx “ y ´ z. The Z2-action is determined by 1 ¨ x “ ´x, since
reflection reverts orientations on the plane, and 1¨y “ ´y, 1¨z “ ´z since reflection
reverts orientations of grey arrows. Thus, in the basis tx, y, zu the operator 1¨ is
represented by minus the identity matrix and, as such, certainly commutes with B,
i.e., Z2 acts by chain maps. Moreover, 1 is not an eigenvalue of 1¨, confirming that
HMpf0, xqZ2 vanishes.
The next scenario is shown in Figure 2. Here Z2 acts by reflection with respect
to the vertical axis. For t ă 0 we have an isolated minimum, for t “ 0 bifurcation
happens, for t ą 0 there is a maximum at x, minima at y, z and saddles at u, v.
For all t ‰ 0 unstable manifolds of the minima are oriented by `1. For t ą 0 the
unstable manifold of x is oriented by the canonical orientation of the plane, while
the unstable manifolds of the saddles are oriented by the grey arrows. Looking
at the trivial local Morse chain complex for t ă 0 we conclude that HMpf0, xq “
HMpf0, xqZ2 has a single generator in degree 0. Hence, we must obtain the same
conclusion for t ą 0. In fact, Bx “ u` v, Bu “ y´ z and Bv “ z´ y. The Z2-action
reads 1 ¨x “ ´x, since reflection is orientation reversing on the plane, 1 ¨u “ ´v and
1 ¨ v “ ´u since reflection does not preserve orientations of grey arrows, 1 ¨ y “ y
and 1 ¨ z “ z since y, z are fixed. It follows that B commutes with 1¨, as expected.
Moreover, there are no invariant chains in degree 2, invariant chains are generated
by u ´ v in degree 1 and by y, z in degree 0. However, Bpu ´ vq “ 2py ´ zq shows
that invariant homology vanishes in degree 1 and is generated by the homology
class of y ` z in degree 0. The result is again that HMpf0, xqZ2 has one generator
in degree 0.
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Figure 2. Symmetry is given by reflection with respect to the vertical
axis. HMpf0, xq “ HMpf0, xqZ2 has a single generator in degree 0.
Figure 3. Symmetry is given by reflection with respect to the hori-
zontal axis. HMpf0, xq has a generator in degree 1, HMpf0, xqZ2 van-
ishes.
Our final scenario, where eight critical points bifurcate from x, is shown in
Figure 3. As in the first scenario, the Z2-action is generated by reflection along
the horizontal axis. Grey arrows orient unstable manifolds of saddles, for all t ‰
0. For t ą 0 unstable manifolds of local maxima are oriented by the canonical
orientation of the plane, while those of local minima are oriented by `1. Looking
at t ă 0 we conclude that HMpf0, xq has a generator in degree 1, while HMpf0, xqZ2
vanishes. In fact, for t ă 0 the local Morse chain complex has a single generator
x in degree 1, but 1 ¨ x “ ´x since reflection reverses vertical grey arrows. By
the continuation property (Proposition 2.8) the same simple conclusion must be
obtained by analyzing the more complicated Morse chain complex for t ą 0. We
have nine generators: two ty, zu in degree 2, five tx, a, b, c, du in degree 1 and two
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tu, vu in degree 0. The local Morse differential reads
By “ b´ a` x
Bz “ d´ c´ x
Bx “ u´ v
Ba “ ´v “ ´Bc
Bb “ ´u “ ´Bd
and the action of 1 P Z2 is
1 ¨ y “ ´z 1 ¨ z “ ´y
1 ¨ x “ x
1 ¨ a “ ´c 1 ¨ c “ ´a
1 ¨ b “ ´d 1 ¨ d “ ´b
1 ¨ u “ u 1 ¨ v “ v.
We used that reflection reverses orientations of vertical arrows, preserves orienta-
tions of horizontal arrows, and reverts orientations of the plane. The reader can
check that 1¨ commutes with B. The subcomplex of invariant chains has a generator
ty ´ zu in degree 2, three generators tx, a´ c, b´ du in degree 1, and two tu, vu in
degree 0. Note that Bpy´ zq “ 2x` b´ d` c´ a, that the closed invariants chains
in degree 1 are precisely generated by Bpy ´ zq, and that both u and v are exact.
This is in agreement with the vanishing of HMpf0, xqZ2 .
1.2.7. Global transversality with symmetry can not be achieved by C2-small per-
turbations. It is not always possible to perturb a symmetric pair to a symmetric
Morse-Smale pair, as the following simple and well-known example shows. Con-
sider a ‘bagel-like’ 2-torus embedded in R3. We cut the bagel open with respect to a
plane, and assume that the bagel is symmetric with respect to Z2-action generated
by reflection along this cutting plane. As a Z2-symmetric Morse function we choose
a height function along an axis in the cutting plane, see Figure 4. The metric is
the one inherited from the Euclidean metric in R3. The gradient vector field must
be tangent to the fixed-point set by symmetry. Hence for any C2-small symmetric
perturbation the grey circle will contain two saddles and anti-gradient trajectories
connecting them. Such a configuration is not allowed by the Morse-Smale condition.
1.2.8. Morse homological description of Zk-equivariant homology. Here we com-
pute invariant Morse homology in a simple example to illustrate the fact that in-
variant and equivariant homologies coincide for finite-cyclic group actions, with
Q-coefficients. The proof of this fact was given in [GHHM, appendix], but only
now with Theorem 1.6 we get to know that invariant Morse-Smale pairs exist in
closed manifolds.
Consider the same Z2-action on the 2-torus from Figure 4, but the symmetric
Morse function is the one shown in Figure 5. It forms with the obvious flat metric a
symmetric Morse-Smale pair. There is again a maximum M , two saddles s1, s2 and
a minimum m. Let us orient the unstable 2-disk of M by the canonical orientation
of the plane, and the unstable 0-disk of m by `1. The unstable manifold of s1 is
oriented to the right, and that of s2 is oriented downwards. The Morse differential
vanishes: BM “ s2 ´ s2 ` s1 ´ s1 “ 0, Bs2 “ Bs1 “ m´m “ 0. By the definition
of action, 1 P Z2 acts as 1 ¨M “ ´M , since reflection reverses orientations of the
plane, 1 ¨ s1 “ s1 and 1 ¨ s2 “ ´s2 since reflection preserves/reverts orientation on
the horizontal/vertical axis, and 1 ¨ m “ m since m is fixed. The subcomplex of
invariant chains vanishes in degree 2, is generated by s1 in degree 1 and by m in
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Figure 4. On the left we see the bagel cut open along the plane of
the paper. The height function is along an axis in this plane through
the critical points, it has its maximum at M , two saddles at s1, s2 and
its minimum at m. On the right we ‘unwrap’ the bagel and draw some
anti-gradient flow lines. In both pictures, we draw in grey the saddle-
saddle connection in one of the components of the fixed-point set of
the action. Such a saddle-saddle connection can not be destroyed by a
Z2-symmetric C2-small perturbation.
Figure 5. The homology of the subcomplex of Z2-invariant chains has
one generator in degrees 1 and 0, thus agreeing with the Z2-equivariant
homology.
degree 0. Since the differential vanishes, the homology of this subcomplex has a
generator in degrees 0 and 1, agreeing with Z2-equivariant homology.
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2. Local Morse homology and the discrete action functional
In this section we establish basic properties of invariant and non-invariant lo-
cal Morse homology groups of discrete action functionals, which are in complete
analogy to properties of local Floer homology and local contact homology.
2.1. Definition and invariance of local Morse homology with symmetries.
In the absence of symmetries the material discussed here is absolutely standard and
well-known. Aiming at the case where a finite-cyclic group symmetry is present,
we start with a discussion of the non-symmetric case.
Let U be an isolating small open neighborhood for pf, xq, where f is a smooth
function defined on some manifold X without boundary and x is an isolated critical
point of f . If a Riemannian metric θ on X is fixed then one can find an arbitrarily
C2-small (even C8-small) perturbation pf 1, θ1q of pf, θq which is Morse-Smale on U .
For each j one considers the vector space CMjpf 1, θ1, Uq over Q freely generated by
the critical points of f 1 which lie on U and have Morse index equal to j. A dif-
ferential Bpf 1,θ1,Uq on the graded vector space CM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq is defined by counting
negative pf 1, θ1q-gradient trajectories contained in U connecting critical points in U
of index difference one. This differential depends on choices of orientations of the
unstable manifolds. We denote the associated homology groups by HM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq.
The dependence on the choice of orientations is not made explicit in the notation.
It turns out that for two such pairs pf 1, θ1q, pf2, θ2q which are C2-close enough
to pf, θq, and Morse-Smale on U , there exist chain maps
(10)
´
CM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq, Bpf 1,θ1,Uq
¯
Ñ
´
CM˚pf2, θ2, Uq, Bpf2,θ2,Uq
¯
induced by a certain piece of extra data. Such chain maps can be defined as
so-called Floer continuation maps. It follows from the particular way that Floer
continuation maps are defined, that two chain maps (10) associated to a fixed pair
of pairs pf 1, θ1q, pf2, θ2q, together with corresponding choices of orientations, are
chain homotopic. Hence the map induced on homology
(11) Φ
pf2,θ2q
pf 1,θ1q : HM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq Ñ HM˚pf2, θ2, Uq
does not depend on the extra data. Moreover, when pf2, θ2q “ pf 1, θ1q and orienta-
tions are chosen to be equal, the map on homology is the identity, and these maps
make diagrams such as
(12) HM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq
Φ
pf3,θ3q
pf 1,θ1q

Φ
pf2,θ2q
pf 1,θ1q // HM˚pf2, θ2, Uq
Φ
pf3,θ3q
pf2,θ2qvv
HM˚pf3, θ3, Uq
commutative. All this holds for all pairs pf 1, θ1q, pf2, θ2q, pf3, θ3q on a fixed and
small C2-neighborhood of pf, θq, and is proved using a compactness-gluing argument
which is ubiquitous in Floer theory, see the book of Schwarz [Sch1] for details.
Remark 2.1. Suppose one is given a collection tVλuλPΛ of vector spaces, and for
each pair pλ1, λ2q P Λ ˆ Λ an isomorphism Ψλ2λ1 : Vλ1 Ñ Vλ2 such that Ψλλ “ idVλ
and Ψλ3λ2 ˝Ψλ2λ1 “ Ψλ3λ1 . Then on \λPΛVλ there is an equivalence relation defined by
v1 „ v2 if, and only if v2 “ Ψλ2λ1pv1q, where vi P Vλi . The associated quotient space,
denoted by V , has the structure of a vector space such that for each λ the quotient
projection restricts to an isomorphism Vλ
„Ñ V .
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The vector spaces HM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq and maps Φpf
2,θ2q
pf 1,θ1q , where pf 1, θ1q and pf2, θ2q
vary on a fixed C2-small neighborhood of pf, θq, fit in the discussion of Remark 2.1.
We get the local Morse homology HM˚pf, θ, xq. As the notation suggests, this
is independent of U . This is easily proved by noting that a small perturbation
forces critical points and connecting trajectories to be contained in arbitrarily small
neighborhoods of the origin.
Consider F “ tfλuλPΛ a smooth family of smooth functions defined on some
manifold M , where λ varies on the parameter space Λ. Suppose that p P M is
a common critical point of all fλ. One says that p is a uniformly isolated critical
point of F if there exists a neighborhood of p which is an isolating neighborhood
of pfλ, pq for all λ. Invariance properties in local Morse homology without sym-
metries are well-known, we summarize them in the statement below which can be
proved in a standard fashion using Floer-type continuation maps. In particular,
the independence of local Morse homology with respect to the metric follows as a
corollary.
Proposition 2.2. Let F “ tfsusPra,bs be a smooth family of smooth real-valued
functions defined on a manifold without boundary, and let x be a uniformly isolated
critical point of F . Then for any family of metrics tθsusPra,bs there is a special
family of so-called continuation isomorphisms
ΘpFqs1s0 : HMpfs0 , θs0 , xq Ñ HMpfs1 , θs1 , xq
parametrized by a ď s0 ď s1 ď b, satisfying ΘpFqs2s0 “ ΘpFqs2s1 ˝ ΘpFqs1s0 for all
a ď s0 ď s1 ď s2 ď b. Moreover, ΘpFqba depends only on the homotopy class of F
keeping endpoints fixed.
It follows from the above statement and constructions that the local Morse ho-
mology of pf, xq, denoted as
(13) HM˚pf, xq
is defined independently of choices of metrics, and stays constant under deforma-
tions pfs, xq through families where x is a uniformly isolated critical point of tfsu.
This concludes our discussion of the non-invariant case.
We are interested in a version of Proposition 2.2 under finite cyclic group sym-
metries. However, we do not have the transversality statement with symmetries
necessary to use Floer-theoretic methods to show that continuation maps (11) are
Zk-equivariant when the local Morse-Smale pairs are Zk-symmetric. We need an-
other approach. Let us start by recalling the well-known interplay between local
Morse homology and more classical local critical groups a` la Gromoll-Meyer [GM1].
Consider a pair pf, θq. Let an isolated critical point x of f be given. Choose an
open, relatively compact, isolating neighborhood U for pf, xq.
Definition 2.3 (Gromoll-Meyer pairs). A Gromoll-Meyer pair for pf, xq (in U) is
a pair W´ Ă W Ă U of closed subsets of U with the following property. There
exists a C2-neighborhood N1 of pf, θq such that for every pf 1, θ1q P N1 which is
Morse-Smale on U one finds an isomorphism
(14) Ψ˜pf 1,θ1,Uq : H˚pW,W´q „Ñ HM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq.
Moreover, these maps and the continuation maps (11) satisfy
(15) Φ
pf2,θ2q
pf 1,θ1q “ Ψpf2,θ2,Uq ˝
`
Ψpf 1,θ1,Uq
˘´1
.
Here H˚ stands for singular homology with rational coefficients.
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Following Conley [Co], see also [Sa2] for the instructive case of closed manifolds,
one constructs (non-uniquely) Gromoll-Meyer pairs. This construction will be re-
vised in Appendix B, along with a proof of the proposition below. The maps (14)
satisfying (15) induce a canonical isomorphism
HMpf, xq » HpW,W´q.
Proposition 2.4. Assume further that the ambient manifold is equipped with a
Zk-action and that f, θ, x, U are Zk-invariant. Then there exists a Gromoll-Meyer
pair pW,W´q in U where both sets W,W´ are Zk-invariant, and a C2-neighborhood
N1 of pf, θq such that for every pf 1, θ1q P N1 which is Morse-Smale on U and Zk-
invariant, the map (14) is Zk-equivariant.
Remark 2.5. Theorem 1.5 guarantees that the above statement does not concern
an empty set of pairs.
Equivariance of (14) is to be understood as follows. The sets W,W´ are Zk-
invariant. If a : X Ñ X is the diffeomorphism given by the action of 1 P Zk then on
C˚pW,W´q we consider the Zk-action by chain maps generated by a˚. This induces
a Zk-action on H˚pW,W´q. On CM˚pf1, θ1, Uq we consider the Zk-action by chain
maps described in 1.2.2. Similarly, this induces a Zk-action on HM˚pf1, θ1, Uq.
Equivariance of (14) is meant with respect to these actions.
Remark 2.6. As observed above, singular homology of a Gromoll-Meyer pair com-
putes local Morse homology. In Appendix B, Proposition 2.4 will be proved by
first recalling the construction of W,W´, Ψ˜pf 1,θ1,Uq and then showing that Ψ˜f 1,θ1,U
is Zk-equivariant when the local Morse-Smale pair pf 1, θ1q P N1 is Zk-symmetric.
Remark 2.7. Let pC˚, Bq be any chain complex over Q with a Zk-action by chain
maps. This action induces a Zk-action on homology H˚pC, Bq. Let H˚pC, BqZk Ă
H˚pC, Bq be the subspace of invariant homology classes, and let pCZk˚ , Bq be the
subcomplex of invariant chains. There is a natural isomorphism H˚pC, BqZk »
H˚pCZk , Bq. In fact, on pC˚, Bq we have an averaging chain map A defined by
Ac “ 1
k
pc` 1 ¨ c` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pk ´ 1q ¨ cq
Then CZk˚ “ im A. The induced averaging map on homology, still denoted by
A, also satisfies H˚pC, BqZk “ im A. Using these operators one checks that the
map H˚pCZk , Bq Ñ H˚pC, Bq induced by inclusion of complexes is injective, and
its image coincides with the image of A, i.e. with H˚pC, BqZk . This provides the
desired isomorphism. Naturality in the category of chain complexes over Q with a
Zk-action by chain maps is again easy to check. H˚pC, BqZk is called Zk-invariant
homology.
Let W´, W , N1 be given by Proposition 2.4. It follows from this proposition
that we have induced maps
Φ
pf2,θ2q
pf 1,θ1q : HM˚pf 1, θ1, UqZk Ñ HMpf2, θ2, UqZk
on invariant homology, and that the spaces HM˚pf 1, θ1, UqZk and the maps Φpf
2,θ2q
pf 1,θ1q
again fit in the discussion of Remark 2.1, where pf 1, θ1q, pf2, θ2q belong to N1,
are Morse-Smale on U and Zk-invariant. The induced vector space, denoted by
HMpf, θ, xqZk , is of course isomorphic to HpW,W´qZk . As the notation suggests,
this is independent of U . A consequence of Proposition 2.4 is the following analogue
of Proposition 2.2 in the presence of a Zk-action.
Proposition 2.8. Let F “ tfsusPra,bs be a smooth family of Zk-invariant functions
defined on a manifold without boundary equipped with a Zk-action, and let x be a
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fixed point of the action, which is also a uniformly isolated critical point of F . For
any family tθsusPra,bs of Zk-invariant metrics there exist isomorphisms
ΘZkpFqs1s0 : HMpfs0 , θs0 , xqZk Ñ HMpfs1 , θs1 , xqZk
parametrized by a ď s0 ď s1 ď b, satisfying ΘZkpFqs2s0 “ ΘZkpFqs2s1 ˝ ΘZkpFqs1s0 for
all a ď s0 ď s1 ď s2 ď b. Moreover, ΘZkpFqba depends only on the homotopy class
of F keeping endpoints fixed.
Let MetZk denote the space of Zk-invariant metrics on X. Given θ1, θ2 P MetZk
one considers the family p1 ´ tqθ1 ` tθ2, t P r0, 1s, of Zk-invariant metrics which,
by Proposition 2.8, yields an isomorphism HMpf, θ1, xqZk Ñ HMpf, θ2, xqZk . These
spaces and maps fit into the discussion of Remark 2.1 because MetZk is convex.
Hence we obtain what we call invariant local Morse homology
HMpf, xqZk .
Again by the proposition, this is invariant under deformations pfs, xq through fam-
ilies of Zk-invariant functions keeping x as a uniformly isolated critical point.
Before moving on to Hamiltonian dynamics, we study the relationship between
the continuation maps from the above propositions and direct sum maps defined as
follows. Let x P X, y P Y be isolated critical points of f : X Ñ R, g : Y Ñ R where
X,Y are manifolds without boundary. Fix metrics θ, α on X,Y and U, V isolating
neighborhoods of x, y respectively. Let pf 1, θ1q, pg1, α1q be C2-small perturbations
of pf, θq, pg, αq which are Morse-Smale on U, V respectively. Then pf 1 ‘ g1, θ1 ‘ α1q
is Morse-Smale on U ˆ V and there exists a chain isomorphism
(16)
pCMpf 1 ‘ g1, θ1 ‘ α1, U ˆ V q, BMorseq
“ pCMpf 1, θ1, Uq, BMorseq b pCMpg1, α1, V q, BMorseq
if the orientation of unstable manifold of the critical point px, yq of f 1 ‘ g1 is the
product of the chosen orientations of the unstable manifolds of x and of y. Since
we use rational coefficients, the Ku¨nneth formula yields
(17) HMpf ‘ g, px, yqq „Ñ HMpf, xq bHMpg, yq.
If y is a non-degenerate critical point of index µ then we have an isomorphism
(18) Ξ : HM˚pf ‘ g, px, yqq „Ñ HM˚´µpf, xq
referred to as a direct sum map.
In the presence of Zk-symmetry we claim that (18) is either Zk-equivariant or
Zk-antiequivariant. To see this, we assume that X,Y are equipped with Zk-actions,
and that f, θ, x, U and g, α, y, V are Zk-invariant. On XˆY we consider the induced
diagonal Zk-action. Let us denote the diffeomorphisms generating the actions on X,
Y or X ˆY all by 1, with no fear of ambiguity. The definition of the Zk-actions on
the chain complexes in (16) explained in Section 1.2.2, together with the particular
choices of orientations of unstable manifolds which make (16) valid, imply that
under the isomorphism (17) the generator 1˚ on the left-hand side corresponds
to 1˚ b 1˚ on the right-hand side. Now assume again that y is a non-degenerate
critical point of g of index µ. The linear Zk-action on TyY preserves the negative
eigenspace E´ of the Hessian D2gpyq, and there are two cases: either it preserves
orientation on E´, or reverses it. If it preserves the orientation then 1˚ acts on
HMpg, yq as the identity and Ξ in (18) satisfies
Ξ ˝ 1˚ “ 1˚ ˝ Ξ.
If it reverses then 1˚ acts on HMpg, yq as minus the identity and Ξ in (18) satisfies
Ξ ˝ 1˚ “ ´p1˚ ˝ Ξq.
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Summarizing we get the following statement: If 1 P Zk preserves orientations on
E´ then Ξ is Zk-equivariant and induces an isomorphism
(19) ΞZk : HM˚pf ‘ g, px, yqqZk „Ñ HM˚´µpf, xqZk .
In fact we know slightly more: if 1 P Zk reverses orientations on E´ then Ξ induces
an isomorphism between HM˚pf ‘ g, px, yqqZk and the ´1-eigenspace of the Zk-
action on HM˚´µpf, xq (which perhaps deserves to be called anti-invariant local
Morse homology and might eventually find dynamical applications).
It follows from the definitions that if tfsusPra,bs is a family having x as a uniformly
isolated critical point, and tgsusPra,bs is a family having y as a non-degenerate critical
point, then tfs ‘ gsu has px, yq as a uniformly isolated critical point and
(20) HM˚pfa, xq Θ // HM˚pfb, xq
HM˚`µpfa ‘ ga, px, yqq
Ξ
OO
Θ // HM˚`µpfb ‘ gb, px, yqq
Ξ
OO
commutes, where Θ are continuation maps. In the presence of symmetry there is a
symmetric version of the above commutative diagram
(21) HM˚pfa, xqZk Θ
Zk // HM˚pfb, xqZk
HM˚`µpfa ‘ ga, px, yqqZk
ΞZk
OO
ΘZk // HM˚`µpfb ‘ gb, px, yqqZk
ΞZk
OO
provided that the generator of the induced linear Zk-action on TyY preserves the
orientation on the negative space of the Hessian of gs at y, for all s.
2.2. Isolated periodic points and their local invariants. The link between
local Hamiltonian dynamics and local Morse theory can be achieved through gen-
erating functions. This is a classical subject that goes back to Poincare´ [Po].
2.2.1. Generating functions. Let ϕ be a germ of symplectic diffeomorphism defined
near the fixed point 0 in pR2m, ω0q. We use px, yq to indicate the Lagrangian
splitting R2m “ pRm ˆ 0q ‘ p0ˆ Rmq » Rm ˆ Rm. If
(Gen1) R2m “ pRm ˆ 0q ‘ dϕp0qp0ˆ Rmq
holds then, denoting px¯, y¯q “ ϕpx, yq, the map px, yq ÞÑ px, y¯q defines a diffeomor-
phism near the origin. Hence we can use px, y¯q as independent coordinates, and
consider the 1-form η :“ py´ y¯qdx`px¯´xqdy¯ in px, y¯q-space. It is closed because ϕ
is symplectic. Hence there is a primitive S “ Spx, y¯q near the origin. Such a germ
of function S is called a generating function for ϕ and
(Gen2) For all pX,Y q, px, yq near the origin
ϕpx, yq “ pX,Y q ô
#
X ´ x “ ∇2Spx, Y q
y ´ Y “ ∇1Spx, Y q .
Note that S is determined up to an additive constant. There are many other types
of generating functions, see [MS98, chapter 9]. In this work the term generating
function refers to those defined as above.
Lemma 2.9. Suppose that the germ ϕ satisfies (Gen1). If S is the generating
function as in (Gen2) then D2Sp0q and dϕp0q are related by
dϕp0q ´ I “ ´J0 D2Sp0q dT p0q
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where T is the map T px, yq “ px, Y q with Y defined by pX,Y q “ ϕpx, yq, and J0 is
the matrix
J0 “
ˆ
0 ´I
I 0
˙
.
Thus, dT p0q provides a linear isomorphism between kerpdϕp0q´ Iq and kerD2Sp0q.
Proof. Using (Gen2) we get
dϕp0q ´ I “
ˆ∇xX ´ I ∇yX
∇xY ∇yY ´ I
˙
“
ˆ ∇21S `∇22S∇xY ∇22S∇yY
´∇11S ´∇12S∇xY ´∇12S∇yY
˙
where partial derivatives of S, X and Y are evaluated at the origin. Simple inspec-
tion shows that the last matrix is equal precisely to ´J0D2Sp0qdT p0q. 
2.2.2. Discrete action functionals as generating functions. Consider a 1-periodic
Hamiltonian Ht defined near 0 P R2n satisfying dHtp0q “ 0, and choose N large
enough such that the local diffeomorphisms ψi defined in (2) are C
1-small and
hence satisfy (Gen1). Note that ψi is N -periodic in i. There is a unique N -periodic
sequence of germs Si as in (Gen2) normalized by Sip0q “ 0.
Consider the discrete action functional AH,k,N defined as in (4) and the sym-
plectic diffeomorphism ΦH,k,N defined near the origin in R2nkN by
(22)
ΦH,k,N pz1, . . . , zkN q “ pZ1, . . . , ZkN q
Z1 “ ψkN pzkN q, Zi “ ψi´1pzi´1q @i “ 2, . . . , kN.
Lemma 2.10. ΦH,k,N satisfies (Gen1) and AH,k,N is a generating function for
ΦH,k,N as in (Gen2). Moreover, the nullity of 0 P R2nkN as a critical point of
AH,k,N is equal to νpH, kq “ dim ker dϕkHp0q´I. In particular, the origin in R2nkN
is a non-degenerate critical point of AH,k,N if, and only if, dϕkHp0q´ I is invertible.
Proof. Consider xi, yi, Xi, Yi P Rn defined by zi “ pxi, yiq, Zi “ pXi, Yiq. Set
x “ px1, . . . , xN q, y “ py1, . . . , yN q
X “ pX1, . . . , XN q, Y “ pY1, . . . , YN q.
Note that
(23)
dΦH,k,N p0, . . . , 0q ¨ pδz1, . . . , δzkN q “ pδZ1, . . . , δZkN q and
δZi “ dψi´1p0q ¨ δzi´1.
Hence ΦH,k,N satisfies (Gen1) since so does each ψi by our choice of N .
With these formulas we see that 1 is an eigenvalue of dΦH,k,N if, and only if, it
is an eigenvalue of dϕkHp0q, in which case their geometric multiplicities coincide.
Now we wish to show that
(24) pX,Y q “ ΦH,k,N px, yq ô
#
X ´ x “ ∇2AH,k,N px, Y q
y ´ Y “ ∇1AH,k,N px, Y q
holds for all px, yq, pX,Y q close enough to the origin in R2nkN . But pX,Y q “
ΦH,k,N px, yq if, and only if, Zi “ ψi´1pzi´1q, which happens precisely when
Xi ´ xi´1 “ ∇2Si´1pxi´1, Yiq
yi´1 ´ Yi “ ∇1Si´1pxi´1, Yiq.
Using the first of these equations we get
(25)
Xi ´ xi “ Xi ´ xi´1 ` xi´1 ´ xi
“ xi´1 ´ xi `∇2Si´1pxi´1, Yiq.
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Now since
AH,k,N px, Y q “
kNÿ
i“1
xipYi`1 ´ Yiq ` Sipxi, Yi`1q
where the index kN ` 1 is to be replaced by 1, we get
(26) ∇YiAH,k,N px, Y q “ xi´1 ´ xi `∇2Si´1pxi´1, Yiq.
Combining (25) and (26) for every i we obtain the first equation in the right hand
side of (24). The second equation in the right hand side of (24) is obtained analo-
gously. We have proved the first assertion in the statement of the lemma.
To prove the other assertions one uses Lemma 2.9 to identify the kernel of the
Hessian of AH,k,N at the origin with the 1-eigenspace of dΦH,k,N p0q, and then
one uses the above mentioned fact that this eigenspace is linearly isomorphic to
ker dϕkHp0q ´ I. 
2.2.3. Definition of local invariants, with or without symmetry. As above, consider
a germ H “ Ht of a 1-periodic Hamiltonian near 0 P R2n satisfying dHtp0q “ 0 for
all t, and denote ϕ “ ϕ1H . We say that N ě 1 is adapted to H if
(27) t0 ă t1, t1 ´ t0 ď p2Nq´1 ñ ϕt1H ˝ pϕt0Hq´1 satisfies (Gen1).
Assuming (27), the sequence of germs ψi “ ϕi{NH ˝pϕpi´1q{NH q´1 satisfies (Gen1) and
we find generating functions Si for ψi as in (Gen2), normalized by Sip0q “ 0. The
sequences ψi and Si are N -periodic in i P Z. Fix k P N and consider the discrete
action functional AH,k,N defined in (4). As observed before, the function AH,k,N is
invariant under the Zk-action generated by the shift map (5).
Assume that 0 P R2n is an isolated fixed point of ϕk. Thus 0 P R2nkN is an
isolated critical point of AH,k,N and with the use of Theorem 1.5 we can define
the local Zk-invariant Morse homology groups HMpAH,k,N , 0qZk as explained in
Section 1.2.2. One may also consider the usual non-invariant local Morse homology
HMpAH,k,N , 0q.
Lemma 2.11 (Inflation isomorphisms). If N is adapted to H as in (27) then there
exists an isomorphism
(28) IN : HM˚pAH,k,N , 0q Ñ HM˚`nkpAH,k,N`1, 0q
and an isomorphism
(29) I ZkN : HM˚pAH,k,N , 0qZk Ñ HM˚`2nkpAH,k,N`2, 0qZk .
Proof. We only prove (29) since (28) is analogous and easier. The functional AH,k,N
is defined near the origin in R2nkN » pR2nqNk, where a typical point is pz1, . . . , zkN q,
zi “ pxi, yiq. It was constructed using the N -periodic sequence Si of generating
functions near the origin in R2n. Now consider the pN ` 2q-periodic sequence
obtained by inserting the germ 0 twice between positions λN and λN ` 1, λ P Z.
This gives
p. . . SN´1, SN , 0, 0, S1, S2, . . . , SN´1, SN , 0, 0, S1, S2 . . . q.
For each λ “ 1, . . . , k consider two extra variables w1λ “ pu1λ, v1λq and w2λ “ pu2λ, v2λq.
Now we have kpN `2q variables belonging to R2n and we can consider the function
A` near the origin in R2nkpN`2q of the form A` “ A1 ` A2 where
A1 “
kÿ
λ“1
N´1ÿ
i“1
xpλ´1qN`ipypλ´1qN`i`1 ´ ypλ´1qN`iq
` Sipxpλ´1qN`i, ypλ´1qN`i`1q
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and
A2 “
kÿ
λ“1
xλN pv1λ ´ yλN q ` SN pxλN , v1λq ` u1λpv2λ ´ v1λq ` u2λpyλN`1 ´ v2λq
where kN ` 1 is to be identified with 1.
We claim that
(30) HM˚pAH,k,N , 0qZk » HM˚`2nkpA`, 0qZk .
To this end consider new variables
ζ1λ :“ v2λ ´ v1λ
ξ1λ :“ xλN ´ u1λ
ζ2λ :“ yλN`1 ´ v2λ
ξ2λ :“ u1λ ´ u2λ
pλ “ 1, . . . , kq
where kN ` 1 is to be replaced by 1. This gives a new set of independent variables
px1, . . . , xkN , y1, . . . , ykN , ξ11 , . . . , ξ1k, ξ21 , . . . , ξ2k, ζ11 , . . . , ζ1k , ζ21 , . . . , ζ2kq
with respect to which A1 keeps the same form, and A2 takes the form
A2 “
“
kÿ
λ“1
˜
xλN pyλN`1 ´ ζ1λ ´ ζ2λ ´ yλN q ` SN pxλN , yλN`1 ´ ζ1λ ´ ζ2λq
` pxλN ´ ξ1λqζ1λ ` pxλN ´ ξ1λ ´ ξ2λqζ2λ
¸
“
kÿ
λ“1
´ξ1λζ1λ ´ ξ2λζ2λ ´ ξ1λζ2λ ` xλN pyλN`1 ´ yλN q ` SN pxλN , yλN`1 ´ ζ1λ ´ ζ2λq.
For s P r0, 1s define a family As` “ A1 ` A2s where
A2s “
“
kÿ
λ“1
´ξ1λζ1λ ´ ξ2λζ2λ ´ sξ1λζ2λ ` xλN pyλN`1 ´ yλN q ` SN pxλN , yλN`1 ´ sζ1λ ´ sζ2λq.
We claim that the origin in R2nkpN`2q is a uniformly isolated critical point of
the family As` . To see this first compute partial derivatives with respect to x
(31)
i P t1, . . . , N ´ 1u ñ
∇xpλ´1qN`iAs` “ ∇xpλ´1qN`iA1
“ ypλ´1qN`i`1 ´ ypλ´1qN`i `∇1Sipxpλ´1qN`i, ypλ´1qN`i`1q
and
(32)
∇xλNAs` “ ∇xλNA2s
“ yλN`1 ´ yλN `∇1SN pxλN , yλN`1 ´ sζ1λ ´ sζ2λq
where λ P t1, . . . , ku. Now we compute partial derivatives with respect to y-
variables
(33)
i P t2, . . . , Nu ñ
∇ypλ´1qN`iAs`
“ xpλ´1qN`i´1 ´ xpλ´1qN`i `∇2Si´1pxpλ´1qN`i´1, ypλ´1qN`iq
and
(34)
∇ypλ´1qN`1As`
“ xpλ´1qN ´ xpλ´1qN`1 `∇2SN pxpλ´1qN , ypλ´1qN`1 ´ sζ1λ´1 ´ sζ2λ´1q
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where λ is to be taken modulo k. Finally we compute partial derivatives with
respect to ξ1λ, ζ
1
λ, ξ
2
λ, ζ
2
λ
(35)
∇ξ1λAs` “ ´ζ1λ ´ sζ2λ
∇ξ2λAs` “ ´ζ2λ
∇ζ1λAs` “ ´ξ1λ ´ s∇2SN pxλN , yλN`1 ´ sζ1λ ´ sζ2λq
∇ζ2λAs` “ ´ξ2λ ´ sξ1λ ´ s∇2SN pxλN , yλN`1 ´ sζ1λ ´ sζ2λq.
In formulas (31)-(35) all indices appearing as subscripts of x, y are to be taken
modulo kN , and the index λ is to be taken modulo k. Let U be a neighborhood of
the origin in R2nkN satisfying
z P U, ∇AH,k,N pzq “ 0 ñ z “ 0.
We claim that U ˆ R4nk is a uniformly isolating neighborhood for the origin in
R2nkpN`2q with respect to the family tAs` u. At a critical point in U ˆ R4nk, the
first two identities in (35) give ζ1λ “ ζ2λ “ 0 for all λ. Substituting into (31)-(34), we
find that pz1, . . . , zkN q is a critical point of AH,k,N in U . Hence z1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ zkN “ 0.
Since ∇Sip0, 0q “ 0 for all i we obtain ξλ “ 0 for all λ from the last two iden-
tities in (35). Finally note that the family As` is Zk-invariant under the corre-
sponding shift map which takes the block pzpλ´1qN`1, . . . , zλN , pξ1λ, ζ1λq, pξ2λ, ζ2λqq to
pzλN`1, . . . , zpλ`1qN , pξ1λ`1, ζ1λ`1q, pξ2λ`1, ζ2λ`1qq. Moreover, A`1 “ A` and
(36) A`0 “ AH,k,N ´
kÿ
λ“1
pξ1λζ1λ ` ξ2λζ2λq.
Note that the quadratic form in the right hand side of the equation above has 2nk
positive and 2nk negative eigenvalues, its negative space is the diagonal
tξ1λ “ ζ1λ, ξ2λ “ ζ2λ; λ “ 1, . . . , ku
on R4nk “ R2nk ˆ R2nk, which is a 2nk-dimensional vector space since it is the
product of k diagonals in R4n. In general, if V is an m-dimensional space the
cyclic shift on V k is orientation preserving when m is even. In our case we get that
the shift on the negative eigenspace of the quadratic form ´řkλ“1pξ1λζ1λ ` ξ2λζ2λq is
orientation preserving. Thus Proposition 2.8 and the considerations leading to (19)
together imply (30). Our claim is proved.
Next we claim that there is a continuation isomorphism
(37) HM˚pA`, 0qZk » HM˚pAH,k,N`2, 0qZk .
To see this, consider a smooth function β : r0, 1s Ñ r0, 1s satisfying:
‚ β1 ě 0
‚ βptq “ pN`2qtN on r0, N´1N`2 s
‚ β ” 1 on r NN`2 , 1s.
Now consider βτ ptq “ p1 ´ τqt ` τβptq and Hτt “ β1τ ptqHβτ ptq. Note that H “ H0
and A` “ AH1,k,N`2. It follows from (27) that there is a well-defined smooth
family of discrete action functionals AHτ ,k,N`2, τ P r0, 1s. Since critical points of
AHτ ,k,N`1 are in 1-1 correspondence with fixed points of the (τ -independent) local
diffeomorphism ϕk, we conclude that the origin in R2nkpN`2q is a uniformly isolated
critical point of the family AHτ ,k,N`2. Hence (37) follows from Proposition 2.8
because AHτ ,k,N`2 is a Zk-invariant family. This provides the desired isomorphisms
between corresponding Zk-invariant local Morse homologies. For the non-invariant
version of this argument one uses Proposition 2.2 instead of Proposition 2.8.
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The proof is complete, but we end by noting that both in the invariant and non-
invariant case, the corresponding inflation map is a composition of continuation
maps and a direct sum map. 
Remark 2.12. Note that in the symmetric inflation map (29) it is crucial to take
N ` 2 instead of N ` 1 for the non-symmetric map (28). The point here is that the
quadratic form
řk
λ“1pξ1λζ1λ` ξ2λζ2λq in the right hand side of (36) is defined on R4nk
with negative eigenspace isomorphic to R2nk. This ensures that the cyclic shift is
orientation preserving for every k and n. If we took N ` 1, the quadratic form in
the right hand side of (36) would be defined on R2nk and given by
řk
λ“1 ξλζλ (the
extra variables would be ξλ, ζλ instead of ξ
1
λ, ζ
1
λ, ξ
2
λ, ζ
2
λ). The negative eigenspace
of this quadratic form is isomorphic to Rnk and therefore the cyclic shift would be
orientation reversing if n is odd and k is even.
The inflation isomorphisms from Lemma 2.11 allow us to consider the directed
system of graded groups tHM˚`nkN pAH,k,N , 0qu indexed by the positive integers
N ě 1 which are adapted to H as in (27). The homomorphism
HM˚`nkN pAH,k,N , 0q Ñ HM˚`nkpN`jqpAH,k,pN`jq, 0q
is, by definition, the grading preserving isomorphism IN`j´1˝¨ ¨ ¨˝IN . In the pres-
ence of Zk-symmetry, the directed system is tHM˚`nk2N pAH,k,2N , 0qZku indexed by
the integers N ě 1 such that 2N is adapted to H. The homomorphism
HM˚`nk2N pAH,k,2N , 0qZk Ñ HM˚`nk2pN`jqpAH,k,2pN`jq, 0qZk
is now given by I2pN`j´1q ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝I2pN`1q ˝I2N (j factors).
Definition 2.13 (Local invariants). The direct limits
H˚pH, k, 0q “ lim
NÑ8HM˚`nkN pAH,k,N , 0q
H inv˚ pH, k, 0q “ lim
NÑ8HM˚`nk2N pAH,k,2N , 0q
Zk
are called the non-invariant and invariant local homologies of pH, k, 0q, respectively,
which are always well-defined provided 0 is an isolated fixed point of ϕkH .
Remark 2.14. Before moving on, we note that the isomorphisms IN and I
Zk
N
are compositions of a direct sum map with two continuation maps, according to
the nomenclature established in Section 2.1. For instance, inspecting the proof of
Lemma 2.11 in the symmetric case, we find a non-degenerate quadratic form Q on
R4nk with 2nk negative eigenvalues, and a family of functions tAs` usPr0,1s having
p0, 0q P R2nkpN`2q » R2nkN ˆ R4nk as a uniformly isolated critical point such that
A`0 “ AH,k,N ‘Q, see (36), and A`1 “ AH1,k,N`2. Here H1 is the final point of a
family of Hamiltonians tHτuτPr0,1s such that H0 “ H, the germ ϕkHτ is independent
of τ , and the Zk-action preserves orientations on the negative space of Q. Hence
I ZkN is a composition
(38) HM˚pAH,k,N , 0qZk // HM˚`2nkpAH,k,N ‘Q, p0, 0qqZk

HM˚`2nkpAH1,k,N`2, p0, 0qqZk

HM˚`2nkpAH,k,N`2, p0, 0qqZk
where the horizontal arrow is a direct sum map, while the vertical arrows are
continuation maps. The non-invariant version of IN has an analogous description.
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2.2.4. Grading. As before, Ht is a smooth 1-periodic family of germs of real-valued
functions defined near 0 P R2n such that dHtp0q “ 0 for all t. Assume that 0 is an
isolated fixed point of ϕkH . The following important statement can be found in [Ma,
Proposition 2.5].
Proposition 2.15 ([RS2, Ma]). Let the family of germs Kt be uniformly C
2-close
to Ht. Then the Morse index of a critical point of AK,k,N near 0 P R2nkN is equal
to CZ ` nkN , where CZ denotes the Conley-Zehnder index of the corresponding
k-periodic orbit of ϕtK .
We also need the following general Morse-theoretical fact.
Lemma 2.16. Let the smooth function f have an isolated critical point p with
Morse index µp and nullity νp. Fix a relatively compact isolating neighborhood U
for pf, pq. If f 1 is C2-close enough to f and all critical points of f 1 in U are non-
degenerate, then all critical points of f 1 in U have Morse indices in rµp, µp ` νps.
Sketch of proof. The Hessians at critical points of f 1 in U are close to the Hessian
of f at p. Hence they have at least µp negative directions, and no more than µp`νp
negative directions. 
Lemma 2.17. If j R rCZpH, kq,CZpH, kq`νpH, kqs thenHjpH, k, 0q andH invj pH, k, 0q
are trivial.
Proof. Let N be adapted to H as in (27). It is well-known that there exists a
1-periodic C8-small perturbation K “ Kt of H such that all k-periodic orbits of
ϕtK which bifurcate from 0 are non-degenerate. These k-periodic orbits correspond
to non-degenerate critical points of AK,k,N that are close to 0 P R2nkN . By Propo-
sition 2.15 and Lemma 2.10, the Morse index and the nullity of 0 as a critical point
of AH,k,N are equal to CZpH, kq ` nkN and νpH, kq, respectively. Lemma 2.16
implies that critical points of AK,k,N close to the origin have Morse indices in
rCZpH, kq ` nkN,CZpH, kq ` νpH, kq ` nkN s.
Hence HjpH, k, 0q “ 0 if j R rCZpH, kq,CZpH, kq ` νpH, kqs. Since H inv is a
quotient of H the same conclusion must hold for H inv˚ pH, k, 0q. 
Lemma 2.18. If H∆CZpH,kq˘npH, k, 0q ‰ 0 then 0 is a totally degenerate fixed
point of ϕkH . The same holds replacing H by H
inv.
Proof. We only need to prove the lemma for H . As in the proof of Lemma 2.17,
consider 1-periodic and C8-small perturbations K of H such that the k-periodic
orbits of ϕtK which bifurcate from 0 are non-degenerate. If H∆CZpH,kq`npH, k, 0q ‰
0 then for any such K, and large N , we find at least one critical point z of AK,k,N
near 0 P R2nkN with Morse index equal to ∆CZpH,Kq ` n` nkN . Such a critical
point corresponds to a k-periodic orbit of ϕtK whose Conley-Zehnder index we
denote by CZpzq. By Proposition 2.15 the Morse index of z is CZpzq ` nkN . Thus
CZpzq “ ∆pH, kq ` n. Now results from [SZ] imply that 0 is a totally degenerate
fixed point of ϕkH . The case H∆CZpH,kq´npH, k, 0q ‰ 0 is identical. 
2.2.5. Good and admissible iterations. The notion of good and bad iterations is not
only defined for periodic orbits, but also for symplectic matrices. We start this
section with the following
Remark 2.19. Let ` be the number of eigenvalues of M P Spp2nq in p´1, 0q. If ` is
even then all k P N are good iterations of M . If ` is odd then only the odd iterations
are good, the even ones are not and will be called bad.
The following material is rather standard and included here for completeness as
these results play a crucial role in this paper.
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Lemma 2.20. Let the continuous path φ : RÑ Spp2nq satisfy φpt`1q “ φptqφp1q,
φp0q “ I. If k is a good and admissible iteration for φp1q then CZpt P r0, ks ÞÑ φptqq
and CZpt P r0, 1s ÞÑ φptqq have the same parity.
Sketch of the proof. This is well-known if detφp1q ´ I ‰ 0. If detφp1q ´ I “ 0
then the proof follows from the fact that there is a small perturbation φ˜ of φ, still
satisfying φ˜p0q “ I, φ˜pt` 1q “ φ˜ptqφ˜p1q, such that detpφ˜p1q´ Iq ‰ 0, k is good and
admissible for φ˜p1q and
CZpt P r0, ks ÞÑ φ˜ptqq “ CZpt P r0, ks ÞÑ φptqq
CZpt P r0, 1s ÞÑ φ˜ptqq “ CZpt P r0, 1s ÞÑ φptqq.
The conclusion follows from the non-degenerate case applied to φ˜. 
Now we can consider the case of periodic orbits. Let Ht be a 1-periodic germ of
Hamiltonian near 0 P R2n satisfying dHtp0q “ 0.
Definition 2.21. Fix m P N. The number k P N is an admissible iteration for ϕmH
if it is admissible for dϕmHp0q. It is a good iteration for ϕmH if it is a good iteration
for dϕmHp0q.
Lemma 2.22. Assume that k is a good and admissible iteration for ϕmH . Let ∆
denote the k-diagonal in R2nmk2N “ pR2nm2N qk. Then D2AH,mk,2N p0q, with 0 P
R2nmk2N , preserves the splitting R2nmk2N “ ∆‘∆K. Let E´ Ă ∆K be the negative
eigenspace of D2AH,mk,2N p0q|∆K . Then the Zkm-action on R2nmk2N “ pR2n2N qmk
(by cyclic shift to the right) preserves orientations on E´.
Proof. D2AH,mk,2N p0q, 0 P R2nmk2N , splits as a quadratic form into Q ‘ QK ac-
cording to the orthogonal splitting R2nmk2N “ ∆‘∆K. This, as usual, just follows
from the fact that the Euclidean gradient of AH,mk,2N is tangent to ∆ at points
of ∆. It remains to show that the Zkm-action preserves orientations on the neg-
ative eigenspace E´ of QK. Obviously E´ is Zkm-invariant because AH,km,2N is
Zkm-invariant. Note that the Zkm-action fixes no non-zero vector in ∆K. This
follows from the fact that the fixed point set of the Zk-action induced by m P Zkm
is precisely ∆. Hence, the Zkm-action fixes no non-zero vector in E´. The proof
will be finished if we can show that dimE´ is even.
Let µkm be the Morse index of 0 P R2nmk2N as a critical point of AH,km,2N ,
and µm be the Morse index of 0 P R2nm2N as a critical point of AH,m,2N . Let
CZpkmq be the Conley-Zehnder index of the path t P r0, kms ÞÑ dϕtHp0q, and CZpmq
be the Conley-Zehnder index of the path t P r0,ms ÞÑ dϕtHp0q. Note that these
paths might be degenerate, and we take the lower semi-continuous extension of the
Conley-Zehnder index. The diagonal inclusion R2nm2N Ñ ∆ identifies the negative
eigenspace of D2AH,m,2N p0q at 0 P R2nm2N with the negative eigenspace of Q.
Using [Ma, Proposition 2.5] we get
dimE´ “ µkm ´ µm “ CZpkmq ´ CZpmq ` nmpk ´ 1q2N
which is even precisely when CZpkmq´CZpmq is even. But the latter is even because
k is good and admissible (Lemma 2.20). 
Remark 2.23. We point out that the proof above reveals the following formula for
dimE´:
dimE´ “ CZpkmq ´ CZpmq ` nmpk ´ 1q2N
where CZpkmq is the Conley-Zehnder index of the path t P r0,mks ÞÑ dϕtHp0q, and
CZpmq is the Conley-Zehnder index of the path t P r0,ms ÞÑ dϕtHp0q.
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2.2.6. Effect of changing the Hamiltonian isotopy. Let Hst , s P r0, 1s, be a smooth
family of 1-periodic Hamiltonians defined near 0 P R2n satisfying dHst p0q “ 0 for
all s, t. We will say that N is adapted to the family Hs if
(39)
s P r0, 1s, t0 ă t1, t1 ´ t0 ď p2Nq´1
ñ ϕt1Hs ˝ pϕt0Hsq´1 satisfies (Gen1).
Lemma 2.24. Let k P N and assume that ϕkHs has 0 as a uniformly (in s) isolated
fixed point. Then there are isomorphisms
H˚pH0, k, 0q ÑH˚pH1, k, 0q
H inv˚ pH0, k, 0q ÑH inv˚ pH1, k, 0q.
Proof. Let N be adapted to the family Hs as in (39). We claim that there are
continuation isomorphisms
(40)
Θ : HM˚pAH0,k,N , 0q Ñ HM˚pAH1,k,N , 0q
ΘZk : HM˚pAH0,k,2N , 0qZk Ñ HM˚pAH1,k,2N , 0qZk .
We only work out Θ, the map ΘZk is handled in a similar way. Denote Φs “ ΦHs,k,N
and As “ AHs,k,N . By Lemma 2.10, (Gen1) holds for all Φs and As is generating
function for the germ Φs in the sense of (Gen2). Our assumptions imply that
the origin in R2nkN is a uniformly isolated fixed point for Φs and consequently
a uniformly isolated critical point for As. Hence, by Proposition 2.2, we have
HM˚pA0, 0q » HM˚pA1, 0q via a continuation map Θ.
To conclude the proof in the non-invariant case we need to show that the first
isomorphism (40) makes the diagram
HM˚pAH0,k,N , 0q
Θ

IN // HM˚`nkpAH0,k,N`1, 0q
Θ

HM˚pAH1,k,N , 0q IN // HM˚`nkpAH1,k,N`1, 0q
commutative, where IN are inflation maps given by Lemma 2.11. This follows
from the fact that IN is a composition of direct sum maps and continuation maps
as described in (38). These two kinds of isomorphisms commute with continuation
maps, as explained in diagram (20).
The version of this argument with symmetries follows from applying Proposi-
tion 2.8 instead of Proposition 2.2, noting that the corresponding family of action
functionals preserve Zk-symmetry, and the version of diagram (38) with symmetries
combined with diagram (21). 
Suppose now that we are given two 1-periodic Hamiltonians Ht,Kt near the
origin in R2n, satisfying dHtp0q “ dKtp0q “ 0 for all t, and assume that the time-1
germs coincide
ϕ1H “ ϕ “ ϕ1K .
Then we find Gt such that ϕ
t
G ˝ ϕtH “ ϕtK and ϕ1G “ id, i.e. tϕtGutPr0,1s is a loop
of germs based at the identity. Normalizing Hamiltonians to vanish at 0 we find
K “ G#H where
pG#Hqt “ Gt `Ht ˝ pϕtGq´1.
Lemma 2.25. Fix k P N and suppose that the Maslov index of t P r0, ks ÞÑ dϕtGp0q
vanishes. Then there exists a smooth family Gτ , τ P r0, 1s, of 1-periodic Hamil-
tonians satisfying dGtτ p0q “ 0 for all pτ, tq, G0 “ G, G1 “ 0 and ϕ1Gτ “ id for
all τ .
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Proof. For τ P r0, 1{2s consider the family of germs ψτ,t given by
ψτ,tpzq “
$&%
1
1´ 2τ ϕ
t
Gpp1´ 2τqzq if τ P r0, 1{2q
dϕtGp0q ¨ z if τ “ 1{2.
Note that ψτ,t is 1-periodic in t because so is ϕ
t
G. If m is the Maslov index of
t P r0, 1s ÞÑ dϕtGp0q then km “ 0 ñ m “ 0, by assumption. Hence we can continue
ψτ,t to all τ P r0, 1s keeping 1-periodicity in t in such a way that ψ1,t “ id for all t.
Since we work locally, we can find smooth family of 1-periodic (in t) Hamiltonians
Gτt such that dG
τ
t p0q “ 0, ϕtGτ “ ψτ,t and G1 “ 0, as desired. 
Lemma 2.26. Suppose that 0 is an isolated fixed point of ϕk, for some k P N.
Then
H˚pK, k, 0q »H˚´2mpH, k, 0q
H inv˚ pK, k, 0q »H inv˚´2mpH, k, 0q
where m is the Maslov index of the loop t P R{kZ ÞÑ dϕtGp0q and the Hamiltonians
H,K and G are related via K “ G#H.
Proof. We only work out the invariant case. The non-invariant case is simpler since
it does not make use of the notion of good iterations; see the end of this proof.
We claim that there are isomorphisms
(41) HM˚pAK,k,2N , 0qZk » HM˚´2mpAH,k,2N , 0qZk
provided N is large enough, and these commute with inflation maps. First consider
N P N large enough such that 2N is adapted to both H and K in the sense of (27).
Let us first assume that the spectrum of the symplectic matrix dϕ1Hp0q “ dϕ1Kp0q
consists of eigenvalues of the form ei2piα, α R Q. By Lemma 2.10, the origin in
R2nk2N is a non-degenerate critical point of both AH,k,2N and AK,k,2N . According
to [RS2, Theorem 4.1], see also [Ma, Proposition 2.5], the Morse index of the origin
as a critical point of AH,k,2N is
CZ
`
t P r0, ks ÞÑ dϕtHp0q
˘` nk2N
while the Morse index of the origin as a critical point of AK,k,2N is
CZ
`
t P r0, ks ÞÑ dϕtKp0q
˘` nk2N
where CZ denotes the Conley-Zehnder index of a path in Spp2nq starting at the
identity and ending away from the Maslov cycle. By the properties of the Conley-
Zehnder index we have
CZ
`
t P r0, ks ÞÑ dϕtKp0q
˘ “ CZ `t P r0, ks ÞÑ dϕtHp0q˘` 2m
which would immediately give the desired conclusion in this case when group sym-
metries are not present. For the symmetric case we need to argue a bit more,
because we still need to show that the Zk actions on the negative eigenspaces of the
Hessians of AH,k,2N and of AK,k,2N at the origin both preserve orientations. But
this follows as a consequence of Lemma 2.22.
To handle the general case, consider a 1-periodic Hamiltonian ht defined near
0 P R2 satisfying dhtp0q “ 0 for all t, such that ϕ1h is an irrational rotation. In
particular, 0 P R2 is totally non-degenerate and all iterations are good and admis-
sible. The integer m is divisible by k because m{k is the Maslov index of the loop
t P r0, 1s ÞÑ dϕtGp0q (recall that ϕ1G “ id). Let gt be a 1-periodic Hamiltonian,
again defined near 0 P R2, satisfying dgtp0q “ 0 for all t, ϕ1g “ id and the Maslov
index of t P r0, 1s ÞÑ dϕtgp0q is m{k. Then the 1-periodic Hamiltonians defined near
p0, 0q P R2 ‘ R2n as
pg#hq ‘H and h‘ pG#Hq “ h‘K
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have the same time-1 germ. It follows from the properties of the Maslov index that
the Maslov index of the loop
t P r0, 1s ÞÑ dϕth‘pG#Hqp0q
´
dϕtpg#hq‘Hp0q
¯´1
“ rdϕthp0qdϕthp0q´1dϕtgp0q´1s ‘ rdϕtGp0qdϕtHp0qdϕtHp0q´1s
“ dϕtgp0q´1 ‘ dϕtGp0q
is equal to p´m{kq ` pm{kq “ 0. By Lemma 2.25, there exists a family tΛτt uτPr0,1s
of 1-periodic Hamiltonians defined near p0, 0q P R2 ‘ R2n such that dΛτt p0, 0q “ 0
for all pτ, tq, satisfying Λ0 “ h‘ pG#Hq and Λ1 “ pg#hq ‘H and, moreover, such
that the family of germs ϕ1Λτ is independent of τ .
Increasing N , we can assume that it is adapted to the family Λτ as in (39).
Proposition 2.8 implies that there is a continuation isomorphism
HM˚pAΛ0,k,2N , 0qZk » HM˚pAΛ1,k,2N , 0qZk
where 0 denotes the origin in R2pn`1qk2N . But Λ0,Λ1 are direct sums of Hamilto-
nians, from where it follows that
AΛ0,k,2N “ Ah,k,2N ‘ AK,k,2N
AΛ1,k,2N “ Ag#h,k,2N ‘ AH,k,2N .
The summand Ah,k,2N has the origin in R2k2N as a non-degenerate critical point
whose Morse index we denote by i. Then the same point is a non-degenerate
critical point of Ag#h,k,2N of Morse index i`2m. This is seen as in the first part of
the proof for the totally non-degenerate case; it follows as a consequence of [RS2,
Theorem 4.1]. We can finally compute, using direct sum maps and continuation
maps as explained in Section 2.1,
HM˚pAK,k,2N , 0qZk » HM˚`ipAh,k,2N ‘ AK,k,2N , p0, 0qqZk
“ HM˚`ipAΛ0,k,2N , p0, 0qqZk
» HM˚`ipAΛ1,k,2N , p0, 0qqZk
“ HM˚`ipAg#h,k,2N ‘ AH,k,2N , p0, 0qqZk
» HM˚`i´pi`2mqpAH,k,2N , 0qZk
“ HM˚´2mpAH,k,2N , 0qZk
where 0 in each line denotes the origin in the appropriate space. This proves (41).
Note that Lemma 2.22 and the properties of h were strongly used to conclude that
we can actually use the Zk-invariant versions of direct sum maps.
To conclude the proof we only need to show that the above chain of isomorphisms
commutes with inflation maps, so we can take direct limits. This follows from
diagram (21) and complementary analogous diagrams stating that two kinds of
direct sum maps commute with each other. 
3. Iteration map and Persistence Theorems
We outline the content of this section. In Section 3.1 we prove an equivariant
version of the celebrated Gromoll-Meyer splitting lemma [GM1] which is crucial
to our analysis of finite cyclic actions. In Section 3.2 we prove the Persistence
Theorem without symmetries, which is our discrete version of that of Ginzburg-
Gu¨rel [GGu¨1] for local Floer homology. In Section 3.3 we prove the invariant
version of the Persistence Theorem which is the discrete version of a conjectural
persistence theorem for local contact homology.
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3.1. Equivariant Gromoll-Meyer splitting lemma, and refinements. First
we review the proof of the classical splitting lemma when no group symmetries are
present.
Lemma 3.1 (Gromoll-Meyer Splitting Lemma). Let f : Rn “ Rn1 ˆ Rn2 Ñ R
be a smooth function such that p0, 0q is an isolated critical point. Assume that
D2fp0, 0q preserves the splitting, and that kerD2fp0, 0q Ă Rn1 ˆ t0u. Then there
is a neighborhood U of p0, 0q and an embedding Ψ : U Ñ Rn fixing p0, 0q such that
DΨp0, 0q “ I and
f ˝Ψpz1, z2q “ gpz1q ` hpz2q,
where 0 P Rn2 is a non-degenerate critical point of h. In particular, we must have
D2gp0q “ D2fp0, 0q|Rn1ˆt0u and D2hp0q “ D2fp0, 0q|t0uˆRn2 . Moreover, if ∇f is
tangent to Rn1 ˆ t0u at points of Rn1 ˆ t0u then Ψ can be arranged so that
gpz1q “ fpz1, 0q and hpz2q “ 12
〈
D2fp0, 0q ¨ p0, z2q, p0, z2q
〉
and Ψpz1, 0q “ pz1, 0q for all pz1, 0q P U .
Remark 3.2. One difference with the splitting lemma from [GM1] is that we do not
assume Rn1 ˆt0u to be equal to the kernel of the Hessian, but only that it contains
the kernel. Then, of course, the Hessian of g at 0 P Rn1 might not vanish.
Proof. Before handling the general statement we prove a
Preliminary step. There is a smooth family of embeddings Υs : V Ñ Rn,
s P r0, 1s, defined on some neighborhood V of p0, 0q satisfying Υ0 “ id, DΥsp0, 0q “
I for all s, and such that for every z1 close enough to 0 P Rn1 the function
z2 ÞÑ f ˝Υ1pz1, z2q has a non-degenerate critical point at 0 P Rn2 .
Proof of the preliminary step. Since kerD2fp0, 0q Ă Rn1 ˆ t0u and D2fp0, 0q re-
spects the splitting Rn1 ˆ Rn2 , we know that D22fp0, 0q is non-singular. Thus the
equation D2f “ 0 defines implicitly a smooth Rn2-valued function φ on a neigh-
borhood of 0 P Rn1 with the following property: a point pz1, z2q near p0, 0q satisfies
D2fpz1, z2q “ 0 if, and only if, z2 “ φpz1q. Hence φp0q “ 0. Differentiating
D2fpz1, φpz1qq “ 0 at 0 P Rn1 we get D21fp0, 0q ` D22fp0, 0qDφp0q “ 0. Since
D2fp0, 0q splits we have D21fp0, 0q “ 0, so Dφp0q “ 0. This fact implies that we
can take Υspz1, z2q “ pz1, z2 ` sφpz1qq.
Remark on the proof of the preliminary step. If ∇f is tangent to Rn1ˆt0u at points
of Rn1 ˆ t0u, in other words D2fpz1, 0q ” 0 for z1 P Rn1 close to 0, then the above
argument gives the trivial family Υs ” id.
After the above preliminary step there is no loss of generality to assume, in
addition to the hypothesis of the lemma, that for all z1 close enough to 0 P Rn1 the
point 0 P Rn2 is a non-degenerate critical point of z2 ÞÑ fpz1, z2q. In fact, this can
be done after replacing f by f ˝Υ1. And, as just observed, this leaves f unchanged
in the case ∇f is tangent to Rn1 ˆ t0u.
The rest of the argument follows Gromoll and Meyer in [GM1] closely. For pz1, z2q
close to p0, 0q we find, using Taylor’s formula, a smooth symmetric n2 ˆ n2 matrix
Hpz1, z2q such that fpz1, z2q “ gpz1q ` 〈Hpz1, z2qz2, z2〉 where gpz1q “ fpz1, 0q and
H satisfies 2Hpz1, 0q “ D22fpz1, 0q.
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Set Bpz1, z2q “ Hpz1, z2q´1Hp0, 0q, which is also smooth. Then using the sym-
metry of H we compute
Bpz1, z2qTHpz1, z2q “ Hp0, 0qT pHpz1, z2q´1qTHpz1, z2q
“ Hp0, 0q
“ Hpz1, z2qBpz1, z2q.
Let tckukě0 satisfy ?1` x “ ř8k“0 ckxk for x „ 0. Since Bp0, 0q is the identity
matrix of order n2, on a neighborhood of p0, 0q the power series
Cpz1, z2q “
8ÿ
k“0
ckpBpz1, z2q ´ Iqk
converges uniformly, together with all its derivatives, to a smooth function Cpz1, z2q
satisfying C2 “ B. Note that Cp0, 0q “ I. As proved above BTH “ HB, so the
same holds for every polynomial in B, and hence also for C since it is a uniform
limit of polynomials in B.
Setting Cs “ p1 ´ sqI ` sC we have Csp0, 0q “ I for all s, and Cspz1, z2q is
invertible for all s P r0, 1s and pz1, z2q on a fixed small neighborhood of p0, 0q. Now
define
(42) Φspz1, z2q “ pz1, Cspz1, z2q´1z2q.
Here, as above, s P r0, 1s and pz1, z2q lies on a small neighborhood of p0, 0q. For
every s, DΦsp0, 0q is the identity, so by the implicit function theorem there is a
neighborhood U of p0, 0q and a smooth family of embeddings Φ´1s : U Ñ Rn which
invert Φs near p0, 0q. Finally define Ψs :“ Φ´1s and Ψ :“ Ψ1. We claim that Ψ is
our desired embedding. Indeed,
f1pζ1, ζ2q :“ f ˝ Φ´11 pζ1, ζ2q “ gpz1q ` 〈Hpz1, z2qz2, z2〉
where Φ1pz1, z2q “ pζ1, ζ2q. This means that ζ1 “ z1 and z2 “ Cpz1, z2qζ2, so
substituting we get
(43)
f1pζ1, ζ2q “ gpζ1q ` 〈Hpz1, z2qCpz1, z2qζ2, Cpz1, z2qζ2〉
“ gpζ1q `
〈
Cpz1, z2qTHpz1, z2qCpz1, z2qζ2, ζ2
〉
“ gpζ1q `
〈
Hpz1, z2qCpz1, z2q2ζ2, ζ2
〉
“ gpζ1q ` 〈Hpz1, z2qBpz1, z2qζ2, ζ2〉
“ gpζ1q ` 〈Hp0, 0qζ2, ζ2〉
as claimed. 
The next result shows that the embedding Ψ can be chosen equivariant with
respect to a linear isometric Z{kZ-action if the function f is Z{kZ-invariant. This
fact is well known to experts but, since it will be crucial in this work, we provide a
detailed proof.
Lemma 3.3 (Invariant version of the splitting lemma). In the same setting of
Lemma 3.1, let A “ pA1, A2q P Opn1q ˆ Opn2q Ă Opn1 ` n2q be an Euclidean
isometry of Rn1 ˆ Rn2 » Rn1`n2 , and assume that f is A-invariant. Then all the
conclusions of Lemma 3.1 hold with an embedding Ψ which commutes with A.
Proof. We show that in each step of the above proof we can obtain A-equivariance.
First we check the preliminary step: The splitting is respected by the isomorphism
A by assumption and we write Apz1, z2q “ pA1z1, A2z2q. From pDf ˝ AqA “ Df
evaluated at the point pz1, φpz1qq we get
D2fpA1z1, A2φpz1qqA2 “ D2fpz1, φpz1qq “ 0.
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By the uniqueness statement of the implicit function theorem we conclude that
(44) A2φpz1q “ φpA1z1q
holds for all z1 close enough to 0 P Rn1 . This is equivalent to the embeddings
pz1, z2q ÞÑ pz1, z2 ` sφpz1qq being A-equivariant, and we are done showing that the
preliminary step in the proof of Lemma 3.1 can be done equivariantly. This means,
as before, that we can assume D2fpz1, 0q ” 0 for z1 near 0 P Rn1 .
It is easy to see that in the formula fpz1, z2q “ gpz1q ` 〈Hpz1, z2qz2, z2〉, the
function g is A1-invariant. From this it follows that the second term must be
A-invariant. The explicit form of Hpz1, z2q given by
Hpz1, z2q “
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
τD22fpz1, λτz2q dλ dτ
shows that, in fact,
AT2 HpA1z1, A2z2qA2 “ A´12 HpA1z1, A2z2qA2 “ Hpz1, z2q.
This follows simply from AT2 pD22f ˝ AqA2 “ D22f , which in turn follows from
AT pD2f ˝ AqA “ D2f . The same property holds for B as can be seen by the
following computation:
A´12 BpA1z1, A2z2qA2 “ A´12 HpA1z1, A2z2q´1Hp0, 0qA2
“ A´12 HpA1z1, A2z2q´1A2Hp0, 0q
“ pA´12 HpA1z1, A2z2qA2q´1Hp0, 0q
“ Hpz1, z2q´1Hp0, 0q
“ Bpz1, z2q.
By construction, the same properties also hold for C and Cs.
Now consider the function Φspz1, z2q “ pz1, Cspz1, z2q´1z2q. This function is
A-equivariant, since
(45)
ΦspA1z1, A2z2q “ pA1z1, CspA1z1, A2z2q´1A2z2q
“ pA1z1, A2Cspz1, z2q´1z2q
“ Apz1, Cspz1, z2q´1z2q
“ AΦspz1, z2q.
Thus Ψs :“ Φ´1s is also A-equivariant. 
Corollary 3.4. Let f be a smooth real-valued function defined near 0 P Rn with an
isolated critical point at 0, and let ∆ Ă Rn be a linear subspace. Using the Euclidean
metric to compute gradients, suppose that p P ∆ ñ ∇fppq P ∆ and that D2fp0q|∆K
is non-degenerate. Let us write px, yq for Euclidean coordinates with respect to the
orthogonal splitting Rn “ ∆ ‘ ∆K. Then there exists a local diffeomorphism Φ
fixing points in ∆ near the origin such that
(46) f ˝ Φpx, yq “ fpx, 0q ` 1
2
〈
D2fp0, 0q ¨ p0, yq, p0, yq〉
for all px, yq close enough to zero. In particular, if D2fp0, 0q|∆K has signature pp, qq
then there is an isomorphism
HM˚pf |∆, 0q „Ñ HM˚`qpf, 0q
of local Morse homologies. Moreover, if A P Opnq leaves ∆ and f invariant and
generates a Z`-action, ` P N, then Φ can be taken Z`-equivariant. Clearly A leaves
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the negative space E´ of D2fp0, 0q|∆K invariant, and if A|E´ preserves orientations
then there is an isomorphism of invariant local Morse homologies
HM˚pf |∆, 0qZ` „Ñ HM˚`qpf, 0qZ` .
Remark 3.5. The isomorphisms of local Morse homologies in Corollary 3.4, non-
invariant or invariant, are given by composing direct sum isomorphisms (18)-(19)
with the isomorphisms induced by changing f ˝ Φ to f . Using the quite explicit
form (46) of f ˝ Φ, these maps on homology can be given obvious and explicit
descriptions at the chain level using chain complexes of certain preferred perturba-
tions.
The particular case of the above corollary which is relevant for us is as follows.
We consider two germs of smooth real-valued functions in different spaces. Let f
be such a germ near 0 P Rnm with isolated critical point at the origin, and let h be
such a germ near 0 P Rnmk, again with an isolated critical point at the origin.
Equip both spaces with the corresponding Euclidean metrics. Identifying Rnmk “
pRnmqk, let ∆ be the k-diagonal linear subspace. Identifying Rnmk “ pRnqmk we
can consider the Zmk-action generated by the cyclic shift to the right, which is in
Opnmkq. Identifying Rnm “ pRnqm we can consider the Zm-action generated by
the cyclic shift to the right, which is in Opnmq. Assume that f is Zm-invariant
and that h is Zmk-invariant. In particular, ∇h is tangent to ∆ at points in ∆, and
obviously so is ∇p‘kfq “ ‘k∇f . Assume further that h coincides with ‘kf on
∆, and that D2hp0q|∆K is non-degenerate; let E´ Ă ∆K be its negative space and
denote q “ dimE´.
Let us use px, yq as Euclidean coordinates according to the splitting Rnmk “
∆‘∆K. We claim that if the Zkm-action preserves orientations on E´ then Corol-
lary 3.4 provides an isomorphism
(47) HM˚ph, p0, 0qqZkm » HM˚´qpf, 0qZm .
On the right-hand side 0 denotes the origin in Rnm. In fact, Corollary 3.4 provides
a germ of diffeomorphism Φ near 0 P Rnmk satisfying Φ|∆ “ id|∆, Φ is Zkm-
equivariant, DΦp0, 0q “ I and
h ˝ Φpx, yq “ hpx, 0q ` 1
2
〈
D2hp0, 0q ¨ p0, yq, p0, yq〉
near the origin. The quadratic form in the variable y on the right-hand side is Zkm-
invariant and, by assumption, the Zkm-action preserves orientations on its negative
space E´. Hence there is an isomorphism as in (19)
(48) HM˚ph ˝ Φ, p0, 0qqZkm » HM˚´qph ˝ Φ|∆, 0qZkm .
But the Zkm-action restricted to ∆ is not faithful, in fact, it is the k-th iteration
of a Zm-action: the element m P Zkm generates the identity on ∆. Identifying
Rnm “ ∆ via the diagonal inclusion, it corresponds to the Zm-action on Rnm.
Note also that h ˝ Φ|∆ “ h|∆ “ ‘kf |∆ and again the diagonal inclusion allows us
to identify ‘kf |∆ with kf . Hence we have isomorphisms
HM˚´qph ˝ Φ|∆, 0qZkm » HM˚´qph ˝ Φ|∆, 0qZm » H˚´qpf, 0qZm .
Composing these isomorphisms with the isomorphism (48) and the obvious isomor-
phism given by changing h to h ˝ Φ, we obtain (47).
In the absence of cyclic group actions, a simpler argument provides an isomor-
phism
(49) HM˚ph, p0, 0qq » HM˚´qpf, 0q.
The proofs of the Persistence Theorem, with or without symmetries, will be given
by showing that discrete action functionals fit into the above abstract framework.
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3.2. Persistence Theorem without symmetries. Now let us go back to Hamil-
tonian dynamics and prove Theorem 1.11. Associated to a 1-periodic germ H “
tHtu near 0 P R2n satisfying dHtp0q “ 0, Ht`1 “ Ht for all t, we have a local
Hamiltonian isotopy ϕtH defined by dϕ
t
H{dt “ XHt ˝ ϕtH , ϕ0H “ id. This data
defines the action functionals AH,k,N for all k ě 1, as in (4). Denote ϕ “ ϕ1H .
Let N be adapted to H in the sense of (27). Now consider maps ΦH,1,N and
ΦH,k,N defined as in (22). The first is defined near the origin in R2nN while the
second is defined near the origin in R2nkN . Let ∆ Ă R2nkN be the k-diagonal,
where we identify R2nkN » pR2nN qk. We have a standard Lagrangian splitting
R2nkN » RnkN ‘ RnkN with respect to which we write ΦH,k,N px, yq “ pX,Y q.
Define T px, yq “ px, Y q. By Lemma 2.10 this map satisfies (Gen1), i.e., T is a local
diffeomorphism fixing the origin.
Lemma 3.6. The subspace ∆ is invariant under ΦH,k,N and T .
Proof. A point pz1, . . . , zkN q P ∆ is a sequence such that pzpλ´1qN`1, . . . , zλN q is
independent of λ P t1, . . . , ku. Denoting ΦH,k,N pz1, . . . , zkN q “ pZ1, . . . , ZkN q, it
follows from (22) that ΦH,k,N p∆q “ ∆ locally near the origin. Denoting zi “ pxi, yiq
and Zi “ pXi, Yiq we get that pxpλ´1qN`1, . . . , xλN q and pYpλ´1qN`1, . . . , YλN q are
both independent of λ. Hence T also preserves ∆. 
Lemma 3.7. ∆ is invariant under the Euclidean gradient flow of AH,k,N .
Proof. The Euclidean gradient of A has components
∇xiA “ yi`1 ´ yi `D1Sipxi, yi`1q
∇yiA “ xi´1 ´ xi `D2Si´1pxi´1, yiq
where here the index i runs from 1 to kN with the convention that 0 is to be
identified with kN , while kN ` 1 is to be identified with 1. From these formulas
we see that pp∇xpλ´1qN`1A,∇ypλ´1qN`1Aq, . . . , p∇xλNA,∇yλNAqq is independent of
λ P t1, . . . , ku when computed at points of ∆. In other words, the gradient of A is
tangent to ∆ at points of ∆. 
Corollary 3.8. The subspaces ∆ and ∆K are orthogonal with respect to the sym-
metric matrix D2AH,k,N p0q.
Proof. If pu, vq are coordinates associated to the splitting ∆ ‘ ∆K then from the
previous lemma we get ∇vApu, 0q ” 0. Thus ∇2vuA vanishes along ∆, and the
conclusion follows from the symmetry of the Hessian. 
From now on, we assume that k is an admissible iteration. The diagonal map
d : R2nN Ñ ∆ defined by dpzq “ pz, . . . , zq determines a map from ker dΦH,1,N p0q´I
to ker dΦH,k,N p0q´I which is, in principle, only injective (even with no assumptions
on k). Note that the image of ker dΦH,1,N p0q ´ I under the map d is contained in
∆ since, obviously, d takes values in ∆. There are isomorphisms
ker dϕp0q ´ I » ker dΦH,1,N p0q ´ I
ker dϕkp0q ´ I » ker dΦH,k,N p0q ´ I
given by
δz ÞÑ pδz, dϕH1{N ¨ δz, . . . , dϕHpN´1q{N p0q ¨ δzq
δz ÞÑ pδz, dϕH1{N ¨ δz, . . . , dϕHpkN´1q{N p0q ¨ δzq
respectively. Since k is admissible, ker dϕp0q ´ I “ ker dϕkp0q ´ I. Hence the
subspaces ker dΦH,1,N p0q ´ I and ker dΦH,k,N p0q ´ I have the same dimension.
It follows that the image of ker dΦH,1,N p0q ´ I under d coincides precisely with
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ker dΦH,k,N p0q ´ I, in particular, ker dΦH,k,N p0q ´ I is contained in ∆. Now, the
formula
dΦH,k,N p0q ´ I “ ´J0 D2AH,k,N p0q dT p0q
given by Lemma 2.9 tells us that the kernel of D2AH,k,N p0q is contained in ∆. In
fact, consider V P kerD2AH,k,N p0q. By the above formula one gets dT p0q´1V P
ker dΦH,k,N p0q´ I Ă ∆. Thus V P ∆ since dT p0qp∆q “ ∆. We can finally conclude
that D2AH,k,N p0q|∆K is an isomorphism of ∆K.
Combining the above arguments with the fact that ∆ is invariant under the
Euclidean gradient flow of AH,k,N and that AH,k,N coincides with ‘kAH,1,N along
∆, we conclude that there is an isomorphism as in (49)
I : HM˚pAH,1,N , 0q Ñ HM˚`qpAH,k,N , 0q
for k ě 1 admissible. It is called the iteration map. Here, the index shift q is
the algebraic number of negative eigenvalues of D2AH,k,N p0q on ∆K. The Hes-
sian D2AH,k,N p0q respects the splitting ∆ ‘ ∆K, and the diagonal isomorphism
R2nN Ñ ∆ identifies the negative space of D2AH,1,N p0q with the negative space
of D2AH,k,N p0q|∆. It follows that q is precisely the difference between the Morse
index of 0 P R2nkN as a critical point of AH,k,N and the Morse index of 0 P R2nN
as a critical point of AH,1,N . By [Ma, Proposition 2.5] we get
q “ CZpkq ´ CZp1q ` npk ´ 1qN
where
CZpkq “ CZpt P r0, ks ÞÑ dϕtHp0qq
CZp1q “ CZpt P r0, 1s ÞÑ dϕtHp0qq
and CZ stands for the lower semi-continuous extension of the Conley-Zehnder index
to degenerate paths.
The maps I above commute with the inflation maps constructed in Lemma 2.11.
More precisely, there is a commutative diagram
(50) HM˚pAH,1,N , 0q
I

I
p1q
N // HM˚`nN pAH,1,N`1, 0q
I

HM˚`qpAH,k,N , 0q I
pkq
N // HM˚`nN`qpAH,k,N`1, 0q
This follows since the various direct sum maps and continuation maps involved
in the definitions of I
p1q
N ,I
pkq
N and I commute with each other; see the end of
Section 2.1 and Remark 3.5. These diagrams and the formula above for q (which
depends on N !) in terms of Conley-Zehnder indices yield an iteration map
I :H˚pH, 1, 0q ÑH˚`skpH, k, 0q with sk “ CZpkq ´ CZp1q.
This concludes the proof of Theorem 1.11.
3.3. Persistence Theorem with symmetries. As before we study a 1-periodic
germ H “ tHtu defined near 0 P R2n satisfying dHtp0q “ 0 for all t. We fix
m P N such that ϕmH has an isolated fixed point at 0 P R2n. Let N " 1 be
adapted to H. Assume that k is admissible and good for ϕmH . Hence 0 P R2n is
an isolated fixed point of ϕkmH . Identifying R2nkm2N “ pR2nm2N qk, let ∆ be the
k-diagonal. Since the Euclidean gradient ∇AH,km,2N is tangent to ∆ at points of ∆,
the Hessian D2AH,km,2N p0q at 0 P R2nkm2N splits as a quadratic form as Q ‘QK
according to the splitting R2nkm2N “ ∆ ‘ ∆K. Moreover QK is non-degenerate
because k is admissible (see the non-invariant case above). By Lemma 2.22 the
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Zkm-action preserves orientations on the negative space E´ Ă ∆K of QK. Note
that (Remark 2.23) the dimension of E´ is
dimE´ “ CZpkmq ´ CZpmq ` npk ´ 1qm2N
where CZpkmq and CZpmq are the (lower semi-continuous extensions of the) Conley-
Zehnder indices of the paths t P r0, kms ÞÑ dϕtHp0q and t P r0,ms ÞÑ dϕtHp0q,
respectively. Set
sk,m “ CZpkmq ´ CZpmq.
We have checked all the prerequisites for applying the discussion following Corol-
lary 3.4 to conclude that we have an iteration map
HM˚pAH,m,2N , 0qZm „Ñ HM˚`sk,m`npk´1qm2N pAH,km,2N , 0qZkm
as in (47), which is an isomorphism. As in the non-invariant case, such isomor-
phisms (note the dependence on N) commute with inflation maps of Lemma 2.11.
Hence we obtain the iteration map as an isomorphism
I :H inv˚ pH,m, 0q ÑH inv˚`sk,mpH, km, 0q.
Summarizing, we have proved Theorem 1.10.
4. Discrete Chas-Sullivan product
Here we construct a loop product of Chas-Sullivan type on non-invariant local
homologies of discrete action functionals. In the analogy with local Floer homology
this is to be thought of as the pair-of-pants product.
4.1. Abstract products in local Morse homologies. Let pf1, x1q, . . . , pfk, xkq
be pairs consisting of functions and isolated critical points. This means we are given
smooth manifolds without boundary X1, . . . , Xk, smooth functions fi : Xi Ñ R,
and isolated critical points xi P Xi of fi. For what follows there is no loss of
generality to assume that fipxiq “ 0 for all i. Let h : X1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆXk Ñ R be smooth
and such that px1, . . . , xkq is an isolated critical point of h. Finally, assume that
Z Ă X1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆXk is a properly embedded co-oriented submanifold of codimension r
such that px1, . . . , xkq P Z and h|Z “ f1‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ fk|Z . From this data we would like
to construct a map
(51) ‚pkq : HMi1pf1, x1q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bHMikpfk, xkq Ñ HMi1`¨¨¨`ik´rph, px1, . . . , xkqq.
For each i let Ui be an open, relatively compact, isolating neighborhood for
pfi, xiq. Choose small open neighborhoods Di and D1i of XizUi satisfying Di Ă D1i.
Note that
F “ D1 ˆX2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXk YX1 ˆD2 ˆX3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXk
Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YX1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXk´1 ˆDk
and
F 1 “ D11 ˆX2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXk YX1 ˆD12 ˆX3 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXk
Y ¨ ¨ ¨ YX1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXk´1 ˆD1k
are small open neighborhoods of X1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆXkzU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Uk satisfying F Ă F 1.
With  ą 0 small set
Wi “ tfi ă u X Ui, Wi,´ “ ptfi ă ´ku X Uiq Y pWi XDiq
and
C “ tf1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ fk ă ku X U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Uk
C´ “ ptf1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ fk ă ´u X U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Ukq Y pC X F q
C 1´ “ ptf1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ fk ă ´{2u X U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Ukq Y pC X F 1q.
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The closure of C´ with respect to C is contained in C 1´ . Finally, set
Λ “ th ă ku X U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Uk
Λ´ “ pth ă ´{2u X U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Ukq Y pF 1 X Λq
Our constructions require a technical statement.
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a smooth manifold without boundary, f : X Ñ R be a
smooth function, x P X be an isolated critical point of f such that fpxq “ 0, U be
an open relatively compact isolating neighborhood for pf, xq and O be a small open
neighborhood of XzU . With a, b ą 0 consider
W “ tf ă au X U W´ “ ptf ă ´bu X Uq Y pW XOq.
Define E “ tf ď au X U . If a ` b is small enough then there exist E1´, E0´ closed
subsets of U satisfying
a) Their interiors 9E1´, 9E0´ satisfy 9E1´ ĂW´ Ă 9E0´.
b) Both pE,E0´q and pE,E1´q are Gromoll-Meyer pairs for pf, xq in U .
c) The inclusions of pairs p 9E, 9Ej´q Ă pE,Ej´q induce isomorphisms on homol-
ogy H˚p 9E, 9Ej´q » H˚pE,Ej´q, for j “ 0, 1.
In particular the inclusions p 9E, 9E1´q Ă pW,W´q, pW,W´q Ă p 9E, 9E0´q induce maps
(52) HMpf, xq Ñ H˚pW,W´q H˚pW,W´q Ñ HMpf, xq.
Remark 4.2. Simple examples show that both maps in (52) might not be isomor-
phisms. But the sets E0´, E1´ may be constructed in such a way that the first map
is injective, and the second map is surjective.
Proof. In Appendix B a Gromoll-Meyer pair in U for pf, xq is exhibited as follows.
Choose a smooth bump function φ : X Ñ r0, 1s such that φ ” 0 near x and 1´φ is
compactly supported in U . Then the sets tf ď auXU , tf´pa`bqφ ď ´buXU form
a Gromoll-Meyer pair provided a, b ą 0 are small enough. How small the numbers
a, b need to be depends on f, x, U, φ.
We repeat this construction with two bump functions φ0, φ1 as above such that
supp p1´ φ1q Ă UzO, and φ0 “ 0 near UzO. Set
E1´ “ tf ´ pa` bqφ1 ď ´bu X U E0´ “ tf ´ pa` bqφ0 ď ´bu X U
Assertion b) follows from the construction in Appendix B. Note that when a` b is
small enough then a is a regular value of f on U , and ´b is a regular value of both
f ´ pa` bqφj on U , j “ 0, 1.
It is simple to check that if a` b is small enough then E,E1´, E0´ are smooth top
dimensional (domains) with boundary of U . Their interiors are
9E “ tf ă au X U,
9E1´ “ tf ´ pa` bqφ1 ă ´bu X U,
9E0´ “ tf ´ pa` bqφ0 ă ´bu X U.
It follows that assertion c) holds. Note that the sets E,E1´, E0´ coincide outside of
of supp p1´ φ0q.
Let z PW´. If z P O then z PW XO because W´ XO “W XO. In particular
fpzq ă a. But since φ1pzq “ 1, fpzq ă a is the same as fpzq ´ pa ` bqφ1pzq ă ´b,
so we get z P 9E1´. If z P UzO then fpzq ´ pa ` bqφ1pzq ď fpzq ă ´b. We proved
that W´ Ă 9E1´.
Let z P 9E0´. If z P UzO then φ0pzq “ 0, so that ´b ą fpzq´ pa` bqφ0pzq “ fpzq,
and z P W´ in this case. If z P O then we use that a ě pa ` bqφ0pzq ´ b to
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conclude that the inequality ´b ą fpzq ´ pa ` bqφ0pzq implies fpzq ă a. Then
z PW XO ĂW´ in this case. We proved that E0´ ĂW´. Assertion a) is proved.
Existence of the maps (52) follows from a), b) and c) since the vector spaces
H˚pE,Ej´q are canonically isomorphic to HMpf, xq, see Definition 2.3. 
By the above lemma, we can find maps
(53) τi : HM˚pfi, xiq Ñ H˚pWi,Wi,´q
and a map
(54) Θ : H˚pΛ,Λ´q Ñ HM˚ph, px1, . . . , xkqq
provided  is small enough.
The product of pairs pWi,Wi,´q isź
i
pWi,Wi,´q
“ pW1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆWk,W1,´ ˆW2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆWk YW1 ˆW2,´ ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆWk Y . . . q
and hence there are inclusionsź
i
pWi,Wi,´q ãÑ pC,C´q ãÑ pC,C´ Y pCzZqq.
We get a composite of two inclusions
ι :
ź
i
pWi,Wi,´q ãÑ pC,C´ Y pCzZqq.
Composing with the cross-product ˆ we get a map
(55) ι ˝ ˆk : Hi1pW1,W1,´q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bHikpWk,Wk,´q Ñ Hi1`¨¨¨`ikpC,C´ Y pCzZqq.
Note that Z X C is a properly embedded submanifold of the open set C, and
we consider an open tubular neighborhood N of Z XC in C. This means that if ν
denotes the normal bundle of ZXC then there exists a diffeomorphism N » ν which
identifies the inclusion ZXC Ă N with the inclusion of the zero section into ν. This
equips N with the structure of an oriented rank r vector bundle pi : N Ñ Z X C.
The set CzN is closed in C and is contained in the open subset C´ Y pCzZq of C.
Excision yields an isomorphism
exc : H˚pC,C´ Y pCzZqq Ñ H˚pN, pN X C´q Y pNzZqq.
Consider the vertical saturation pi´1ppipN XC´qq Ą N XC´ and let j denote the
inclusion
j : H˚pN, pN X C´q Y pNzZqq Ñ H˚pN, pi´1ppipN X C´qq Y pNzZqq.
The relative Thom isomorphism theorem provides an isomorphism
uX : H˚pN, pi´1ppipN X C´qq Y pNzZqq Ñ H˚´rpN, pi´1ppipN X C´qqq
where u P HrpN, pi´1ppipN X C´qq Y pNzZqq is the Thom class. Obviously
pi : H˚pN, pi´1ppipN X C´qqq Ñ H˚pZ X C, pipN X C´qq
is an isomorphism. If N is small enough then pipN X C´q Ă Z X C 1´ . From this
and from our crucial assumption f1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ fk|Z “ h|Z it follows that there is an
inclusion
k : H˚pZ X C, pipN X C´qq ãÑ H˚ pΛ,Λ´q .
The map (51) is finally defined as the composition
‚pkqpa1, . . . , akq “ Θ ˝ k ˝ pi ˝ puXq ˝ j ˝ exc ˝ ιpτ1pa1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ τkpakqq.
It follows from this formula that ‚pkq is k-multilinear.
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This construction for k “ 2 yields a product
‚ : HMi1pf1, x1q bHMi2pf2, x2q Ñ HMi1`i2´rph, px1, x2qq
defined by
a1 ‚ a2 “ ‚p2qpa1, a2q.
Let M : X1 ˆX2 Ñ X2 ˆX1 be the diffeomorphism pq1, q2q ÞÑ pq2, q1q. Following
the above construction with f1‘f2, h, Z replaced by f2‘f1,M˚h,MpZq one defines
a product
‚1 : HMi2pf2, x2q bHMi1pf1, x1q Ñ HMi1`i2´rpM˚h, px2, x1qq.
There is an obvious map M˚ : HMph, px, yqq Ñ HMpM˚h, py, xqq. From functorial-
ity properties given by the Eilenberg-Zilber theorem we get
M˚pa ‚ bq “ p´1q|a||b| b ‚1 a.
4.2. Products for discrete action functionals. Fix a (germ of) 1-periodic
Hamiltonian H near 0 P R2n such that dHtp0q “ 0 @t P R{Z. For k1, . . . , km P N
fixed we assume that the constant trajectory zptq ” 0 is isolated when seen as a
ki-periodic solution of Hamilton’s equation 9zptq “ XHtpzptqq for all i, and also when
seen as a pk1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kmq-periodic solution.
Take N large and for each 1 ď i ď N consider the generating function Si for
the germ ψi as in (2) normalized by Sip0q “ 0. Extend the family tSiu to a family
tSi ; i P Zu by N -periodicity. Consider discrete action functionals AH,ki,N and
AH,k,N where k “ k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` km, as defined in (4). It is important to note the
drastic difference between AH,k1,N ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ AH,km,N and AH,k,N , where both are
defined near the origin in R2nkN : at a first glance their formulas look the same, but
these functionals are, in fact, very different because indices are taken with different
periodicity conventions.
Identifying R2nkiN » pR2nqkiN , we think of a point pz1, . . . , zkiN q as a discrete
loop with z1 as the base point. Consider the linear manifold
Z “ ty1 “ yk1N`1 “ ypk1`k2qN`1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ ypk1`¨¨¨`km´1qN`1u Ă R2nkN
where zi “ pxi, yiq denotes the standard Lagrangian splitting R2n “ Rn ˆ Rn.
Hence Z has codimension pm´ 1qn and its Euclidean orthogonal complement is
ZK “
$’&’%
xi “ 0 @i
yi “ 0 @i R t1, k1N ` 1, pk1 ` k2qN ` 1, . . . , pk1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` km´1qN ` 1u
y1 ` yk1N`1 ` ypk1`k2qN`1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` ypk1`¨¨¨`km´1qN`1 “ 0
,/./- .
We co-orient Z by identifying ZK » pRnqm´1 via the isomorphism induced by pro-
jecting onto py1, yk1N`1, . . . , ykm´2N`1q and pulling back the canonical orientation.
The important observation is that
(56) AH,k1,N ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ AH,km,N |Z “ AH,k,N |Z .
Proof of (56). Set λ1 “ 0 and λl “ k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kl´1 when 2 ď l ď m ` 1. The
formula for AH,k1,N ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ AH,km,N is
mÿ
l“1
¨˚
˝
#
klN´1ÿ
i“1
xλlN`ipyλlN`i`1 ´ yλlNiq ` SλlN`ipxλlN`i, yλlN`i`1q
+
` xλl`1N pyλlN`1 ´ yλl`1N q ` Sλl`1N pxλl`1N , yλlN`1q
‹˛‚
If the point lies in Z then in the second term of each term inside the parenthesis we
can replace yλlN`1 by yλl`1N`1 (identifying indices λm`1N ` 1 “ kN ` 1 and 1).
This gives exactly the formula for AH,k,N . 
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Thus we can apply the construction of the previous section, and the map (51)
yields a multilinear map
‚pmq : HMi1pAH,k1,N , 0qb¨ ¨ ¨bHMimpAH,km,N , 0q Ñ HMi1`¨¨¨`im´pm´1qnpAH,k,N , 0q.
These operations interact in the right manner with direct sum maps and continu-
ation maps from Section 2. We get a multilinear map
‚pmq :Hi1pH, k1, 0q b ¨ ¨ ¨ bHimpH, km, 0q ÑHi1`¨¨¨`im´pm´1qnpH, k, 0q.
As observed before, the case m “ 2 yields a product
(57) Hi1pH, k1, 0q bHi2pH, k2, 0q ÑHi1`i2´npH, k1 ` k2, 0q
defined by
a ‚ b “ ‚p2qpa, bq.
It is also important to notice that if we set M to be the linear isomorphism of
R2npk1`k2qN defined by
Mpz1, . . . , zpk1`k2qN q “ pzk1N`1, . . . , zpk1`k2qN , z1, . . . , zk1N q
then
(58) AH,k1`k2,N ˝M “ AH,k1`k2,N .
Let us still denote by ‚ the product
Hi1pH, k2, 0q bHi2pH, k1, 0q ÑHi1`i2´npH, k1 ` k2, 0q
which, as the reader will notice, happens to be defined using the submanifold
MpZq “ Z. Super-commutativity
b ‚ a “ p´1q|a||b|a ‚ b
follows from the discussion at the end of Section 4.1, in analogy with loop space
homology.
It remains to address associativity, which is a standard property in usual loop
space homology and is also true in our context. Identify
V “ R2npk1`k2`k3qN » R2nk1N ˆ R2nk2N ˆ R2nk3N
with the normal bundle of each of the linear subspaces
Z 1 “ ty1 “ yk1N`1u
Z2 “ tyk1N`1 “ ypk1`k2qN`1u.
These subspaces intersect transversely and both have codimension n. We get Thom
classes u1 P HnpV, V zZ 1q, u2 P HnpV, V zZ2q. Associativity of the product (57) will
follow from the formula
a1 ‚ pa2 ‚ a3q “ ‚p3qpa1, a2, a3q “ pa1 ‚ a2q ‚ a3
which, in turn, follows basically from the fact that u1 Y u2 is the Thom class of
Z 1 X Z2 and from associativity of the cross-product.
Remark 4.3. The product (57) plays the role of the pair-of-pants product in local
Floer homology. In fact, in [HHM] we will show that there are isomorphisms be-
tween HFpϕkH , 0q and H pH, k, 0q which intertwine the above product and the local
pair-of-pants product.
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4.3. Calculation of a special case. Our goal here is to prove Proposition 1.15.
In the same set-up as in Section 4.1 above, consider the case where
(a) Xi “ Rdi , xi “ 0 is the origin in Rdi and HMdipfi, 0q ‰ 0 for all i.
(b) Z Ă Rd1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rdk is a linear subspace (of codimension r).
(c) There is a linear complement L of Z such that Rd1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rdk “ Z ‘ L,
such that h|L has a local minimum at p0, . . . , 0q.
It is a standard fact, shown in [Gi], that HMjpfi, 0q “ 0 if j ‰ di, HMdipfi, 0q “ Q.
Moreover, each fi has a strict local maximum at 0 P Rdi . We use this information
and follow the notation in Section 4.1.
The pairs pWi,Wi,´q can be chosen so that Wi “ Ui is a small open ball centered
at the origin and Wi,´ is the complement in Wi of an open ball centered at the
origin of a smaller radius. The homology H˚pWi,Wi,´q already computes local
Morse homology in this case.
Let B1 Ą B2 be small open balls in Z centered at the origin of different radii,
and let BK1 Ą BK2 be small open balls in ZK centered at the origin of different radii.
Since p0, . . . , 0q is a strict local maximum of f1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ fk, we can use instead the
pair pC,C´q defined as
pC,C´q “ pB1, B1zB2q ˆ pBK1 , BK1 zBK2 q.
The homology of this pair computes local Morse homology of pf1‘¨ ¨ ¨‘fk, p0, . . . , 0qq.
Then both pairs
ś
ipWi,Wi,´q and pC,C´q have the exact same form: they are
homeomorphic to a pair pQ,Q´q where Q is an open ball centered at the origin
in Rd1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Rdk and Q´ is the complement in Q of an open ball centered at
the origin with smaller radius. Since the critical points in question are strict local
maxima, there are direct identifications
HMpfi, 0q “ HpWi,Wi,´q
HMpf1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ fk, p0, . . . , 0qq “ Hp
ź
i
pWi,Wi,´qq “ HpC,C´q
with no need to consider the maps τi (53) and Θ (54) of Section 4.1. The generators
are clear from these descriptions. For instance, HdipWi,Wi,´q is generated by the
class ei represented by a closed di-cell containing the origin in its interior and having
boundary in Wi,´ . The same picture holds for the generators of Hp
ś
ipWi,Wi,´qq
and HpC,C´q in degree d1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` dk.
The tubular neighborhood N in Section 4.1 can be taken as B1 ˆBK3 where BK3
is an open ball in ZK centered at the origin with radius much smaller than the
radius of BK2 . Then Z X C “ B1 and pi : N Ñ Z X C is the projection onto the
first factor B1 ˆ BK3 Ñ B1. Since N X C´ is already pi-saturated, the map j in
Section 4.1 is the identity. Let e be a generator in Hd1`¨¨¨`dkp
ś
ipWi,Wi,´qq. By
the properties of the Thom class we get that
pi˝puXq˝j˝exc˝ι : H˚p
ź
i
pWi,Wi,´qq Ñ H˚´rpZXC, pipNXC´qq “ H˚´rpB1, B1zB2q
maps e to a generator of Hd1`¨¨¨`dk´rpB1, B1zB2q. Now, it follows from condition
(c) that the map k in Section 4.1 satisfies kpeq ‰ 0.
Let ei be a generator in HMdipfi, 0q “ Q. Identifying HMpfi, 0q “ HpWi,Wi,´q
we know that e1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ ek is a generator of Hd1`¨¨¨`dkp
ś
ipWi,Wi,´qq “ Q. Sum-
marizing, we have proved
Lemma 4.4. If (a), (b) and (c) hold then ‚pkqpe1, . . . , ekq ‰ 0.
Now we apply this lemma to action functionals.
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Lemma 4.5. Let k P N and Kt be a 1-periodic Hamiltonian defined near 0 P R2n
such that dKtp0q “ 0 for all t, 0 is an isolated fixed point for ϕ1K and k is admissible
for ϕ1K . If K is C
2-small enough and HnpK, 1, 0q ‰ 0 then the following hold.
(i) H pK, 1, 0q is supported in degree n and HnpK, 1, 0q “ Q.
(ii) If e generates HnpK, 1, 0q then ‚pkqpe, . . . , eq ‰ 0 in HnpK, k, 0q.
Proof. Since K is C2-small we know that N “ 1 is adapted to K in the sense
of (27). If S is a generating function for ϕ1K then AK,1,1 “ S and H˚pK, 1, 0q »
HM˚`npS, 0q by definition. Note that S is C2-small. We get HM2npS, 0q ‰ 0 by
definition. Thus, the repeated pairs pfi, xiq “ pS, 0q satisfy (a). Moreover, (i) holds.
For the subspace Z Ă R2nk we take
Z “ ty1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ yku
where a point in R2nk » pR2nqk is pz1, . . . , zkq with zi “ pxi, yiq. For the function
h we take AK,k,1 and note that AK,k,1|Z “ S ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ S|Z (k factors). Finally, for
the complement L we take
L “ txi “ yi`1 ´ yi pi mod kq, y1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` yk “ 0u.
From the formula AK,k,1 “ ři mod k xipyi`1 ´ yiq ` Spxi, yi`1q we get
AK,k,1|L “
ÿ
i mod k
|xi|2 ` Spxi, yi`1q.
Hence AK,k,1|L has a local minimum at the origin because S is C2-small. We
have checked (a), (b) and (c) for the pairs pAK,1,1, 0q, pAK,k,1, p0, . . . , 0qq and the
splitting R2nk “ Z ‘ L. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that if e is the generator
of HM2npAK,1,1, 0q then ‚pkqpe, . . . , eq ‰ 0 in HMn`knpAK,k,1, 0q. The proof is
complete in view of the easily checked compatibility between the products defined
in Section 4.2 and continuation and direct-sum maps defined in Section 2. 
Proof of Proposition 1.15. To prove this, first we claim that if 0 is an SDM for H
then 1 is the only Floquet multiplier of ϕ1H . This follows because, as proved in [SZ],
the Conley-Zehnder indices of the 1-periodic orbits which bifurcate from 0 as we
perturb H to a generic H 1 lie on the interval r∆CZpH, 1q ´ n,∆CZpH, 1q ` ns, but
they must lie on the open interval p∆CZpH, 1q ´ n,∆CZpH, 1q ` nq if some Floquet
multiplier is not equal to 1. Since HnpH, 1, 0q ‰ 0 by assumption, it must be
the case that all such generic perturbations produce 1-periodic orbits with Conley-
Zehnder index n. This fact combined with ∆CZpH, 1q “ 0 proves the claim. In
particular, every k P N is admissible for ϕ1H .
Now, any symplectic matrix having 1 as the only eigenvalue is linearly symplec-
tically conjugated to a matrix arbitrarily close to the identity; this is proved by
Ginzburg in [Gi, Lemma 5.5]. Hence, up to a linear symplectic change of coordi-
nates, we may assume that ϕ1H is arbitrarily C
1-close to id. In particular, we find
an arbitrarily C2-small germ K of a 1-periodic Hamiltonian defined near 0 P R2n
such that ϕ1K “ ϕ1H . Apply Lemma 2.26 to get
H˚pK, 1, 0q “H˚´2mpH, 1, 0q
where m is the Maslov index of the loop M : t P R{Z ÞÑ dϕtKp0qpdϕtHp0qq´1. Note
that Mptq´1dϕtKp0q “ dϕtHp0q. Since K is C2-small it follows that ´2m is close
to ∆CZpH, 1q “ 0, but m is an integer and we conclude that m “ 0. In particular,
HnpK, 1, 0q ‰ 0. The desired conclusion now follows from a direct application of
Lemma 4.5. 
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5. Preliminaries to transversality statements
5.1. Finite cyclic group actions and invariant functions. Let pM, θq be a
Riemannian manifold without boundary, possibly not compact. Let k ě 1, and let
a be a k-periodic isometry of pM, θq generating an action of Zk.
For each p P M one may consider r “ mintj P t1, . . . , ku | ajppq “ pu. Then r
divides k and the isotropy at p is isomorphic to a copy of Z`, ` “ k{r, embedded
inside Zk as t0, r, 2r, . . . , p`´1qru. Let N denote the dimension of M . The Zk-action
is linearizable in the sense that one finds a diffeomorphism between a Z`-invariant
open neighborhood of p and a Euclidean ball in RN centered at the origin, mapping
p to the origin, that conjugates ar to some A P OpNq satisfying A` “ I.
For all m P Z set
(59) Fm “ Fixpamq.
Since Zk-actions are linearizable as explained above, each Fm is a smooth subman-
ifold and
TxFm “ kerpdam|x ´ Iq @x P Fm.
Lemma 5.1. Fi X Fj “ Fgcdpi,jq for all i, j ě 1.
Proof. If l divides h then Fh Ą Fl. Thus Fi XFj Ą Fgcdpi,jq. Denote m “ gcdpi, jq,
so that i “ pm and j “ qm for integers p, q ě 1 satisfying gcdpp, qq “ 1. Hence we
can find r, s P Z such that pr ` qs “ 1. Let x P Fi X Fj be arbitrary. Denoting
g “ am we compute
x “ air ˝ ajspxq
“ ampr ˝ amqspxq
“ gpr ˝ gqspxq “ gpr`qspxq “ gpxq “ ampxq.
Thus x P Fixpgq “ Fm. 
Corollary 5.2. For all j ě 1 we have Fj “ Fgcdpj,kq.
The isotropy set Iso ĂM is the set of points x for which the isotropy group
Isopxq “ tj P Z{kZ | ajpxq “ xu
is non-trivial.
This immediately implies
Corollary 5.3. The isotropy set can be written as Iso “ ŤdPDivpkq,dăk Fd.
Now we construct invariant cutoff functions near compact invariant sets.
Lemma 5.4. Let K ĂM be any invariant compact set and V be any neighborhood
of K. Then there exists an invariant smooth function φ : M Ñ r0, 1s such that
supp pφq Ă V and φ ” 1 near K.
Proof. By compactness of K, for every open neighborhood U of K there exists a
neighborhood U of K such that all j ¨ U , j P Z{kZ are contained in a compact
subset of U . Hence YjPZ{kZj ¨ U is an open invariant neighborhood of K contained
in a compact subset of U .
Hence we find W,W 1 invariant open neighborhoods of K such that
W 1 ĂW ĂW Ă V.
Take h : M Ñ r0, 1s any smooth function satisfying supp phq Ă W and h ” 1 on
W 1. The average φ of h over the group satisfies φ|W 1 ” 1 and supp pφq ĂW . 
In particular, we have
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Corollary 5.5. Any invariant compact subset K Ă M has an arbitrarily small
invariant, compact and smooth neighborhood. By a smooth neighborhood we mean
a neighborhood with smooth boundary.
Proof. Take φ as given in Lemma 5.4 and consider φ´1prc, 1sq where c P p0, 1q is a
regular value of φ. 
Now we can also study the gradient of invariant functions near isotropy points.
Lemma 5.6. If f : V Ñ R is an invariant smooth function then ∇θf is tangent
to Fj for all j. In particular Crit pfq X Fj “ Crit pf |Fj q for all j.
Proof. Fix x P Fj . Since daj |x is a linear isometry of pTxM, θxq we compute for
any u P TxM
θp∇fx, uq “ dfx ¨ u “ dfx ¨ pdaj |xq´1 ¨ u “ θpdaj |x ¨∇fx, uq.
Since u is arbitrary we conclude that ∇fx P kerpdaj |x ´ Iq “ TxFj . 
Lemma 5.7. Let f : Fj Ñ R be a given smooth invariant function. Then there
exists an open invariant neighborhood V of Fj in M and an invariant function
f˜ : V Ñ R satisfying
‚ f˜ ” f on Fj.
‚ Crit pf˜q “ Crit pfq Ă Fj and W spx; f˜, θq Ă Fj for all x P Crit pf˜q.
‚ If x P Crit pfq is non-degenerate as a critical point of f , then x is also
non-degenerate as a critical point of f˜ .
In the second property the stable manifold is taken with respect to V .
Proof. By Corollary 5.2, there is no loss of generality to assume that j P Divpkq.
Let k “ jm and write tk ´ 1 “ ptj ´ 1qQptq where
Qptq “ 1` tj ` t2j ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` tpm´1qj
is relatively prime with tj ´ 1.
Observe that TxM “ kerpdak|x´ Iq for all x PM , and TxFj “ kerpdaj |x´ Iq for
all x P Fj . The smooth vector bundle Nj over Fj with fiber Nj |x “ kerQpda|xq over
x P Fj , satisfies TFj ‘Nj “ TM |Fj . Moreover, Nj is da-invariant. Let exp be the
exponential map associated to the a-invariant metric θ. Then exp is well-defined
on some open neighborhood Nj of the zero section of Nj . By perhaps shrinking Nj ,
the map exp defines a diffeomorphism between Nj and an open neighborhood Oj
of Fj in M . Note that Oj is an invariant neighborhood, in fact, a ˝ exp “ exp ˝da
on Nj because a is a θ-isometry. Now define V :“ Oj and consider the projection
pi : Nj Ñ Fj onto the base point to define f˜ by
f˜pexppvqq “ fppipvqq ´ }v}2
for all v P Nj . This function is smooth and invariant, and has all the desired
properties. 
5.2. Technical lemmas. The main goal of this section is to establish some prop-
erties of stable and unstable manifolds of invariant functions.
Lemma 5.8. Let pX, gq be a Riemannian manifold without boundary, and h be a
Morse function on X. Let Y Ă X be a submanifold without boundary such that
∇gh is tangent to Y . If x P Crit phq X Y and U is a neighborhood of x in X such
that U XW spx;h, gq Ă Y , then W spx;h, gq Ă Y .
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Proof. Denote by φt the flow of ´∇gh. By Definition 1.1, the stable manifold
W spx;h, gq is the set of points p P X such that φtppq is defined for all t P r0,`8q
and φtppq Ñ x as tÑ `8. For all such p there exists t0 ą 0 such that for all t ě t0,
we have φtppq P U XW spx;h, gq Ă Y . Since ∇gh is tangent to Y we conclude that
φtppq P Y for all t P r0, t0s by uniqueness of solutions of ODEs. 
Lemma 5.9. Let pX, gq be a Riemannian manifold without boundary, Y Ă X be a
submanifold without boundary, and f : X Ñ R be a smooth function such that ∇gf
is tangent to Y . Let x0, x1 P Crit pfq X Y be non-degenerate, and let c : RÑ X be
an anti-gradient trajectory of f from x0 to x1 contained in Y .
(i) Assume that W spx1; f, gq Ă Y . If points of cpRq are transverse intersection
points of W spx1; f, gq with Wupx0; f, gq in X, then they must also be trans-
verse intersection points of W spx1; f |Y , g|Y q with Wupx0; f |Y , g|Y q in Y .
(ii) Assume that W spxi; f, gq Ă Y , i “ 0, 1. If points of cpRq are transverse
intersection points of W spx1; f |Y , g|Y q with Wupx0; f |Y , g|Y q in Y , then
they are also transverse intersection points of W spx1; f, gq with Wupx0; f, gq
in X.
(iii) Assume that D2fpx0q is negative definite on the g-orthogonal complement
pTx0Y qg of Tx0Y . Then W spx0; f, gq Ă Y .
Proof. Let p P cpRq. Note that ∇gf is tangent to Y and therefore, we have
W˚pxi; f |Y , g|Y q “ W˚pxi; f, gq X Y , for i P t0, 1u and ˚ “ u or ˚ “ s. Con-
sider
Eu “ TpWupx0; f, gq, Es “ TpW spx1; f, gq and F “ TpY
which are all linear subspaces of TpX.
First we prove (i). Since
W spx1; f |Y , g|Y q “W spx1; f, gq X Y “W spx1; f, gq
we have TpX “ Es ` Eu and Es Ă F . Let w P F and write w “ es ` eu with
es P Es, eu P Eu. Then eu “ w ´ es P F and
w P pF X Euq ` Es “ pF X Euq ` pF X Esq.
This shows that F Ă pF X Euq ` pF X Esq. In other words, p is a transverse
intersection point of W spx1; f |Y , g|Y q with Wupx0; f |Y , g|Y q in Y , and i) is proved.
Now we prove (ii). The important observation is that, in this case, x0 is a
transverse intersection point of Wupx0; f, gq with Y because W spx0; f, gq Ă Y . By
continuity of tangent spaces, cptq is a transverse intersection point of Wupx0; f, gq
with Y provided t „ ´8. Hence the same is true for every t. In particular this
holds at p. Consequently TpX “ F `Eu, and by assumption F “ pF XEuq `Es,
hence TpX “ Eu ` Es as desired.
Item (iii) follows from uniqueness of the stable manifold at x0 since Y is invariant
under the flow of ´∇gf by Lemma 5.8. 
5.3. A transversality lemma. The following is one of the main technical tools
in our constructions. It is a transversality statement which keeps track of the
Zk-symmetry.
Lemma 5.10 (Transversality lemma). Let Zk act smoothly by isometries on the
smooth Riemannian manifold pX, θ0q without boundary. Let Iso Ă X denote the
isotropy set, and let f be a Zk-invariant smooth Morse function on X. Let V1 be
an open neighborhood of Iso such that Crit pfq X V1 Ă Iso, and let V0 Ă XzIso be
an open neighborhood of Crit pfqzIso. Assume that:
(i) x P Crit pfq X Iso ñW spx; f, θ0q Ă Iso.
(ii) tx, yu Ă Crit pfq X Iso ñWupx; f, θ0q&W spy; f, θ0q.
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Then for every ` ě 1 there exists a residual subset R of the set Met`ZkpV0, θ0q of
Zk-invariant metrics of class C` coinciding with θ0 on XzV0, equipped with the
C`-topology, with the following property:
θ P RñWupx; f, θq&W spy; f, θq for all px, yq P Crit pfq ˆ Crit pfq.
Lemma 5.10 will be proved as a consequence of the following statement. See
Section 5.3.4 for the proof of Lemma 5.10.
Lemma 5.11. Let pX, θ0q be a smooth Riemannian manifold without boundary
where Zk acts smoothly by isometries. Let f : X Ñ R be a Zk-invariant smooth
Morse function, tx, yu Ă Crit pfq, y R Iso, and let V0 be an open neighborhood of y.
Consider the set Met`ZkpV0, θ0q of C` metrics (` ě 1) which are Zk-invariant and
agree with θ0 on XzV0, equipped with the C`-topology.
There exists a residual subset Rx,y Ă Met`ZkpV0, θ0q with the following property:
if θ P Rx,y then W spy; f, θq and Wupx; f, θq intersect transversely. An analogous
statement holds if x R Iso, with V0 replaced by a neighborhood of x.
In the following we work towards the proof of Lemma 5.11, which is given in
Section 5.3.3. Assume that X, θ0, f, x, y, V0 are as in the statement of this lemma.
We can assume x ‰ y, otherwise there is nothing to prove.
5.3.1. Functional analytic set-up. From now on we fix an exponential map exp
associated to a choice of smooth background metric g. The dimension of X is
denoted by n. Let Ppx, yq denote the set of W 1,2loc functions c : RÑM satisfying
‚ limtÑ`8 cptq “ y, limtÑ´8 cptq “ x.
‚ If we define v` : ra,`8q Ñ TyX and v´ : p´8,´as Ñ TxX, with a " 1,
by
cptq “ exppv`ptqq t P ra,`8q
cptq “ exppv´ptqq t P p´8,´as
then v` is W 1,2 on ra,`8q, and v´ is W 1,2 on p´8,´as, where we choose
arbitrary identifications TxX » Rn and TyX » Rn.
The set Ppx, yq so defined is independent of the choice of g.
Theorem 5.12. Ppx, yq admits the structure of a smooth, separable and Hausdorff
Hilbert manifold, modeled on W 1,2pR,Rnq.
We do not provide all the analytical details of the proof of this standard theo-
rem, see [Sch1, Proposition 2.7] where the trajectory space is given an alternative
but equivalent definition. However, we do describe the differentiable structure of
Ppx, yq. The first step is to describe its topology. A sequence cj PPpx, yq is said
to converge to c PPpx, yq if
‚ cj Ñ c in C0s pR, Xq and inW 1,2loc pR, Xq, where C0s means strong C0-topology.‚ Choosing a " 1, if we define
v`j , v` : ra,`8q Ñ TyX and v´j , v´ : p´8,´as Ñ TxX
by
exppv`j ptqq “ cjptq, exppv`ptqq “ cptq t P ra,`8q
exppv´j ptqq “ cjptq, exppv´ptqq “ cptq t P p´8,´as
then v`j Ñ v` in W 1,2 and v´j Ñ v´ in W 1,2.
A set O Ă Ppx, yq is defined to be open if for every c P O and every sequence
cj P Ppx, yq which converges to c as above one finds j0 such that cj P O for all
j ě j0. It is not hard to check that this is a topology which is metrizable and
independent of g, and that Ppx, yq X C8pR, Xq is dense in Ppx, yq.
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Now we turn to the description of the charts. Let c P Ppx, yq. Then c˚TX
is a vector bundle of class W 1,2loc . A trivialization Ψ : c
˚TX Ñ R ˆ Rn is said to
be admissible if one finds Ux and Uy open neighborhoods of x, y P X and smooth
trivializations Φx : TUx Ñ Ux ˆ Rn and Φy : TUy Ñ Uy ˆ Rn such that
‚ If t " 1 then Ψ|t and Φy|cptq coincide as linear isomorphisms TcptqX » Rn.
‚ If t ! ´1 then Ψ|t and Φx|cptq coincide as linear isomorphisms TcptqX » Rn.
Using admissible trivializations one identifies W 1,2pR,Rnq with a space of sec-
tions of c˚TX, denoted by W 1,2pc˚TXq. Also, one obtains a Hilbert structure
on W 1,2pc˚TXq by pulling back that of W 1,2pR,Rnq via one of these identifica-
tions. The resulting Banachable space does not depend on the choice of admissible
trivialization. The same procedure can be used to define L2pc˚TXq, for c PPpx, yq.
One can show that if c PPpx, yq X C8 then the map
(60) ζ ÞÑ exppζq
is a homeomorphism between a neighborhood of the origin in W 1,2pc˚TXq and a
neighborhood of c in Ppx, yq. This is a chart of the C8-differentiable structure
given by Theorem 5.12. Using that Ppx, yq X C8 is dense in Ppx, yq one proves
that the images of such charts cover Ppx, yq. Moreover, the arguments from [Eli]
adapted to the non-compact domain R show that changes of coordinates are smooth.
If c PPpx, yq XCr, with r ě 1, then (60) is a chart of the unique Cr-differentiable
structure containing the above described C8-differentiable structure.
The next step is to define a smooth Hilbert bundle E over Ppx, yq with fibers
modeled on L2pR,Rnq. With c PPpx, yq, we define
Ec “ L2pc˚TXq and Π : E “ ŮcPPpx,yq Ec ÑPpx, yq
with Π´1pcq :“ Ec.
Theorem 5.13. Π : E ÑPpx, yq admits the structure of a smooth Hilbert bundle
with fibers modeled on L2pR,Rnq.
Again we do not provide full analytical details of the proof, see [Sch1, Chapter 2]
for the description of this Hilbert bundle; analytic details of the construction can
be found in [Sch1, appendix A]. But we do describe the trivializations of E . We use
some of the constructions in [Eli]. Let us denote by K : TTX Ñ TX the connection
map associated to g. In a local trivialization of TTX induced by a chart of X we
have
Kpx, v, δx, δvq “ px, δv ` Γpxqpδx, vqq
where Γpxqpδx, vqk “ řij Γkijpxqpδxqivj ; here pδxqi, vj are local coordinates of tan-
gent vectors and Γkij are the Christoffel symbols of the Levi-Civita connection asso-
ciated to g. Denoting by pi : TX Ñ X and τ : TTX Ñ TX the bundle projections,
we have an isomorphism
pτ, dpi,Kq : TTX Ñ TX ‘ TX ‘ TX
which turns out to be a vector bundle isomorphism if we see TX ‘ TX ‘ TX as a
vector bundle over the first component TX. Let O denote a neighborhood of the
zero section of TX where the map exp is defined, which will eventually be made
smaller below. The derivative d exp : τ´1pOq Ñ TX of exp : O Ñ X conjugates
under the above diffeomorphism to a map
∇ exp : O ‘ TX ‘ TX Ñ TX
which is linear in the second and third components. In fact, ∇ exppv, u, wq “ Jp1q
where J is the Jacobi field along t ÞÑ expptvq satisfying Jp0q “ u and DJdt p0q “ w.
We denote by ∇1 exp and ∇2 exp the maps
∇1 exppvqu “ ∇ exppv, u, 0q and ∇2 exppvqw “ ∇ exppv, 0, wq.
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These are linear maps ∇i exppvq : TpipvqX Ñ TexppvqX. We take O small enough in
such a way that these maps are linear isomorphisms.
Fixing c P Ppx, yq X C8 and the exponential chart ζ ÞÑ exppζq defined on a
neighborhood of the origin in W 1,2pc˚TXq, we define a linear isomorphism
(61) Ec “ L2pc˚TXq Ñ Eexppζq “ L2pexppζq˚TXq, η ÞÑ ∇2 exppζqη.
Of course, here one has to prove that this indeed defines a linear isomorphism
between the corresponding Hilbert spaces. This trivializes E on the domain of the
chart, and one can show that the transition maps between such trivializations are
smooth. The trivializations constructed in such a way over exponential charts (60)
centered at points in Ppx, yq X Cr will be of class Cr, r ě 1.
In the following we denote Met`ZkpV0, θ0q by Met`Zk , for simplicity. With the C`-
topology this becomes a smooth Banach manifold. In fact, it is identified with an
open set on the Banach space of symmetric p2, 0q-tensors of class C` which vanish
on XzV0, equipped with the C` norm. The projection
Ppx, yq ˆMet`Zk ÑPpx, yq
is smooth, and one can pull E back to a smooth bundle
Euniv ÑPpx, yq ˆMet`Zk
with fiber over pc, θq given by Eunivpc,θq “ Ec.
5.3.2. Differential equation. We shall now define a section
s :Ppx, yq ˆMet`Zk Ñ Euniv by the equation spc, θq “ 9c`∇θf ˝ c .
We provide a precise description of this section. Fix c P Ppx, yq X Cr, for some
r ě 1. A neighborhood of c is parametrized by a neighborhood of the origin in
W 1,2pc˚TXq via the chart ζ ÞÑ exppζq of class Cr. We compute
(62)
d
dt
exppζq “ ∇ exppζ, 9c,∇tζq
“ ∇1 exppζq 9c`∇2 exppζq∇tζ
“ ∇2 exppζqp∇tζ `Θpζq 9cq
where ∇tζ is the covariant derivative of ζ along c and Θ : O Ñ LpTXq is defined
by
(63) Θpvq “ ∇2 exppvq´1 ˝∇1 exppvq : TpipvqX Ñ TpipvqX.
Consider the map
(64) Z : O ˆMet`Zk Ñ TX, Zpv, θq “ ∇2 exppvq´1∇θfpexppvqq.
One can show that Z is smooth. Note that Zp¨, θq denotes a smooth non-linear
fiber-preserving map O Ñ TX. Using the trivialization of Euniv explained before,
the section s is represented by the map
(65) F pζ, θq “ ∇tζ `Θpζq 9c` Zpζ, θq.
It can be proved that for some open neighborhood U of the origin in W 1,2pc˚TXq,
F defines a Cr-map
F : U ˆMet`Zk Ñ L2pc˚TXq.
It follows that s is a smooth section since we can take r “ 8 and cover Ppx, yq by
charts centered at points in Ppx, yq X C8.
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Remark 5.14. In order to study the differential of F we introduce some notation
taken from [Eli]. Let p : E Ñ M and p1 : E1 Ñ M be smooth vector bundles over
the same base, let U Ă E be open, and let h : U Ñ E1 be a smooth map which is
fiber-preserving in the sense that p1 ˝ h “ p on U . The fiber-derivative of h is the
smooth fiber-preserving map Dh : U Ñ LpE,E1q characterized by
Dhpequ “ lim
tÑ0
hpe` tuq ´ hpeq
t
where e P U, u P p´1pppeqq.
The limit in the right hand side is taken in the vector space p1´1pppeqq.
Using the above remark and some straightforward estimates one shows that the
differential of the map F is given by
(66) DF pζ, θq : pη, ξq ÞÑ ∇tη ` pDΘpζqηq 9c`D1Zpζ, θqη `D2Zpζ, θqξ
Here DΘ denotes the derivative of Θ in the fiber-direction, D1Z denotes the de-
rivative of Z in the fiber-direction with respect to the first variable, and D2Z the
derivative of Z in directions tangent to Met`Zk . The partial derivative D1F in the
W 1,2pc˚TXq-direction is the bounded linear map
D1F pζ, θq : W 1,2pc˚TXq Ñ L2pc˚TXq
given by
(67) D1F pζ, θqη “ ∇tη ` pDΘpζqηq 9c`D1Zpζ, θqη.
The following result is fundamental, but we state it here without a proof.
Theorem 5.15. The operator D1F p0, θq is a Fredholm operator. Its Fredholm
index is indpxq ´ indpyq, where ind denotes the Morse index.
For a proof we refer to Schwarz [Sch1].
5.3.3. Transversality with Zk-symmetry. We start by investigating D2Z in more
detail. Given p P X we have Zp0p, θq “ ∇θfppq where 0p is the origin in TpX
and ∇θf is the θ-gradient of f . Consider the space Met` of C`-metrics on X which
coincide with θ0 on XzV0. Then TθMet` is just the space of p2, 0q-tensors of class C`
which vanish on XzV0, and TθMet`Zk is the space of those which are Zk-invariant.
Moreover, the map pv, θq ÞÑ Zpv, θq is actually defined on the whole of O ˆMet`.
The map ξ P TθMet` ÞÑ D2Zp0, θqξ assigns a vector field on X to each ξ.
Lemma 5.16. The equation D2Zp0, θqφξ “ φD2Zp0, θqξ holds for all ξ P TθMet`
and all φ P C8pX,Rq.
Proof. This follows trivially from local representations. In fact, the vector field
q P X ÞÑ Zp0q, θq P TqX is nothing but the θ-gradient of f . Here we denoted by 0q
the origin in TqX. Choose local coordinates x1, . . . , xn defined on some open subset
of X. Use them to locally identify the metric with a field of symmetric matrices
θ “ rθijs of class C`. Setting ∇f “ pfx1 , . . . , fxnq, the vector field q ÞÑ Zp0q, θq is
represented as θ´1∇f in these local coordinates. Any ξ can be represented locally
as a field M of symmetric matrices, and the vector field q ÞÑ D2Zp0q, θqξ is locally
represented as ´θ´1Mθ´1∇f . From this the desired C8pX,Rq -linearity is obvious,
since φξ is represented as φM and ´θ´1pφMqθ´1∇f “ ´φ θ´1Mθ´1∇f . 
Lemma 5.17. Given p P V0zpIsoYCrit pfqq, v P TpX, v ‰ 0 and θ P Met`Zk , there
exists ξ P TθMet`Zk such that gppD2Zp0p, θqξ, vq ‰ 0.
As before, here 0p denotes the origin in TpX.
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Proof. As in the proof of the previous lemma, we can choose coordinates x1, . . . , xn
near p » p0, . . . , 0q to write locally Zp0, θq “ θ´1∇f . Here θ “ rθijs is the local
representation of the metric θ as a field of symmetric nˆ n matrix, and ∇f is the
vector field pfx1 , . . . , fxnq.
Let v P TpX be a non-zero vector, represented as w P Rnz0 via the local coordi-
nates. Denote u “ ∇fppq ‰ 0. We claim that there is a symmetric nˆn matrix H
satisfying Hu “ w. This is obvious if u “ e1 :“ p1, 0, . . . , 0q, but if u ‰ e1 then we
choose R P SOpnq satisfying Ru “ e1, K symmetric satisfying Ke1 “ Rw, and set
H “ RTKR. Hence there is a field M of symmetric matrices defined near 0 satis-
fying ´θp0q´1Mp0qθp0q´1u “ w. Cutting M off with a cut-off function supported
near zero, we get a vector ξ0 P TθMet` satisfying D2Zp0p, θqξ0 “ v, and which van-
ishes at other points of the Zk-orbit of p. Hence gppD2Zp0, θqξ0, vq “ gppv, vq ‰ 0.
The desired ξ is obtained by taking the Zk-average of ξ0. It is crucial here that
non-trivial elements of Zk move p to a different point where ξ0 vanishes. We have
gppD2Zp0, θqξ0, vq “ 1kgppD2Zp0, θqξ, vq ‰ 0 because p R Iso and the support of ξ0
is a small neighborhood of p. 
Lemma 5.18. Let x, y P Crit pfq, θ P Met`Zk , c PPpx, yq XC1 and η P C0pc˚TXq
be given. Assume that there exists t0 P R satisfying cpt0q P V0zpCrit pfq Y Isoq,
9cpt0q ‰ 0 and
tt P R | cptq belongs to the Zk-orbit of cpt0qu “ tt0u.
Assume also that ηpt0q ‰ 0. Then there exists ξ P TθMet`Zk such that the function
t P R ÞÑ gcptqpD2Zp0cptq, θqξ, ηptqq P R
is everywhere non-negative, and positive at t0.
Proof. By the previous lemma we find ξ1 P TθMet`Zk such that
gcpt0qpD2Zp0cpt0q, θqξ1, ηpt0qq ą 0.
In particular we find  ą 0 such that gcptqpD2Zp0cptq, θqξ1, ηptqq ą 0 for every
t P pt0´ , t0` q. If φ is a smooth, non-negative, Zk-invariant, real-valued function
on X supported very near the Zk-orbit of cpt0q and satisfying φpcpt0qq ą 0, then the
assumptions on c imply that φ ˝ c is a non-negative function with compact support
contained in pt0 ´ , t0 ` q. We choose such a φ. Applying the C8-linearity given
by Lemma 5.16, we get the formula
gcptqpD2Zp0cptq, θqφξ1, ηptqq “ pφ ˝ cqptq gcptqpD2Zp0cptq, θqξ1, ηptqq.
The right hand side is a product of two functions, the first being non-negative and
supported in the interval pt0 ´ , t0 ` q, the second being positive in this interval.
Setting ξ “ φξ1 we get the desired conclusion. 
Proposition 5.19. If spc, θq “ 0 then DF p0, θq is surjective.
Proof. Let pc, θq be a zero of s. Then c is of class C``1 since the identity spc, θq “ 0
is equivalent to 9c`∇θfpcq “ 0 and ∇θf is a vector field of class C`.
The first is to show that cptq satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 5.18. Clearly,
for every t we have cptq R Crit pfq. Using the standing assumption that y R Iso we
know that cpt0q R Iso when t0 „ `8. Since x ‰ y, cptq is a non-constant trajectory
of the flow of ´∇θf . In particular 9cptq is continuous and does not vanish. We claim
that if t0 is close enough to `8 then
(68) tt P R | cptq belongs to the Zk-orbit of cpt0qu “ tt0u.
If not we find t1 P R and j P Zk such that t1 ‰ t0 and j ¨ cpt0q “ cpt1q. Necessarily
we must have j ‰ 0. It follows from uniqueness of solutions of ODEs that the
identity j ¨ cpt ` t0q “ cpt ` t1q holds identically in t P R. The Zk-symmetry of
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the vector field ∇θf was used. This can be rewritten as j ¨ cptq “ cpt` t1 ´ t0q for
all t. Consider the sequence pmjq ¨ cp0q with m P N. Since mj varies in Zk we find
that tpmjq ¨ cp0qumě1 is a finite set of points. However, it follows from t1 ´ t0 ‰ 0
that tcpmpt1 ´ t0qqumě1 is an infinite set of points. We get a contradiction from
the identity pmjq ¨ cp0q “ cpmpt1 ´ t0qq established above. This proves (68).
In the local chart the point pc, θq gets represented as p0, θq where 0 denotes the
zero section of c˚TX, and s gets represented by a map F given by the formula (65).
For simplicity, we write in this proof W 1,2 and L2 instead of W 1,2pc˚TXq and
L2pc˚TXq, respectively.
The pairing
(69) 〈η1, η2〉 “
ż `8
´8
gcptqpη1ptq, η2ptqq dt
is non-degenerate in L2. The operator D1F p0, θq : W 1,2 Ñ L2 is Fredholm by
Theorem 5.15. It follows that DF p0, θq has a closed image. In view of the Hahn-
Banach theorem, to show that DF p0, θq is onto it suffices to prove that if η P L2
satisfies 〈DF p0, θqpζ, ξq, η〉 “ 0 for all pζ, ξq PW 1,2 ˆ TθMet`Zk , then η “ 0.
We proceed with this goal in mind. Let η P L2 be such a section. In particular
〈D1F p0, θqζ, η〉 “ 0 for all ζ P W 1,2. Let D˚ be the formal adjoint operator of
D1F p0, θq with respect to the pairing 〈¨, ¨〉. In a trivialization of c˚TX, the operator
D˚ has the form ddt ` Aptq for some path of matrices Aptq of class C`. It follows
that η is a weak solution of η1 ` Aη “ 0. Hence η is C``1 and η “ 0 if, and only
if, ηpt0q “ 0 for some t0. It also follows that η P W 1,2 but we do not need this
fact in our particularly simple set-up. From now on we proceed indirectly assuming
that η ‰ 0. Then η is smooth and ηptq ‰ 0 for all t. Since y R Iso we can apply
Lemma 5.18 with some t0 such that t0 " 1 (note that c is smooth and 9c is nowhere
vanishing) to find ξ P TθMet`Zk satisfying 〈D2F p0, θqξ, η〉 ą 0. Here we have used
that D2F p0, θqξ “ tt ÞÑ D2Zp0cptq, θqξu is a section of c˚TX. This contradiction
shows that η “ 0, as desired. 
Note that F is the local representative of s near a zero pc, θq. Since DF p0, θq
is the direct sum of the Fredholm operator D1F p0, θq with the bounded operator
D2F p0, θq one concludes from [MS04, Lemma A.3.6] that DF p0, θq has a right
inverse. By the implicit function theorem, the set
Munivpx, yq “ tvanishing locus of su ĂPpx, yq ˆMet`Zk
is a smooth separable Banach manifold. Again by [MS04, Lemma A.3.6], the pro-
jection
pr2 : Munivpx, yq Ñ Met`Zk
is a (smooth) Fredholm map. We define
(70) Rx,y “ tregular values of pr2u
and apply the Sard-Smale theorem to conclude that Rx,y is residual in Met`Zk ,
see [MS04, Theorem A.5.1]. Yet another application of [MS04, Lemma A.3.6] tells
us that if θ P Rx,y then
Mθpx, yq “ tc PPpx, yq | 9c`∇θf ˝ c “ 0u
is a smooth manifold of dimension indpxq ´ indpyq. To see this, just note that
Mθpx, yq ˆ tθu “ pr2´1pθq.
Lemma 5.20. If θ P Rx,y, c PMθpx, yq and ζ P TcMθpx, yq, then ζ is C``1 and
ζ “ 0 if, and only if, ζpt0q “ 0 for some t0 P R.
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Proof. Obviously c is C``1 and ζ P TcMθpx, yq if, and only if, ζ P kerD1F p0, θq.
In an admissible trivialization of c˚TX the operator D1F p0, θq gets represented as
d
dt ` Sptq for some path of matrices Sptq of class C`. In particular, ζptq solves a
linear ODE weakly. Consequently, it is C``1, and it vanishes identically if, and
only if, it vanishes at some point. 
Before proving Lemma 5.11 we review some basic facts of asymptotic analysis.
In the next two lemmas, ϕt denotes the flow of ´∇θf and θ is an arbitrary metric
of class C`. Consider σ ą 0 defined by
(71) σ “ mint|λ| : λ P specpHessxpfqq Y specpHessypfqqu
and fix 0 ă δ ă σ arbitrarily.
Lemma 5.21. If p P W spy; f, θq then, with a " 1, the map v : ra,`8q Ñ TyX
defined by ϕtppq “ exppvptqq satisfies eδt|Bjvptq| Ñ 0 as t Ñ `8, for all 0 ď j ď
`´ 3. If p PWupx; f, θq then an analogous statement holds for tÑ ´8.
Proof. We work in a local coordinate system around y, where y corresponds to
0 P Rn. We denote by Y the local representation of ´∇θf . Then Y p0q “ 0 and
for t " 1, the curve ϕtppq is represented as zptq satisfying 9z “ Y ˝ z, zptq Ñ 0 as
tÑ `8. If p “ y, there is nothing to prove, so assume p ‰ y. Thus zptq does not
vanish.
Let A “ DY p0q, g “ 12 |z|2,
Mptq “
ż 1
0
DY pτzptqq ´A dτ
and Λptq be the t-dependent symmetric bilinear form
Λptq “
ż 1
0
ż 1
0
D2Y psτzptqqτ dsdτ.
Note that AT “ A and
Mptqu “ Λptqpzptq, uq @u P Rn.
Then 9z “ Y pzq is rewritten as
(72) 9zptq “ Azptq `Mptqzptq “ Azptq ` Λptqpzptq, zptqq.
Note that from the above assumptions and equations we get:
(73)
$&% (supt |Λptq| ă 8 and limtÑ`8
9Λptq “ 0) ñ lim
tÑ`8
´
|Mptq| ` | 9Mptq|
¯
“ 0
| 9z| ď C|z| for some C ą 0 ñ lim
tÑ`8 | 9zptq| “ 0.
Differentiating, we obtain
9g “ 〈z, 9z〉 “ 〈z, pA`Mqz〉
and
:g “ 〈 9z, pA`Mqz〉`
〈
z, 9Mz
〉
` 〈z, pA`Mq 9z〉
“ |Az|2 ` 2 〈Az,Mz〉` |Mz|2 `
〈
z, 9Mz
〉
` |Az|2 ` 〈Az,MT z〉
` 〈Mz,Az〉` 〈Mz,MT z〉 .
Using (73) we conclude that for all  P p0, σq one finds t0 such that if t ě t0 then
the right hand side of the above equation is estimated from below as follows
:gptq ě 4pσ ´ q2gptq for all t ě t0.
Here σ is the number defined in (71).
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We claim that 9gptq ă 0 provided t is large enough. To see this consider hptq “
g ` 9g2pσ´q . Then for t ě t0 we estimate
9h “ 9g ` :g
2pσ ´ q ě 9g ` 2pσ ´ qg “ 2pσ ´ qh.
Suppose t˚ ą t0 satisfies 9gpt˚q ě 0. This implies that hpt˚q ą 0. If h ą 0 on rt˚, T s,
then the inequality 9h ě 2pσ ´ qh implies that
hpT q ě hpt˚qe2pσ´qpT´t˚q ě hpt˚q.
This shows that h ą 0 on rt˚,`8q, and hptq ě hpt˚qe2pσ´qpt´t˚q for all t ě t˚.
Since gptq Ñ 0 as t Ñ `8, we must have 9gptq Ñ `8 as t Ñ `8, which then
contradicts limtÑ`8 gptq “ 0. We have proved that 9g ă 0 provided t is large
enough. With this in mind, we consider the function
a “ g ´ 9g
2pσ ´ q
which is positive if t is large enough. We estimate
9a “ 9g ´ :g
2pσ ´ q ď 9g ´ 2pσ ´ qg “ ´2pσ ´ qa.
Since a is positive for t large, we find t1 " 1 such that
t ě t1 ñ gptq ă aptq ď apt1qe´2pσ´qpt´t1q.
In other words, for some B0 ą 0 we have |zptq| ď B0e´pσ´qt for t " 1. Taking 
small enough so that δ ă σ ´  we get
|zptq| ď B0e´δt for all t ě t1.
Using (72) and the above estimate, we get | 9zptq| ď B1e´δt for t large enough, with
some B1 ą 0. Differentiating (72) and proceeding inductively, we get estimates
|Bjzptq| ď Bje´δt for t large enough, with some Bj ą 0. This concludes the proof
in case p PW spy; f, θq. The case p PWupx; f, θq is entirely analogous. 
If p PW spy; f, θq and cptq “ ϕtppq, t P r0,`8q, then we say that a trivialization
Ψ : c˚TX Ñ r0,`8qˆRn is admissible if on over some neighborhood U of y there
exists a trivialization Φ : TU Ñ U ˆ Rn such that Ψt and Φcptq give the same
linear isomorphism TcptqX » Rn whenever t is large enough. If p PWupx; f, θq then
we could consider cptq “ ϕtppq, t P p´8, 0s, and define admissible trivializations
analogously.
Lemma 5.22. If p PW spy; f, θq, v P TpW spy; f, θq and ηptq “ dϕtppqv then, setting
cptq “ ϕtppq and identifying c˚TX » r0,`8qˆRn via an admissible trivialization,
the section η gets represented as a map u : r0,`8q Ñ Rn satisfying eδt|Bjuptq| Ñ 0
as tÑ `8, for all 0 ď j ď `´3. An analogous statement holds for p PWupx; f, θq
and v P TpWupx; f, θq.
Sketch of proof. The estimates are analogous to the previous lemma. We outline
the argument. It suffices to look at a point p P W spy; f, θq which lies on a small
coordinate neighborhood of y » 0 P Rn. Writing Y “ ´∇θf and zptq “ ϕtppq
locally, a solution uptq of the linearized flow along z satisfies 9u “ DY pzqu. Note
that such a coordinate system induces an admissible trivialization of c˚TX along the
positive end of c. Since u is tangent to W spy; f, θq, we obtain uptq Ñ 0 as tÑ `8.
By the previous lemma, the matrix Dptq “ DY pzptqq satisfies etδ|BjpDptq´Aq| Ñ 0
as t Ñ `8 for every 0 ď j ď ` ´ 3, where A “ DY p0q. Plugging into the linear
ODE satisfied by u we obtain the desired conclusions. 
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Choose θ P Rx,y and consider the (smooth) evaluation map
(74) ev : Mθpx, yq Ñ X evpcq “ cp0q.
The two lemmas above have the following consequence.
Corollary 5.23. If ` ě 3 and θ P Rx,y then the following holds:
evpMθpx, yqq “Wupx; f, θq XW spy; f, θq
d evpcqpTcMθpx, yqq “ TevpcqWupx; f, θq X TevpcqW spy; f, θq.
The second identity holds for every c PMθpx, yq.
Proof. The inclusion evpMθpx, yqq Ă Wupx; f, θq X W spy; f, θq is clear. For the
other inclusion, consider p P Wupx; f, θq X W spy; f, θq. Setting cptq “ ϕtppq we
obtain c P Ppx, yq since the exponential decay given by Lemma 5.21 immediately
implies that the vector fields v˘ as in the definition of Ppx, yq are of class W 1,2 on
their respective domains. Hence
evpMθpx, yqq ĄWupx; f, θq XW spy; f, θq
since obviously spc, θq “ 0. The first claim is proved.
For the second claim, the inclusion Ą is again clear. For the other direction,
note that p “ evpcq. Let v P TpWupx; f, θq X TpW spy; f, θq. Then ηptq “ dϕtppqv is
a section of c˚TX. The exponential decay given by Lemma 5.22 implies that η P
W 1,2pc˚TXq. Here we used that a norm on W 1,2pc˚TXq is defined by identifying
this space with W 1,2pR,Rnq via admissible trivializations.
Let γpsq be a smooth curve defined for |s| small such that γp0q “ p, 9γp0q “ v.
For every L ą 0 there exists  ą 0 such that if |s| ă  then there is a unique vector
field ζps, tq P TcptqX for t P r´L,Ls satisfying ϕtpγpsqq “ exppζps, tqq. We claim
that ηptq “ ddsζps, tq|s“0 for all t P r´L,Ls, where we see s ÞÑ ζps, tq as a curve in
the vector space TcptqX. To see this we compute
ηptq “ dϕtppq 9γp0q “ d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
ϕtpγpsqq “ d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
exppζps, tqq
“ d exp d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
ζps, tq “ ∇ exp
ˆ
0, 0,
d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
ζps, tq
˙
“ d
ds
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
ζps, tq
where we use that the base point of ζps, tq is cptq independent of s, and that ζp0, tq
vanishes.
The equation ddtϕ
tpγpsqq ` ∇θfpϕtpγpsqqq “ 0 for t P r´L,Ls, is equivalent to
the equation ∇tζ `Θpζq 9c`Zpζ, θq “ 0 in view of the definition of the maps Θ and
Z, see (63)-(64). Differentiating with respect to s and evaluating at s “ 0 we get
∇tη `D1Zp0, θqη “ 0
since DΘp0q vanishes. Since L can be taken arbitrarily large, we conclude that
η P W 1,2pc˚TXq is a solution of D1F p0, θqη “ 0, in other words, η P TcMθpx, yq.
Since v “ ηp0q “ devpcqη we get
d evpcqpTcMθpx, yqq Ą TevpcqWupx; f, θq X TevpcqW spy; f, θq
which completes the proof. 
Using these lemmas, we can now prove the main results of this section.
Proof of Lemma 5.11. Choose θ P Rx,y. By Lemma 5.20 the map
devpcq : TcMθpx, yq Ñ Tcp0qX
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is injective. By the above corollary the following holds for all p P Wupx; f, θq X
W spy; f, θq:
dim TpW
upx; f, θq X TpW spy; f, θq “ indpxq ´ indpyq.
Hence TpX “ TpWupx; f, θq ` TpW spy; f, θq, as desired. 
5.3.4. Proof of Lemma 5.10. We can now finally prove the transversality lemma.
Define the desired set as
R “
č
tRx,y | tx, yu Ă Crit pfq, tx, yu Ć Isou .
By Lemma 5.11, this is a residual subset of Met`ZkpV0, θ0q. From now on we choose
θ P R arbitrarily and fix x, y P Crit pfq. We consider two different cases.
Case 1. tx, yu Ć Iso.
In this case, Lemma 5.11 implies directly that Wupx; f, θq intersects W spy; f, θq
transversely.
Case 2. tx, yu Ă Iso.
As θ0 and θ coincide near tx, yu, there are neighborhoods Ux, Uy such that
(75)
Wupx; f, θ0q X Ux “Wupx; f, θq X Ux
W spy; f, θ0q X Uy “W spy; f, θq X Uy.
We first show that W spy; f, θ0q “ W spy; f, θq. The inclusion W spy; f, θ0q Ă
W spy; f, θq is obvious because W spy; f, θ0q Ă Iso Ă V1 and θ coincides with θ0
on V1, by assumption. Choose q P W spy; f, θq. For large positive times the θ-
antigradient flow maps q to W spy; f, θq X Uy Ă W spy; f, θ0q Ă Iso. By uniqueness
of solutions of ODEs we conclude q PW spy; f, θ0q.
Now we claim that Wupx; f, θ0q and Wupx; f, θq coincide in a neighborhood of
Wupx; f, θ0q XW spy; f, θ0q. Consider any point p0 in Wupx; f, θ0q XW spy; f, θ0q.
Then φtf,θpp0q “ φtf,θ0pp0q for all t P R. One finds T " 1 such that φ´Tf,θ pp0q P Ux.
By continuity of the flow, there is a neighborhood N of p0 in W
upx; f, θq such that
φ´Tf,θ pqq P Ux XWupx; f, θq and tφtf,θpqqutPr´T,0s Ă V1 for all q P N . By (75) we get
φ´Tf,θ pqq P Ux XWupx; f, θ0q. Since θ and θ0 coincide on V1 we obtain
φtf,θpφ´Tf,θ pqqq “ φtf,θ0pφ´Tf,θ pqqq PWupx; f, θ0q for all t P r0, T s.
Evaluating at t “ T yields q PWupx; f, θ0q. We have proved that N ĂWupx; f, θ0q.
The desired claim follows because both Wupx; f, θ0q and Wupx; f, θq are embedded
submanifolds of the same dimension.
A point
p0 PWupx; f, θq XW spy; f, θq
belongs to W spy; f, θ0q since we already proved that W spy; f, θ0q “ W spy; f, θq.
By assumption, φtf,θ0pp0q P Iso for all t. Hence φtf,θpp0q “ φtf,θ0pp0q for all t and
p0 PWupx; f, θ0q. This shows that
p0 PWupx; f, θ0q XW spy; f, θ0q.
But, by assumption, Wupx; f, θ0q intersects W spy; f, θ0q transversely. It follows
that Wupx; f, θq intersects W spy; f, θq transversely at p0 since we proved before
that W spy; f, θ0q “W spy; f, θq and that Wupx; f, θ0q coincides with Wupx; f, θq in
a neighborhood of Wupx; f, θ0q XW spy; f, θ0q. Case 2 is complete. 
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6. Local invariant Morse-Smale pairs for finite-cyclic group actions
In this section we apply the transversality results from the previous section to
prove Theorem 1.5. We start with some preliminaries, and then as a first step we
reduce the problem to the case of totally degenerate critical points. These are then
handled using an inductive construction on the strata of the isotropy set.
6.1. Preliminaries. Let pM, θq be a smooth Riemannian manifold without bound-
ary endowed with an action of a finite cyclic group of order m generated by the
isometry
a : M ÑM.
There is no loss of generality to assume that it is a faithful action.
Let p P M and consider h the minimal positive integer such that ahppq “ p.
Set k “ m{h P Z. Thus ah generates a Z{kZ action of which p is a fixed point.
Using the exponential map, one finds an ah-invariant neighborhood U of p such
that ah|U is conjugated to the restriction of dah|p : TpM Ñ TpM to a sufficiently
small θ|p-ball around of the origin. Thus, since our analysis can be localized around
p, we may assume that
pM,pq “ pRN , 0q,
that the inner-product θ|0 is the Euclidean inner product θ0 of RN , and that the
action is generated by a matrix
A “ dah|0 P OpNq
satisfying Ak “ I.
Let D be a closed Euclidean ball centered at 0. The interior of D will be denoted
by 9D. Consider a smooth A-invariant function
f : D Ñ R
having 0 as its unique critical point.
As in Subsection 5.1 we write
Fj “ kerpAj ´ Iq.
These subspaces will be referred to as the linear isotropy manifolds. Before pro-
ceeding we make some simple but important remarks about them. Considering the
real Jordan decomposition of A, we have a splitting
RN “ à
λk“1
Eλ
where Eλ is the real generalized eigenspace of λ if λ is in the spectrum of A, or the
trivial vector space if not. Since A P OpNq this is a θ0-orthogonal decomposition
into A-invariant subspaces, where each Eλ can be further orthogonally decomposed
into A-invariant subspaces Eλ “ ‘W as follows:
‚ If λ R R then each W satisfies dimW “ 2, the A-action on W is linearly
conjugated to the action on C by multiplication by λ.
‚ If λ P t1,´1u then each W satisfies dimW “ 1, and either A|W is the
identity or A|W is minus the identity.
In other words, the decomposition into the Eλ’s is the decomposition into isotypical
components. For j P Divpkq note that
(76) Fj “
à
λj“1
Eλ
from where we recover Lemma 5.1: Fj X Fi “ Fgcdpi,jq. This can be used to prove
Lemma 6.1. Let i, j P Divpkq and let H be the θ0-orthogonal of Fgcdpi,jq inside Fi.
Then H Ă FKj .
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Proof. Setting d “ gcdpi, jq this follows from formula H “Àλi“1,λd‰1Eλ. 
6.2. Reduction to the totally degenerate case. We explain why is it sufficient
to prove Theorem 1.5 in the case p is a totally degenerate critical point.
Notice that, since f is A-invariant and A is a Euclidean isometry, the splitting
RN “ kerD2fp0q ‘ pkerD2fp0qqK
is preserved by both D2fp0q and A. Here pkerD2fp0qqK denotes the orthogonal
complement of kerD2fp0q with respect to the Euclidean metric.
Up to a transformation in OpNq we may assume, without any loss of generality,
that N “ N1 `N2, RN » RN1 ˆ RN2 and
RN1 » RN1 ˆ 0 “ kerD2fp0, 0q
RN2 » 0ˆ RN2 “ pkerD2fp0, 0qqK
By our prior arguments, A assumes the form
A “ diag pA1, A2q Aj P OpNjq
In particular, Akj is the identity in RNj , i.e. Aj generates a Zk-action on RNj by
Euclidean isometries. By Lemma 3.3 we find an embedding
Ψ : U Ñ RN1 ˆ RN2
defined on some A-invariant neighborhood U of p0, 0q such that:
‚ Ψ is A-equivariant.
‚ Ψp0, 0q “ p0, 0q and DΨp0, 0q “ I.
‚ f ˝Ψpz1, z2q “ gpz1q ` hpz2q where 0 P RN1 is a totally degenerate critical
point of the A1-invariant function g, and 0 P RN2 is a non-degenerate
critical point of the A2-invariant function h.
Thus, it suffices to prove Theorem 1.5 for the isolated critical point 0 P RN1 of g.
6.3. The totally degenerate case. Total degeneracy means that D2fp0q “ 0. In
this subsection we proceed assuming total degeneracy. With d P Divpkq we set
(77) Gd :“
ď
jPDivpkq,jďd
Fj .
We will prove inductively the following family of claims indexed by d P Divpkq:
(Cd) For every  ą 0 there is an A-invariant open neighborhood Vd of Gd and
an A-invariant pair pfd, θdq defined on D with the following properties:
(i) fd|VdXD is Morse and Crit pfdq X Vd Ă Gd X 9D.
(ii) j P Divpkq, j ď d, x P Crit pfdq X Fj ñW spx; fd, θdq Ă Fj X 9D.
(iii) x, y P Crit pfdq X Vd ñWupx; fd, θdq&W spy; fd, θdq.
(iv) pfd, θdq is -close to pf, θq in C2pDq.
In (ii) and (iii) stable and unstable manifolds are taken with respect to the open
manifold 9D. The desired conclusion follows from (Ck).
Before we give the details of the proof, let us give an outline. The initial step is
to obtain the Morse-Smale condition on the fixed point set near the critical point.
Since the action is trivial there, standard arguments ensure transversality; this is
the content of Lemma 6.2. Using the total degenericity, the argument explained
immediately after Lemma 6.2 shows that we can create the necessary perturbation
on the fixed point set of the Zk-action in such a way that the Hessian is negative
definite (and small) in normal directions. Hence stable manifolds of critical points
in the fixed point set are contained in the fixed point set.
The induction to prove claims pCdq, where d ranges over the divisors of k, is
as follows. Let d1 ă d be consecutive divisors of k. One does not touch the
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pair pfd1 , θd1q on the neighborhood Vd1 of Gd1 . The induced Zd action on Fd has
isotropy set Fd X Gd1 , so we can achieve the Morse-Smale condition on Fd by
a small perturbation supported on the free part FdzGd1 of this action. Here is
where the analysis of Subsection 5.3 plays a role. This does not modify what we
already have on Vd1 . Regularized distance functions now come into play to keep
the perturbation on Fd obtained so far and simultaneously create negative Hessian
in directions normal to Fd at critical points in FdzGd1 . Lemma 5.9 plays a key role
to compare transversality in Fd with transversality in 9D, and to ensure that stable
manifolds of critical points in FdzGd1 are contained in Fd. This concludes the idea
of the proof.
Now we give the details of the proof. Throughout the argument below, norms of
vectors and tensors, as well as distances between points and sets are measured with
respect to the Euclidean metric, not to be confused with the Riemannian metric
θ on D. We use the notation K to denote Euclidean orthogonal complements of
subspaces. We denote by Pj : RN Ñ RN the Euclidean orthogonal linear projection
onto Fj , and by ιj : Fj ãÑ RN the inclusion. Note that
(78) PjA “ APj , ιjA “ Aιj .
6.3.1. Starting the induction. Here we prove (C1). Let c1 ą 0 be fixed arbitrarily.
Lemma 6.2. For every δ1 ą 0 we find a smooth function h1 : F1 Ñ R and a
smooth symmetric tensor λ1 : F1 Ñ F1˚ b F1˚ with the following properties.
I. The data ph1, λ1q is compactly supported in F1X 9D and is δ1-close to p0, 0q
in the C2pF1 XDq-topology.
II. The pair pι1˚f ` h1, ι1˚θ ` λ1q is Morse-Smale on F1 X 9D.
III. Any critical point x of f ` h1 ˝ P1 belongs to 12D and satisfies
|D2pf ` h1 ˝ P1qpxq| ď c1
10
.
Proof. Properties I and II follow from the usual construction of local Morse ho-
mology explained in Section 2. The necessary transversality results are, in fact,
contained as a special case of the results in Section 5 for the trivial group action
(empty isotropy). Let us give more details.
Consider the smooth compact manifold with boundary F1 X D equipped with
the pair pι1˚f, ι1˚θq. Since the θ-gradient of f is tangent to F1 X D, the origin is
the unique critical point of ι1˚f . It follows that we can choose h1 C
2-small and
supported near the origin in such a way that ι1˚f `h1 is Morse in F1XD and all its
critical points are very close to the origin. Using the results from Section 5, with
a trivial group action, we find λ1 compactly supported in F1 X 9D and arbitrarily
C2-small, such that the Morse-Smale condition (Definition 1.3) is satisfied by the
pair pι1˚f ` h1, ι1˚θ ` λ1q in the smooth manifold without boundary F1 X 9D.
As was remarked above, by the C2-smallness of h1 we can be sure that all critical
points of f`P1˚ h1 are contained in 9D and lie very close to the origin. Moreover, by
the total degeneracy assumption on the unperturbed data, we can be sure that the
Hessian of f `P1˚ h1 at its critical points is very small, and can be made arbitrarily
small if δ1 are small enough. Thus, property III can be achieved if δ1 is small
enough. 
We now show the claim of (C1). Consider the A-invariant pair pf1, θ1q defined
by
(79) f1pxq “ fpxq ` h1 ˝ P1pxq ´ c12 |pI ´ P1qx|2 θ1 “ θ ` P1˚ λ1 .
Note that Crit pι1˚f ` h1q “ Crit pf1q X F1 because both f ` h1 ˝ P1 and f1 are
A-invariant, their gradients with respect to A-invariant Riemannian metrics must
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be tangent to F1 at points of F1, and coincide over F1; see Lemma 5.6. The bilinear
form D2f1pxq is negative definite on FK1 whenever x P Crit pf1q X F1, in fact, at
such a critical point we have an estimate
(80)
D2f1pxqpu, uq “ D2pf ` h1 ˝ P1qpxqpu, uq ´ c1|u|2
ď c1
10
|u|2 ´ c1|u|2 “ ´ 9
10
c1|u|2 @u P FK1 .
Thus every x P Crit pf1q X F1 is a non-degenerate critical point of f1 and
W spx; f1, θ1q Ă F1 X 9D
in view of (iii) in Lemma 5.9. We have shown that (ii) in (C1) holds for every
x P Crit pf1q X F1.
Obviously the C2pDq-norm of the difference between pf, θq and pf1, θ1q is bounded
from above in terms of δ1, c1, and hence it can be made smaller than any  because
δ1 and c1 can be taken arbitrarily small. In other words (iv) in (C1) holds.
For r ą 0 consider V1 “ tx : |pI ´ P1qx| ă ru. Since all critical points in
Crit pf1q X F1 are non-degenerate, they must be finite in number because they are
contained in 12D. Hence if r is small enough then V1 is a neighborhood of F1 for
which (i) in (C1) holds. Finally, (iii) in (C1) holds in view of II above and of item
(ii) in Lemma 5.9.
6.3.2. The inductive step. Let d1 ă d be two consecutive divisors of k. We assume
by induction that (Cd1) holds, i.e., for all 
1 ą 0, there exist Vd1 and pfd1 , gd1q satis-
fying (i)-(iv) in (Cd1), where 
1 is the quantifier in (iv): pfd1 , gd1q is 1-close to pf, gq
in the C2pDq-topology. We always consider 1 small enough so that Crit pfd1q Ă 9D.
Remark 6.3. Throughout it is important to keep in mind that the gradient of any
A-invariant pair on D or 9D is necessarily tangent to Fj , for all j P Divpkq.
By (i) in (Cd1) we have Crit pfd1qzGd1 Ă RNzVd1 . The set
Ω :“ pFd X 9DqzGd1
is an A-invariant open subset of Fd, and Crit pfd1qXΩ is a compact subset of FdzVd1 .
Note that A induces a Zd-action on FdX 9D which is free on Ω because the isotropy
set of this action is precisely Gd1 X Fd X 9D.
On the quotient Ω{Zd the function fd1 induces a smooth function pfd1 which
has a compact critical set pCrit pfd1q X Ωq{Zd. Here we used that the gradient of
fd1 with respect to an A-invariant metric must be tangent to Fj , see Remark 6.3.
In particular it follows that Crit pfd1q X Ω “ Crit pfd1 |Ωq. Hence there exists an
arbitrarily C2-small function pα : Ω{Zd Ñ R supported on an arbitrarily small
neighborhood of the compact set pCrit pfd1q XΩq{Zd such that pfd1 ` pα is Morse on
Ω{Zd and has finitely many critical points there. Pulling pα back to Ω we obtain an
A-invariant function α : Fd X 9D Ñ R supported near Crit pfd1q X Ω such that
(81) fd1 |FdX 9D ` α
is a Morse function on Ω.
The function (81) is Morse on Vd1 X Fd X 9D because fd1 is assumed to be Morse
on Vd1 X 9D and the θd1 -gradient of fd1 is tangent to Fd, see Remark 6.3. Moreover,
Fd X 9D can be covered by two relatively open sets
Fd X 9D “ ΩY pVd1 X Fd X 9Dq.
It follows that (81) is Morse on Fd X 9D with finitely many critical points, all of
which lie close to the origin. Shrinking Vd1 we may also assume that α vanishes on
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Vd1 X Fd XD. Hence
(82) Vd1 X Fd X 9D X Crit pfd1 |FdX 9D ` αq Ă Gd1 X Fd X 9D.
Once again we used A-invariance and Remark 6.3.
The next and important step is to apply the Transversality Lemma 5.10 to the
open Riemannian manifold pFdX 9D, ι˚dθd1q equipped with the Zd-action by isometries
induced by A|Fd , and the Zd-invariant Morse function (81). Note that A generates
a Zd-action on Fd X 9D with isotropy set Gd1 X Fd X 9D. Note also that α vanishes
on Vd1 X Fd XD. Note that fd1 |FdX 9D ` α has finitely many critical points because
this is a Morse function with a compact critical set.
Consider any
x P Crit pfd1 |FdX 9D ` αq X Fj X Fd X 9D “ Crit pfd1 |FdX 9Dq X Fj X Fd X 9D
where j ď d1 is some divisor of k. To simplify the notation we write
W spxq “W spx; fd1 |FdX 9D, ι˚dθd1q
W sαpxq “W spx; fd1 |FdX 9D ` α, ι˚dθd1q
where stable manifolds are taken with respect to the open manifold Fd X 9D.
We need to check conditions (i) and (ii) of Lemma 5.10. To check (i) it suffices
to prove that
W sαpxq Ă Fj X Fd X 9D.
Let
φtα be the anti-gradient flow of pfd1 |FdX 9D ` α, ι˚dθd1q on Fd X 9D
and
φt be the anti-gradient flow of pfd1 |FdX 9D, ι˚dθd1q on Fd X 9D.
Let y P W sαpxq. This means that φtαpyq is defined for t P r0,`8q and φtαpyq Ñ x
as tÑ `8. Since α vanishes on a neighborhood of x, we get that W spxq coincides
with W sαpxq near x. Hence there exists τ large such that
φταpyq PW spxq ĂW spx; fd1 , θd1q Ă Fj X Fd X 9D.
But pfd1 |FdX 9D`α, ι˚dθd1q is A-invariant, in particular, the flow φtα leaves FjXFdX 9D
invariant. Thus y “ φ´τα pφταpyqq P Fj X Fd X 9D. We are done checking (i) in
Lemma 5.10.
We next check the condition (ii). Let
x, y P Crit pfd1 |FdX 9D ` αq XGd1 X Fd X 9D
“ Crit pfd1 |FdX 9Dq XGd1 X Fd X 9D
Ă Crit pfd1q X Vd1 .
The last inclusion uses tangency to Fd of the gradient of fd1 with respect to invariant
metrics, see Remark 6.3. We simplify notation by writing
W spyq “W spy; fd1 |FdX 9D, ι˚dθd1q
W sαpyq “W spy; fd1 |FdX 9D ` α, ι˚dθd1q
Wupxq “Wupx; fd1 |FdX 9D, ι˚dθd1q
Wuα pxq “Wupx; fd1 |FdX 9D ` α, ι˚dθd1q
and again we let φtα denote the anti-gradient flow of fd1 |FdX 9D ` α on Fd X 9D, and
φt denote the anti-gradient flow of fd1 |FdX 9D on FdX 9D, both taken with respect to
the metric ι˚dθd1 .
We claim that
(83) W spyq “W sαpyq.
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Note W spyq Ă W spy; fd1 , θd1q Ă Fm for some m ď d1. Hence W spyq Ă W sαpyq
since α vanishes near Fm. To prove the other inclusion, let q P W sαpyq. Taking
T large enough, φTαpqq gets very close to y. The manifolds W sαpyq and W spyq
coincide near y since α vanishes near y. Hence φTαpqq P W spyq if T " 1. Then also
φtpφTαpqqq PW spyq Ă Fm for all t for which this is well-defined. But by uniqueness
this coincides with φtαpφTαpqqq since α vanishes on Fm, hence this curve is defined
for t P r´T, 0s. Plugging t “ ´T we obtain q PW spyq. This proves (83).
Now we claim that
(84)
Wupxq X U “Wuα pxq X U
for some neighborhood U of Wupxq XW spyq in Fd X 9D.
In fact, let p PWupxqXW spyq. There exists a neighborhood Ux of x in FdX 9D such
that WupxqXUx “Wuα pxqXUx, since α vanishes near x. By continuity of the flow
there exists T " 1 and a neighborhood W of p in Wupxq such that φ´T pW q Ă Ux.
Hence φ´T pW q ĂWuα pxq. The trajectory φtppq, which is well-defined for all t P R,
is contained in Gd1 since W
spyq ĂW spy; fd1 , θd1q Ă Fm for some m ď d1; this follows
from (ii) in (Cd1). Since α vanishes on Vd1 we can invoke uniqueness to conclude
that φtppq “ φtαppq for all t. Thus, after further shrinking W , we may assume that
for all t P r0, T s φtα is well-defined on φ´T pW q and φtαpφ´T pW qq Ă Vd1 . Since α
vanishes on Vd1 we see that φ
tpzq “ φtαpzq for all t P r0, T s and z P φ´T pW q, by
uniqueness of solutions. Plugging t “ T we get
W “ φT pφ´T pW qq “ φTαpφ´T pW qq ĂWuα pxq.
This concludes the proof of (84).
Finally we note that
(85) Wupxq&W spyq
follows from (iii) in (Cd1) together with (i) in Lemma 5.9.
Now we can finally explain why (ii) in Lemma 5.10 follows from (83), (84)
and (85). Namely, we claim that
Wuα pxq&W sαpyq.
To see this consider a point p in Wuα pxq XW sαpyq. By (83) the latter set is equal
to Wuα pxq XW spyq. The trajectory of p is contained in Gd1 since W spyq Ă Gd1 .
It follows that φtppq “ φtαppq for all t. Hence p P Wupxq. We have shown that
p P Wupxq XW spyq. It follows from (84) that locally near p the manifolds Wupxq
and Wuα pxq coincide. From (85) we conclude that p is a point where Wuα pxq and
W sαpyq meet transversely.
As we have now verified the conditions of Lemma 5.10, we can now use it to
find an A-invariant symmetric smooth tensor λ : Fd X D Ñ F˚d b F˚d , compactly
supported on Fd X 9D and with an arbitrarily small C2-norm, such that the pair
pfd1 |FdX 9D ` α, ι˚dθd1 ` λq
is Morse-Smale on Fd X 9D. In other words, the preliminary pair
(86) pfd1 ` P˚d α, θd1 ` P˚d λq
is A-invariant and restricts to a Morse-Smale pair on Fd X 9D. Lemma 5.10 allows
us to pick λ in such a way that its support does not intersect Vd1 X Fd X 9D.
One crucial remark that needs to be made at this point is that (86) keeps all
properties (i)-(iv) of (Cd1). This is because it coincides with the pair pfd1 , θd1q on
Vd1 , perhaps after shrinking Vd1 . In fact, z P Gd1 X 9D ñ Pdz P Gd1 X Fd X 9D by
Lemma 6.1.
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By Theorem A.1 we can find A-invariant regularized distance functions:
δ0 the A-invariant regularized distance to Vd1
δ1 the A-invariant regularized distance to Vd1 Y Fd.
These functions are continuous and defined on all of RN , however δ0 is smooth on
RNzVd1 and δ1 is smooth on RNzpVd1 Y Fdq. In fact, Theorem A.1 provides these
distance functions without any mention to A-invariance, but then we can average
over the group to obtain A-invariance. By the properties of regularized distance
functions described in Theorem A.1, there exists M ą 0 depending only on N such
that
(87)
|∇δ0pxq| ďM, |∇2δ0pxq| ďM{δ0pxq @x P RNzVd1
|∇δ1pxq| ďM, |∇2δ1pxq| ďM{δ1pxq @x P RNzpVd1 Y Fdq.
It follows that the equations
(88)
|∇pδ2i q| “ |2δi∇δi| ď 2Mδi
|∇2pδ2i q| “ |2∇δi b∇δi ` 2δi∇2δi| ď 2M2 ` 2M
hold pointwise in the respective domains. Moreover we have
(89) δ1 ď c dist p¨, Vd1 Y Fdq ď c dist p¨, Vd1q ď c1δ0
with suitable constants c, c1 ą 0 depending only on N . In Appendix A we prove
Proposition A.2 which states that we can assume that
(90) δ1 agrees with dist p¨, Fdq on a neighborhood of FdzVd1 .
Now let us consider φδpsq “ φps{δq where φ : R Ñ r0, 1s vanishes identically
near p´8, 0s and takes the constant value 1 near r1,`8q. Consider the family of
functions
gδ “ φδpδ20qδ21 .
Note that gδ defines a smooth function on RN in view of (89) and (90). Here
smoothness of dist p¨, Fdq2 on RN was used.
We claim that on points of D all derivatives of gδ of order at most 2 can be
bounded uniformly and independently of δ. Let us prove this claim. Setting
B :“ max
i“0,1t}δi}L8pDqu
we compute derivatives of gδ using (87) and (88). Note that φ
1
δpδ20q ‰ 0 ñ δ0 ď
?
δ
since the support of φ1δ is contained in r0, δs. Using this and the previous estimates,
for the first order derivatives we get
∇gδ “ φ1δpδ20qr∇pδ20qsδ21 ` φδpδ20q∇pδ21q,
which, combined with (89), implies that
}∇gδ}L8pDq ď δ´1}φ1}L82BMpc1δ0q2 ` 2BM ď 2BMp1` |c1|2}φ1}L8q.
For second derivatives, we estimate similarly
∇2gδ “ φ2δpδ20qr∇pδ20q b∇pδ20qsδ21
` φ1δpδ20qr∇2pδ20qsδ21 ` φ1δpδ20q∇pδ21q b∇pδ20q
` φ1δpδ20q∇pδ20q b∇pδ21q ` φδpδ20q∇2pδ21q.
Again this implies
}∇2gδ}L8pDq ď }φ2}L8δ´22M
?
δ2M
?
δpc1q2δ ` }φ1}L8δ´1p2M2 ` 2Mqpc1q2δ
` }φ1}L8δ´12M
?
δ 2Mc1
?
δ ` }φ1}L8δ´12M
?
δ 2Mc1
?
δ
` 2M2 ` 2M.
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Since powers of δ cancel in the estimate, we get the desired conclusion.
We are finally ready to conclude our induction step. Let cd ą 0 and ν P p0, 1q be
fixed arbitrarily. Then the pair (86) with all the properties established so far can
be taken C2-close enough to pf0, θ0q in such a way that all critical points x lie very
close to the origin, and the hessian of fd1 ` P˚d α at these points satisfies
|D2pfd1 ` P˚d αqpxq| ď νcd }λ}L8 ď ν .
The choice of pα, λq for this to be true depends on pcd, νq. Now define the pair
pfd, θdq by
(91) θd :“ θd1 ` P˚d λ fd :“ fd1 ` P˚d α´ cd2 gδ
where δ ą 0 is chosen in such a way that φδpδ20q is equal to 1 near critical points of
fd1 |FdX 9D `α belonging to pFd X 9DqzVd1 . Such a δ exists in view of (82). Note that
the ratio ν{cd can be chosen arbitrarily small.
This completes the construction of the inductive step and it remains to check
the claimed properties that there exists an open A-invariant neighborhood Vd of
Gd such that Vd and the pair pfd, θdq satisfy all properties (i)-(iv) of (Cd), with 
arbitrarily small. Let us verify these properties.
Property (iv) of claim (Cd). Note that (iv) in pCdq is clear since ν and cd can be
chosen arbitrarily small as a consequence of our estimates on the C2-norm of gδ
(derivatives up to second order of cdgδ can be bounded in terms of cd independently
of δ).
Property (i) of claim (Cd). Note that pfd, θdq coincides with pfd1 , θd1q near Gd1 . In
fact, gδ vanishes on Vd1 , so fd coincides with fd1 ` P˚d α near Gd1 . Let z P D, and
let w P Gd1 satisfy dist pz,Gd1q “ |z ´ w|. There exists j ď d1 such that w P Fj .
Since Pd commutes with A
j we conclude that Pdw P Fj X Fd. Since
|Pdz ´ Pdw| ď |z ´ w| “ dist pz,Gd1q
we conclude that if dist pz,Gd1q is small enough then Pdz P Vd1 XFdXD. It follows
that P˚d α and P
˚
d λ vanish at z, as we wanted to show.
If ν{cd is small enough and x is a critical point of fd in pFd X 9DqzVd1 then the
Hessian D2fdpxq is negative-definite along the θdpxq-orthogonal of Fd at x:
(92)
x P pCrit pfdq X Fd X 9DqzVd1 “ Crit pfd1 |FdX 9D ` αqzVd1 , uKFd, u ‰ 0
ñ D2fdpxqpu, uq ă 0.
Here we strongly used that δ21 coincides with dist p¨, Fdq2 near FdzVd1 . It also follows
that critical points on FdzVd1 are non-degenerate. We can take
Vd :“ Vd1 Y ty P RN : |pI ´ Pdqy| ă ru
with some r ą 0 small so that critical points on VdzVd1 must lie on Fd. Critical
points of fd which lie on Vd1 actually lie on Gd1 by construction since, as shown
above, fd coincides with fd1 near Gd1 . This proves that (i) in (Cd) holds.
Property (ii) of claim (Cd). In the following, we will denote by φ
t
d1 and φ
t
d the
antigradient flows of pfd1 , θd1q and pfd, θdq, respectively. By (iii) in Lemma 5.9
and (92) W spy; fd, θdq Ă Fd for all critical points y in pFd X 9DqzVd1 . These are
precisely the critical points in VdzVd1 .
Now let y be a critical point of fd in Vd1 . Then y P Fj for some j ď d1 since fd
coincides with fd1 near Gd1 and (i) in (Cd1) holds. The inclusion
W spy; fd1 , θd1q ĂW spy; fd, θdq
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holds because if p P W spy; fd1 , θd1q then φtd1ppq P Fj for all t ě 0 by (ii) in (Cd1).
Hence by uniqueness φtd1ppq “ φtdppq for all t ě 0, so p P W spy; fd, θdq. Now let
p PW spy; fd, θdq. Then, since W spy; fd, θdq coincides with W spy; fd1 , θd1q near y, we
get that φTd ppq P W spy; fd1 , θd1q if T " 1. By (ii) in (Cd1), we have φtd1pφTd ppqq P Fj
for all t for which this is well-defined. Since pfd1 , θd1q and pfd, θdq coincide near
Fj , we get φ
t
d1pφTd ppqq “ φtdpφT ppqq for all t P r´T, 0s. Setting t “ ´T we obtain
p PW spy; fd1 , θd1q. We have shown that
(93) y P Crit pfdq X Vd1 ñ W spy; fd1 , θd1q “W spy; fd, θdq
holds. Summarizing we have shown that (ii) in (Cd) follows.
Property (iii) of claim (Cd). We next prove Property (iii) in the claim (Cd). Let
tx, yu Ă Crit pfdqXVd. Denote Mdpx, yq “Wupx; fd, θdqXW spy; fd, θdq and assume
that Mdpx, yq ‰ H. As in the induction start, we consider two cases.
Let us first analyze the case tx, yu Ă Vd1 . In particular, tx, yu Ă Gd1 and we
find that Mdpx, yq Ă Gd1 by what was proved above. We claim that there exists a
neighborhood N of Mdpx, yq in 9D such that
Wupx; fd, θdq XN “Wupx; fd1 , θd1q XN .
In fact, take p P Mdpx, yq. Since pfd1 , θd1q and pfd, θdq coincide near x, we know
that Wupx; fd, θdq and Wupx; fd1 , θd1q coincide near x. By continuity of the flow,
we find a neighborhood V1 of p in W
upx; fd, θdq and T1 " 1 such that
φ´T1d pV1q ĂWupx; fd1 , θd1q.
Again by continuity, there exists a neighborhood V2 Ă V1 of p in Wupx; fd, θdq
such that φ
r´T1,0s
d pV2q is contained on a neighborhood of Gd1 where pfd, θdq and
pfd1 , θd1q coincide. V2 exists because φr´T1,0sd ppq Ă Gd1 . By uniqueness of solutions
φtd1pφ´T1d pqqq “ φtdpφ´T1d pqqq for all q P V2 and t P r0, T1s. Setting t “ T1 we get
V2 ĂWupx; fd1 , θd1q. It follows that the neighborhood N as required exists. Hence,
if tx, yu Ă Vd1 , then (iii) in (Cd1) implies that Wupx; fd, θdq intersects W spy; fd, θdq
transversely.
Now we analyze the case tx, yu Ć Vd1 . Then y R Vd1 because if y P Vd1 then
tx, yu P Gd1 since Mdpx, yq ‰ H and Gd1 is closed and invariant under the flow.
This shows that y P VdzVd1 and, hence, y P Fd X 9D. By the properties of the pre-
liminary pair (86) and (ii) in Lemma 5.9 we conclude that Wupx; fd, θdq intersects
W spy; fd, θdq transversely. Summing up we proved (iii) in (Cd).
The induction step is complete and therefore also the proof of Theorem 1.5.
7. Global invariant Morse-Smale pair for finite-cyclic group actions
In this section we will show the existence of an invariant global Morse-Smale pair
for any closed manifold endowed with a Z{kZ-action. The proof is by induction and
similar to the local one. It is actually simpler, since it is not a perturbative argument
where we have to care about the C2-norm of the perturbation. In particular, we
do not have to deal with regularized distance functions.
As in the previous sections, let Fj “ tx P M | ajpxq “ xu, ιj : Fj Ñ M be the
inclusion and given d P Divpkq define
(94) Gd “
ď
jPDivpkq,jďd
Fj .
Consider also for each x PM the integer ix ě 1 defined by
(95) ix “ minti ě 1 | x P Fiu.
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Clearly ix ă k if, and only if, x is a point with non-trivial isotropy group. Moreover,
if x P Fd then ix divides d.
Similarly to the argument in the local case, consider the following family of
claims indexed by d P Divpkq:
pCdq There exists an arbitrarily small invariant open neighborhood Vd of Gd, a
metric θd on M and a smooth function fd : Vd Ñ R satisfying the following
properties:
(i) pfd, θd|Vdq is invariant, andW sVdpx; fd, θdq intersectsWuVdpy; fd, θdq trans-
versely, for all x, y P Crit pfdq.
(ii) Crit pfdq Ă Gd.
(iii) W sVdpx; fd, θdq Ă Fix for all x P Crit pfdq.
Above we wroteW sVd ,W
u
Vd
with subscript Vd to emphasize that these stable/unstable
manifolds are taken with respect to the open set Vd. In what follows we shall carry
out an inductive construction proving the claims pCdq. Notice that pCkq gives our
desired Morse-Smale invariant pair.
Starting the induction. Consider a metric θ on F1 and a function f : F1 Ñ R such
that pf, θq is Morse-Smale on F1. The existence of pf, θq follows from standard
arguments. Consider a Zk-invariant extension of θ to a metric θ1 on M . Applying
Lemmas 5.7 and 5.9 (ii) we get an invariant neighborhood V1 of G1 “ F1 and an
invariant function f1 : V1 Ñ R satisfying the desired properties.
The inductive step. Fix two consecutive integers d1 ă d in Divpkq and assume that
pCd1q holds. The action on M induces a Z{dZ action on Fd which is generated by
a|Fd . Using Lemma 5.1, we compute its isotropy set
(96) Fd X
¨˝ ď
lPDivpkq,lăd
Fl‚˛“ Fd X
¨˝ ď
lPDivpkq,lďd1
Fl‚˛“ Fd XGd1 .
Moreover, FdXVd1 is an invariant open neighborhood of FdXGd1 in Fd and fd1 |FdXVd1
is an invariant smooth function there.
Let h : Fd Ñ R be any smooth a|Fd -invariant function coinciding with fd1 |FdXVd1
near FdXGd1 . This can be obtained by taking any smooth function on Fd coinciding
with fd1 |FdXVd1 near FdXGd1 and averaging it over the Z{dZ action. After shrinking
Vd1 we can assume that h coincides with fd1 on Fd X Vd1 .
We claim that, possibly after perturbing h on a compact subset of FdzGd1 , we
may assume in addition that h is Morse. As a matter of fact, by the properties of
fd1 , the function h has no critical points in the a|Fd -invariant open set pFdXVd1qzGd1 .
This is true because h and fd1 coincide on FdXVd1 , the θd1 -gradient of fd1 is tangent
to Fd at points in this set, and the critical set of fd1 is contained in Gd1 .
The Z{dZ action on FdzGd1 is free in view of the description (96) of its isotropy
locus. So we obtain a smooth manifold Xd by the quotient of FdzGd1 by the Z{dZ
action. Let Π : FdzGd1 Ñ Xd denote the quotient map. The function h|FdzGd1
descends to a smooth function h1 : Xd Ñ R with no critical points on the open
subset
Od :“ ΠppFd X Vd1qzGd1q.
Clearly Od is an end of Xd, and XdzOd is a compact set containing the critical
points of h1. Consequently we can C8-slightly perturb h1 so that it becomes a
Morse function on Xd and, perhaps after shrinking Vd1 we may also assume that
h1 remains unchanged in Od. As a consequence, the lift h of h1 to FdzGd1 has the
desired properties.
Now we note that unstable and stable manifolds (taken in Fd with respect to
the metric ι˚dθd1) of critical points of h in Fd X Vd1 intersect transversely (in Fd).
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Namely, consider critical points x0 and x1 of h on FdX Vd1 which are connected by
an anti-gradient trajectory c of h from x0 to x1 in Fd. Since h coincides with fd1
on Fd X Vd1 and the θd1 -gradient of fd1 is tangent to Fd, we conclude that x0 and
x1 are also critical points of fd1 , in particular, they belong to Gd1 .
By (iii) in (Cd1), and uniqueness of solutions of ODEs, we know that the stable
manifold of x1 on Fd with respect to the pair ph, ι˚dθd1q is equal toW sVd1 px1; fd1 , θd1q Ă
Fix1 . Since Fix is compact, we get x0 P Fix1 . By (i) in (Cd1) we can apply Lemma 5.9
item i) to conclude that Wupx0;h, ι˚dθd1q intersects W spx1;h, ι˚dθd1q transversally
along c, as desired.
By Lemma 5.10, the metric θd1 can be slightly C
8-perturbed into an invari-
ant metric θd such that θd ´ θd1 is compactly supported in a neighborhood of
Crit ph|FdzVd1 q and ph, ι˚dθdq is Morse-Smale on Fd.
Now we are ready to define fd and Vd with the properties claimed in pCdq. In
order to do this, consider the extension h¯ of h to a small neighborhood of Fd given
by an application of Lemma 5.7 to h and Fd. We need the following
Lemma 7.1. Let V 1 be an open neighborhood of Gd1 and V a neighborhood of Fd.
There are smooth invariant functions φ0, φ1 : M Ñ r0, 1s satisfying
a) supp pφ0q Ă V 1 and supp pφ1q Ă V ,
b) φ0 ` φ1 ” 1 on a neighborhood of Gd “ Gd1 Y Fd,
c) supp pφ1q XGd1 “ H.
Proof. Define φ0 to be the average over the action of any function which is equal to
one on a small neighborhood of Gd1 and supported in V
1. Then define φ1 by 1´φ0
and use an invariant cutoff function to achieve supp pφ1q Ă V . As the submanifold
Fd is compact, such an invariant cutoff function can be constructed using the shell
between two invariant neighborhoods as given by Corollary 5.5. 
By the previous lemma, we have bump functions φ0 and φ1 such that supp pφ0q Ă
Vd1 which implies that φ1 ” 1 on a neighborhood of FdzVd1 . Define
(97) fd “ φ0fd1 ` φ1h¯.
It remains to check (i), (ii) and (iii) and we begin with (ii). Clearly, fd is invariant
since so are φ0, φ1, fd1 and h¯. Moreover fd|Fd ” h, and fd coincides with fd1 near
Gd1 by item c) in Lemma 7.1.
We claim that if x P Crit pfdq XGd then one of the following holds:
A) If x P Gd1 then there exists an open neighborhood Ux in M such that
fd|Ux ” fd1 |Ux .
B) If x P FdzGd1 then there exists an open neighborhood Ux in M such that
fd|Ux ” h¯|Ux .
To see this we start by noting that if x P Crit pfdq X Gd then either x P Gd1 or
x P FdzGd1 because Gd “ Fd YGd1 . Note that A) holds since fd coincides with fd1
near Gd1 . Let us check B). If x P FdzGd1 then x P FdzVd1 because fd coincides with
h|FdXVd1 “ fd1 |FdXVd1 on Fd X Vd1 and fd1 has no critical points in pFdzGd1q X Vd1 .
Thus φ1 is identically equal to 1 near x, so that fd ” h¯ near x.
In particular, all critical points in Crit pfdq X Gd are non-degenerate. This is
obviously true in case A) since fd1 is Morse. In case B), this follows from the con-
struction in the proof of Lemma 5.7 because h is Morse and x is non-degenerate as
a critical point of h¯. As a consequence we find a small invariant open neighborhood
Vd of Gd where
(98) Crit pfdq X Vd Ă Gd.
This proves condition (ii) of the Claim pCdq.
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Next, we prove condition (iii). Let x P Crit pfdqXVd. By (98), either x falls into
case A) or into case B). In case A) we can apply Lemma 5.8 to find
W sVdpx; fd, θdq “W sVd1 px; fd1 , θd1q Ă Fix Ă Gd1 .
In case B), since fd|Ux “ h¯|Ux , we can again apply Lemma 5.8 to conclude that
W sVdpx; fd, θdq Ă Fd,
but note that Fix “ Fd in this case. Thus, in either case we find
W sVdpx; fd, θdq Ă Fix Ă Gd
for every x P Crit pfdq X Vd.
To conclude the proof that pfd|Vd , θdq satisfies pCdq, it remains to establish con-
dition (i). Consider two critical point x0 and x1 in Crit pfdq X Vd and let c be an
anti-gradient trajectory of fd from x0 to x1. Again we consider different cases,
analogous to cases A) and B) above. If x1 P Gd1 , then we find that also x0 P Gd1
since
x0 PW sVdpx1; fd, θdq Ă Fix1 “ Fix1 Ă Gd1
and we can apply pCd1q. Moreover, c is an anti-gradient trajectory of fd1 |Vd1 . By
(iii) in (Cd1) (notice that, by construction, we have θd|Vd1 “ θd1 |Vd1 ) we get that
WuVdpx0; fd, θdq intersects W sVdpx1; fd, θdq transversely along c.
In the second case, i.e., if x1 P FdzGd1 , we also have x0 P Fd since
x0 PW sVdpx1; fd, θdq Ă Fix1 “ Fd.
Thus W sVdpx0; fd, θdq Ă Fix0 Ă Fd and c is an anti-gradient of fd|Fd “ h. Sinceph, ι˚dθq is Morse-Smale we apply Lemma 5.9 item ii) to find that WuVdpx0; fd, θdq
intersects W sVdpx1; fd, θdq transversely along c. This completes the proof of the
induction step and thus the Claims pCdq are established for all d.
Appendix A. Regularized distance functions
The statement below is found in chapter VI of Stein’s book [St].
Theorem A.1. Let X Ă RN be any closed set. Then there exists a function
δX : RN Ñ r0,`8q with the following properties.
a) δX is continuous on RN , and is smooth on RNzX.
b) c1 dist px,Xq ď δXpxq ď c2 dist px,Xq for all x P RN , with constants
c1, c2 ą 0 independent of X.
c) |DαδXpxq| ď Bαdist px,Xq1´|α| for all x R X, with constants Bα ą 0
independent of X.
The purpose of this appendix is to prove the following refinement.
Proposition A.2. Let Y Ă RN be closed and E Ă RN be a linear subspace,
both invariant under a linear map A P OpNq satisfying Ak “ I for some k ě 1.
Setting X “ Y Y E, there exists a function δX : RN Ñ r0,`8q that satisfies all
the properties of Theorem A.1 and is, in addition, A-invariant and coincides with
dist px,Eq on a neighborhood of EzY .
To prove this proposition we follow the proof of Theorem A.1 from [St] closely.
By a cube in RN with side l ą 0 we mean a product of half-open intervals Q “śN
i“1rai, biq where l “ bi ´ ai for all i. Sets of the form Q and intpQq will be
referred to as closed and open cubes. Cubes Q also have a center, the unique point
x with the following property: if Q has side l then Q is the closed ball with radius
l{2 centered at x with respect to the } ¨ }8-norm.
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We will say that a cube Q touches another cube Q1 if QXQ1 ‰ H. We might use
the same terminology for open or closed cubes. If Q is a (possibly open or closed)
cube with center x then we denote by Q˚ the cube
Q˚ :“ x` 9
8
pQ´ xq.
It follows that
(99) dist px,Qq ď 1
16
diamQ @x P Q˚
and
(100) diamQ˚ “ 9
8
diamQ.
We start by recalling the following theorem also proved in [St, chapter VI].
Theorem A.3. Let X Ă RN be a closed set. There exists a countable collection of
cubes F “ tQ1, Q2, . . . u such that
a) RNzX “ YkQk.
b) Cubes in F are pairwise disjoint.
c) diamQk ď dist pQk, Xq ď 4 diamQk for all k.
d) If Q P F touches Q1 P F then 14diamQ ď diamQ1 ď 4diamQ.
e) If Q P F then at most p12qN cubes in F touch Q.
f) Every x R X has a neighborhood which intersects at most p12qN cubes in
F˚ “ tQ˚ | Q P Fu.
Proof of Proposition A.2. Let F “ tQku be a covering of RNzX given by Theo-
rem A.3.
Let C0 be the unit cube centered at the origin, and choose a smooth function
ϕ : RN Ñ r0, 1s satisfying supp pϕq Ă intpC0˚ q and ϕ|C0 ” 1. For each k con-
sider ϕkpxq “ ϕppx ´ xkq{lkq where xk and lk are the center and the side of Qk
respectively. Then supp pϕkq Ă intpQ˚kq and ϕk|Qk ” 1. Note that
(101) |Dαϕkpxq| ď AαpdiamQkq´|α|
where Aα depends only on ϕ. The function
(102) Φpxq :“
ÿ
k
ϕkpxq
is smooth on RNzX. By f) in Theorem A.3, Φ satisfies the uniform pointwise
estimate
(103) 1 ď Φpxq ď p12qN
for all x R X.
We claim that
(104)
3
4
diamQk ď dist px,Xq ď 6 diamQk @x P Q˚k .
To see this choose any x P Q˚k . The second inequality follows from considering
p P X and q P Qk satisfying |p ´ q| “ dist pQk, Xq, and using (100) and c) in
Theorem A.3 to estimate
dist px,Xq ď |x´ p| ď |x´ q| ` |q ´ p| ď diamQ˚k ` dist pQk, Xq ď 6 diamQk.
The first inequality in (104) follows from taking p P X such that dist px,Xq “ |x´p|
and q P Qk such that dist px,Qkq “ |x ´ q|, and estimating with the help of c) in
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Theorem A.3 and of (99) as follows
diamQk ď dist pQk, Xq “ dist pQk, Xq ď |q ´ p| ď |q ´ x| ` |x´ p|
“ dist px,Qkq ` dist px,Xq
ď 1
16
diamQk ` dist px,Xq.
This proves (104).
We now set
U “ tx P RN | dist px,Eq ă dist px, Y qu.
This is an open neighborhood of EzY in RNzY . Now consider
FU “ tQ P F | Q˚ Ă Uu, F 1U “ FzFU .
We claim that with these choices, there exists c ą 0 such that
(105) x P Q˚, Q P F 1U ñ dist px, Y q ď c dist px,Eq.
In fact, let us fix x P Q˚, so with z P RN arbitrary and e P E such that dist px,Eq “
|x´ e| we can estimate
dist pz, Eq ď |z ´ e| ď |z ´ x| ` |x´ e| “ |z ´ x| ` dist px,Eq.
Assuming Q P F 1U there exists z P Q˚ such that dist pz, Y q ď dist pz, Eq, and we can
choose p P Y such that |z´p| “ dist pz, Y q. Plugging this into the above inequality
we get
dist px, Y q ď |x´ p| ď |x´ z| ` |z ´ p|
ď diamQ˚ ` dist pz, Y q
ď diamQ˚ ` dist pz, Eq
ď diamQ˚ ` |z ´ x| ` dist px,Eq
ď 2diamQ˚ ` dist px,Eq
ď 9
4
diamQ` dist px,Eq
ď 4 dist px,Eq
as desired. Here we used (104).
Analogously to [St] we define a function ∆ : RNzX Ñ p0,`8q by
(106) ∆pxq :“
¨˝ ÿ
QkPF 1U
diamQk ϕkpxq‚˛`˜ ÿ
QkPFU
dist px,Eq ϕkpxq
¸
.
We claim that
(107) ∆pxq ě 1
6
dist px,Xq @x R X.
If x P Qk then ϕkpxq “ 1 and there are two possibilities: either Qk P F 1U and in
this case we get ∆pxq ě diamQk ě p1{6qdist px,Xq in view of (104), or Qk P FU
and in this case ∆pxq ě dist px,Eq ě dist px,Xq. Thus (107) is proved. Now we
show that
(108) ∆pxq ď p12qN p4{3qdist px,Xq @x R X.
Fix x R X and consider the collection Fx “ tQ P F | x P Q˚u. According to f) in
Theorem A.3 we have #Fx ď p12qN . If Qk P FxXFU then the corresponding term
in the sum (106) is ϕkpxqdist px,Eq ď dist px,Eq ď dist px,Xq. Now note that if
Qk P Fx X F 1U then the corresponding term in the sum (106) is
ϕkpxqdiamQk ď diamQk ď p4{3qdist px,Xq
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by (104). We have shown that all of the terms in (106) which do not vanish at x
are at most p4{3qdist px,Xq. Since there are at most p12qN such terms, (108) is
proved.
Let c ą 0 be the constant in (105). The set
W “ tx P RN | c dist px,Eq ă dist px, Y qu Ă RNzY
is an open neighborhood of EzY . We note that (105) can be rewritten as
Qk P F 1U ñ Q˚k XW “ H.
Thus we have x PW zX ñ ∆pxq “ Φpxqdist px,Eq. Finally we consider
pδXpxq “ ∆pxq
Φpxq .
We claim that pδX would be our desired function if we were not interested in A-
invariance. By (103), (107) and (108) we get constants c1, c2 ą 0 independent of Y
and E such that
c1 dist px,Xq ď pδXpxq ď c2 dist px,Xq
for all x R X. It follows from this that pδX can be continuously extended to RN by
setting it equal to zero on X. Moreover, a) and b) of Theorem A.1 are true for pδX .
Note that
(109) x PW ñ pδXpxq “ dist px,Eq.
Let us prove that pδX satisfies c) in Theorem A.1. For this we need to investigate
the derivatives of Φ and ∆. By (101) and f) in Theorem A.3 we get
|α| ě 1 ñ |DαΦpxq| ď p12qNAα maxtpdiamQkq´|α| | x P Q˚ku.
By (104) we get
|α| ě 1 ñ |DαΦpxq| ď p12qNAα6|α| dist px,Xq´|α|
from where it follows that
|α| ě 1 ñ |Dαp1{Φqpxq| ďMα dist px,Xq´|α|
for suitable constants Mα ą 0 independent of X. Here we strongly used the
bounds (103). We now turn to derivatives of ∆.
(110)
Dα∆pxq
“
¨˝ ÿ
QkPF 1U
diamQk D
αϕkpxq‚˛`˜ ÿ
QkPFU
Dαrdist p¨, Eqϕkspxq
¸
“ T1 ` T2.
With x R X fixed, the first term is bounded as
T1 ď p12qNAα maxtpdiamQkq1´|α| | x P Q˚ku
ď p12qNAα6|α|´1dist px,Xq1´|α|.
Here f) in Theorem A.3 was strongly used. The general estimate
|Dβpdist p¨, Eqqpzq| ď Cβdist pz, Eq1´|β|
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for all z P RNzE together with the product rule and the estimates (101) implies
that the second term in (110) is bounded from above by
T2 ď Γα
ÿ
β1`β2“α
|Dβ1pdist p¨, Eqqpxq||Dβ2ϕkpxq|
ď Γ1α
ÿ
β1`β2“α
dist px,Eq1´|β1|pdiamQkq´|β2|
ď Γ2α
ÿ
β1`β2“α
dist px,Xq1´|β1|dist px,Xq´|β2|
“ Γ3α dist px,Xq1´|α|.
The third inequality used (104) and that dist px,Eq “ dist px,Xq for a point x P
Qk P FU . Also f) in Theorem A.3 was used. The conclusion is that
(111) |Dα∆pxq| ď Hα dist px,Xq1´|α|
for all x R X with a suitable constant Hα independent of X. Using these estimates
and the estimates for the derivatives of 1{Φ obtained above, it follows again from
the product rule that there exist constants Bα ą 0 independent of X such that
|DαpδXpxq| ď Bα dist px,Xq1´|α|
as desired.
To obtain A-invariance we finally define
δXpxq “ 1
k
k´1ÿ
i“0
pδXpAixq.
Note that Y,E,X are A-invariant sets, and consequently a) and b) of Theorem A.1
continue to hold since dist p¨, Xq is an A-invariant function. By the same token (109)
continues to hold on W (note that dist p¨, Eq and W are A-invariant). Again by
A-invariance of X and dist p¨, Xq estimates like c) in Theorem A.1 hold for δX . The
proof is complete. 
Appendix B. Invariance of local Morse homology with symmetries
Here we prove Proposition 2.4. Let θ, f, x, U be as in the statement: pf, θq is a
pair consisting of a smooth function and a smooth metric on a manifold without
boundary, x is an isolated critical point of f and U is an open relatively compact
isolating neighborhood for pf, xq, all of which are invariant under a smooth action
of Zk.
We need to find a Zk-invariant Gromoll-Meyer pair pW,W´q in U and some
C2-neighborhood N1 of pf, θq with the following properties: if pf 1, θ1q P N1 is Zk-
invariant and Morse-Smale on U then the map (14)
Ψ˜pf 1,θ1,Uq : H˚pW,W´q „Ñ HM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq
in Definition 2.3 is Zk-equivariant.
Choose an open Zk-invariant neighborhood O of XzU such that x R O. First we
need two preliminary lemmas.
Lemma B.1. For every pair pV1, V q of open neighborhoods of x satisfying V1 Ă
V Ă V Ă U we can find a C2-neighborhood N of pf, θq and  ą 0 with the following
property:
(112)
pf 1, θ1q P N , p P V1, t ą 0, φ1tppq R V, φ1r0,tsppq Ă U
ñ f 1ppq ´ f 1pφ1tppqq ą .
Here φ1¨ stands for the negative gradient flow of pf 1, θ1q.
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Proof. There exists a C2-neighborhood N and L ą 0 such that pf 1, θ1q P N implies
that |∇θ1f 1|θ1 ď L holds pointwise on U . Further shrinking N and increasing L we
may assume that dist θ1pV1, XzV q ą 1{L and |∇θ1f 1|θ1 ě 1{L pointwise on UzV1
whenever pf 1, θ1q P N . Since φ1tppq R V , there exists 0 ď t1 ă t such that φ1t1ppq P V1
and φ1τ ppq R V1 for all τ P pt1, ts. Thus
1
L
ă dist θ1pV1, XzV q ď
ż t
t1
|∇θ1f 1pφ1τ ppqq|θ1 dτ ď pt´ t1qL
which implies that
t´ t1 ą 1
L2
.
We then compute
f 1ppq ´ f 1pφ1tppqq ě f 1pφ1t1ppqq ´ f 1pφ1tppqq “
ż t
t1
|∇θ1f 1pφ1τ ppqq|2θ1 dτ
ě t´ t
1
L2
ą 1
L4
.
Setting  “ L´4 finishes the proof. 
Lemma B.2. Let V1, V be Zk-invariant open neighborhoods of x satisfying V1 Ă
V Ă V Ă U . Let N be a C2-neighborhood of pf, θq. There exists a C2-neighborhood
N1 Ă N with the following properties:
(1) If pf1, θ1q P N1 then all critical points of f1|U and all θ1-gradient trajectories
of f1 connecting them are contained in V1.
(2) If pf1, θ1q P N1 then there exists pf 1, θ1q P N such that all critical points
of f 1|U and all θ1-gradient trajectories of f 1 connecting them are contained
in V1, pf 1, θ1q coincides with pf1, θ1q on V1 and coincides with pf, θq on
XzV . Moreover, if pf1, θ1q is Zk-invariant then pf 1, θ1q can be taken Zk-
invariantly.
Proof. Choose a Zk-invariant bump function β : X Ñ r0, 1s such that β|V1 ” 1
and supp pβq Ă V . There exists a C2-neighborhood N0 Ă N of pf, θq such that if
pf0, θ0q P N0 then all critical points of f0|U and all θ0-gradient trajectories of f0
connecting them are contained in V1. This follows from Lemma B.1 applied to V1
and a small open neighborhood V2 of x satisfying V2 Ă V1. Indeed, if N0 is small
enough, the difference between critical values of f0|U is smaller than any positive
constant fixed a priori.
There exists N1 Ă N0 such that if pf1, θ1q P N1 then
pf 1, θ1q :“ pf ` βpf1 ´ fq, θ ` βpθ1 ´ θqq P N0
satisfies the required properties, by the properties of N0 and by the fact that β is
identically 1 on V1. 
Let us get started with the proof of Proposition 2.4. Suppose that fpxq “ 0,
without loss of generality. Fix an open neighborhood V0 of x satisfying V0 Ă UzO.
Choose a smooth Zk-invariant function β0 : X Ñ r0, 1s such that β0 vanishes
identically on a neighborhood of XzO and supp p1 ´ β0q is a compact subset of
U . In particular, supp pdβ0q Ă O X U is compact. Note that β0 can be chosen
Zk-invariantly since U and O are Zk-invariant.
Applying Lemma B.1 to the pair pV0, UzOq we find a C2-neighborhood N0 of
pf, θq and  ą 0 such that
(113)
pf 1, θ1q P N0, p P V0, t ą 0, φ1tppq P O, φ1r0,tsppq Ă U
ñ f 1ppq ´ f 1pφ1tppqq ą .
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Perhaps after further shrinking N0, we can further assume that for all pf0, θ0q P N0
we have
(114) 2|df |θ ą |df0|θ0 ą 12 |df |θ ą 0 pointwise on U XO.
Select a, b ą 0 such that a` b ă , and for all pf0, θ0q P N0 the estimate
(115) pa` bq|dβ0|θ0 ă 12 |df0|θ0 holds pointwise on U XO.
We shall complete the proof of the proposition by showing that
(116) W “ tf ď au X U W´ “ tf ´ pa` bqβ0 ď ´bu X U
is the desired pair.
Choose a compact neighborhood K of x satisfying
K Ă V0 X t´b{2 ď f ď a{2u
and a C2-neighborhood N Ă N0 of pf, θq such that
pf 1, θ1q P N ñ f 1pKq Ă
„
´2b
3
,
2a
3

.
Finally choose Zk-invariant open neighborhoods V1, V of x such that
V1 Ă V Ă V Ă K.
We obtain a C2-neighborhood N1 Ă N by applying Lemma B.2 to these choices of
V1, V,N .
Let pf1, θ1q P N1 be a Zk-invariant pair which is Morse-Smale on U . Such a pair
exists by Theorem 1.5. We derive some consequences of our previous constructions.
All critical points of f1|U are contained in V1, as well as all θ1-gradient trajectories
connecting them. Moreover, there is a Zk-invariant pair pf 1, θ1q P N coinciding
with pf1, θ1q on V1 such that all critical points of f 1|U are contained in V1, as well
as all θ1-gradient trajectories connecting them. Furthermore, pf 1, θ1q coincides with
pf, θq on XzV and f 1pKq Ă r´2b{3, 2a{3s. In particular
tf “ au X U “ tf 1 “ au X U and tf “ ´bu X U “ tf 1 “ ´bu X U.
It follows that pf 1, θ1q is Morse-Smale on U and
pCMpf 1, θ1, Uq, BMorseq “ pCMpf1, θ1, Uq, BMorseq.
For p and q critical points of f 1|U consider the sets
Wp “Wuppq X tf ě ´bu, Mpp, qq “Wuppq XW spqq.
Unstable and stable manifolds here are taken with respect to the negative gradient
flow φ1t of pf 1, θ1q and the open set U (Definition 1.1). Since a ` b ă , p P V0,
f 1ppq P r´2b{3, 2a{3s for all p P Crit pf 1|U q “ Crit pf 1q X U , it follows from (113)
that Wp X tf ą ´bu Ă U is a smoothly embedded copy of a open indppq-cell. By
the Morse-Smale condition the Mpp, qq are smooth submanifolds of U . Standard
compactness results for Morse trajectories tell us that for all 0 ď i ď j ď n “ dimX
the set
Mij :“
ď
tMpp, qq | p, q P Crit pf 1|U q, i ď indpqq ď indppq ď ju
is a compact subset of tz P U | f 1pzq P p´b, aqu. Here we strongly used (iii) in
Definition 1.3. Consider also
M´1j :“
ď
tWp | p P Crit pf 1|U q, indppq ď ju
for every 0 ď j ď d. Similarly, M´1j are compact subsets of pf 1q´1pr´b, aqq. All
Mij are Zk-invariant.
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Each Mij is dynamically isolated in the sense that there exist arbitrarily small
open neighborhoods Bij Ă U of Mij such that for all z P BijzMij , there exists
some tz P R such that φ1tz pzq R Bij . To see this in the case 0 ď i ď j, choose
a small compact neighborhood C Ă U of Mij such that no critical point of index
µ R ri, js belongs to C. If z P C and φ1tpzq P C for all t P R then there are critical
points q, p P K of f 1 such that φ1tpzq converges to q, p when t Ñ `8, t Ñ ´8
respectively. By our choice of K, the critical points q, p have indices in ri, js, from
where it follows that z PMij , which is a contradiction. The case i “ ´1 is handled
similarly.
Now we follow the non-trivial, yet elementary, arguments of Conley [Co] with
obvious modifications, keeping track of the Zk-symmetry. Define
N´1 “ tf ď ´bu X U.
We claim that there exist subsets N0, . . . , Nn of U satisfying (a)-(e) below:
(a) N´1 Ă N0 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Nn´1 Ă Nn, NnzN´1 Ă UzO, each Ni is closed in U .
(b) Each Ni is Zk-invariant. For every y in the boundary Ei of Ni in U , there
exists δ ą 0 such that φ1tpyq P intpNiq for all t P p0, δs and φ1tpyq R Ni for all
t P r´δ, 0q.
(c) All Ni are positive invariant under φ
1. Moreover, for all 0 ď i ď j ď n we
have Mij Ă intpNjzNi´1q, for all z P NjzpNi´1 YMijq there is some t P R
such that φ1tpzq P Ni´1 or φ1tpzq R Nj , and for all z P NjzNi´1 there exists
t ą 0 such that φ1r0,tspzq Ă Nj .
(d) Ni is homotopy equivalent to Ni´1 Y pYpWuppqq where the union is taken
over all critical points p of f 1|U with indppq “ i.
Before stating (e) we explore some consequences of these first four conditions. First
of all, condition (c) tells us that pNj , Ni´1q is some kind of index pair for Mij ; more
details about index pairs can be found in [Sa1, Sa2]. Again (c) implies that Ni
contains no critical points p of indppq ą i.
Consider groups
Cj “ HjpNj , Nj´1q.
Given a critical point p with indppq “ i, trajectories in Wuppqzptpu Y Ni´1q will
hit Ni´1 before they can hit O. This follows from p P V0, f 1ppq P ra, bs, a ` b ă 
and (113). Hence, using the topological transversality of the flow at Ei described
in (b), WuppqzNi´1 is a compact topological disk of dimension indppq in Wuppq,
denoted by Dp, and Dp YNi´1 “ Wuppq YNi´1. Orient Dp from the orientation
of Wuppq that one chooses in the definition of the differential of the Morse complex
pCMpf 1, θ1, Uq, BMorseq. Then Dp induces a homology class Dp P Ci.
By conditions (a)-(d), the set tDp | indppq “ iu is a basis for Ci. Note also that
HspNj , Ni´1q “ 0 if s R ri, js. This follows from an induction argument using exact
sequences of appropriate triples. C˚ is a chain complex with differential
∆ : Cj Ñ Cj´1
given by the connecting homomorphism of the long exact sequence of the triple
pNj , Nj´1, Nj´2q. The obvious Zk-action on C˚ is an action by chain maps. There
is an isomorphism of groups
T : pCM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq, BMorseq Ñ pC˚,∆q
defined on generators by T : p ÞÑ Dp. This is Zk-equivariant by construction. We
can now state property (e) which reads
(e) T is a Zk-equivariant chain map.
We now construct the sets Ni for i ě 0 as in [Co] keeping track of the group
action, see also [Sa2, Theorem 3.1]. The construction of tNiu is done inductively.
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For each j such that the N0, . . . , Nj have been constructed satisfying (a)-(d) up
to index j, we shall need to consider the subcomplex CMďj generated by critical
points of ind ď j and their connecting trajectories, and the subcomplex Cďj defined
as above using indices up to j. Then there is a Zk-equivariant homomorphism Tďj
between these complexes as before, and we may consider the property
(ej) T
ďj is a Zk-equivariant chain map.
Let us start the induction argument. For each p P Crit pf 1|U q with indppq “ 0,
denote by Bp the connected component of the set tf 1 ď f 1ppq ` ru containing p.
If r ą 0 is sufficiently small then the Bp are disjoint, do not intersect N´1 and
are diffeomorphic to d-dimensional Euclidean balls. Define N0 “ N´1 Y pYpBpq.
Clearly (a)-(d) hold up to index 0, and (e0) also holds trivially.
Assume that N0, . . . , Nj have been constructed such that (a)-(d) hold up to
index j and also that (ej) holds. For each p P Crit pf 1|U q with indppq “ j ` 1, we
can choose a small Conley pair pQp, Qp´ q for the isolated invariant set tpu given
by a compact thickening of the pair consisting of a small smooth compact (j ` 1)-
dimensional disk in Wuppq around p and its boundary. The crucial point here is the
obvious fact that we can choose pQp, Qp´ q to be invariant under the isotropy group
of p. This property will be used as follows. Let a be the diffeomorphism inducing
the action of 1 P Zk. We can select these small pairs in such a way that
(117) pQasppq, Q´asppqq “ paspQpq, aspQp´ qq
for all s P Zk.
To this end, we first choose a base point p˚ in each Zk-orbit of critical points of
f 1|U with index j`1, choose a small pair for p˚ as explained above which is invariant
under the isotropy group of p˚, and move this pair by the group action. Now we
use the forward flow to expand the pairs pQp, Qp´ q and obtain longer pairs pQˆp, Qˆp´ q
satisfying Qˆp XO “ H and Qˆp´ Ă intpNjq. Define Nj`1 “ Nj Y pYpQˆpq. This is a
closed (in U) Zk-invariant neighborhood of Nj Y pYpWuppqq. Moreover, using the
transversality in (b) for Nj , one shows that NjYpYpWuppqq is a deformation retract
of Nj`1, that Nj`1 is an attractor, and that the transversality in (b) holds for Nj`1.
Hence N0, . . . , Nj`1 satisfy (a)-(d) up to index j ` 1. By the arguments from [Co]
without symmetry, the map Tďj`1 is a chain map. Since it is Zk-equivariant by
construction, we get property pej`1q. This completes the induction step.
So far we know that pC˚,∆q computes HMpf, xq, and that the subcomplex of
pC˚,∆q consisting of Zk-invariant chains computes the homology of the subcomplex
of pCMpf 1, θ1, Uq, BMorseq consisting of Zk-invariant chains.
It follows from a Zk-symmetric version of the arguments in [Mi2, appendix A]
that the subcomplex of pC˚,∆q consisting of Zk-invariant chains computes the
homology of the subcomplex of C˚pNn, N´1q consisting of Zk-invariant chains.
By (114) and (115), if pf0, θ0q P N0 then
(118)
dpf0 ´ pa` bqβ0q ¨∇θ0f0 “ df0 ¨∇θ0f0 ´ pa` bqdβ0 ¨∇θ0f0
ě |df0|2θ0 ´ pa` bq|dβ0|θ0 |∇θ0f0|θ0
ě 1
2
|df0|2θ0 ą 0 on U XO.
In other words, f0 is a Lyapunov function for the negative θ0-gradient flow of
f0 ´ pa ` bqβ0 whenever pf0, θ0q P N0. Consider h “ f 1 ´ pa ` bqβ0 and the pair
pN˜n, N˜´1q defined by
N˜´1 “ th ď ´bu X U N˜n “ N˜´1 Y pNnzN´1q.
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Note that W´ “ N˜´1. By the definition of β0, (118) and (a), the number ´b is a
regular value of h on U , and
N˜nzO “ NnzO, N˜´1zO “ N´1zO.
Simple excision arguments show that the inclusion pNn, N´1q Ñ pN˜n, N˜´1q induces
an isomorphism on relative singular homology. Now the transversality condition
in (b) and the fact that the functions h and f 1 coincide on UzO imply that we
can use the negative θ1-gradient of f 1 to construct a deformation retraction of
W “ tf ď au X U onto N˜n which is stationary on W´ “ N˜´1. By Zk-equivariance
of this flow, we find the last arrow in a sequence of Zk-equivariant isomorphisms
HM˚pf 1, θ1, Uq Ñ H˚pC ,∆q Ñ H˚pNn, N´1q Ñ H˚pN˜n, N˜´1q Ñ H˚pW,W´q
as desired.
Appendix C. Comparing with the Borel construction
Our goal here is to explain how the Borel construction in Morse homology, first
implemented by Viterbo [V], can be used to define Zk-equivariant local Morse
homology. These groups turn out to be isomorphic to the Zk-invariant local Morse
homology groups defined in Section 2.
Let pM, θq be a Riemannian manifold without boundary, equipped with an action
of Zk by isometries. Let f : M Ñ R be smooth and let p PM be an isolated critical
point of f which is also a fixed point of the Zk-action. For the arguments to be
given below there is no loss of generality to assume that the anti-gradient vector
field of pf, θq is complete.
The group Zk acts on S2N`1 Ă CN`1 as
m ¨ pz0, . . . , zN q “ pei2pimk z0, . . . , ei2pimk zN q, m P Zk.
This action is free, the orbit space is a lens space. Let θN denote the Euclidean
metric on CN`1 pulled back to S2N`1 by the inclusion map.
One can find a sequence of smooth functions hN : S
2N`1 Ñ R with the following
properties:
(i) Each pair phN , θN q is Zk-invariant and Morse-Smale.
(ii) S2N´1 is a normally hyperbolic invariant manifold for the anti-gradient flow
of phN , θN q such that the θN -Hessian of hN has only positive eigenvalues
in directions transverse to S2N´1.
(iii) Morse indices of critical points of hN in S
2N`1zS2N´1 are equal to 2N or
to 2N ` 1.
The pair phN , θN q descends to a Morse-Smale pair ph¯N , θ¯N q on S2N`1{Zk. It
follows from (ii) and (iii) that inclusions of critical points induce chain maps
pCMph¯N q, Bph¯N ,θ¯N qq Ñ pCMph¯N`1q, Bph¯N`1,θ¯N`1qq
on the associated Morse complexes. We use Q-coefficients throughout this discus-
sion. The associated maps on homology fit into a directed system, with respect to
which we can take a limit
lim
NÑ8HMph¯N , θ¯N q.
One checks that this limit is isomorphic to the singular homology of BZk.
The diagonal Zk-action on M ˆ S2N`1 is free. The pair pf ` hN , g ‘ θN q on
the product M ˆ S2N`1 is Zk-invariant. It descends to a pair pf ` hN , g ‘ θN q
on pM ˆ S2N`1q{Zk. The submanifold ptpu ˆ S2N`1q{Zk is an isolated invariant
set1 for the anti-gradient flow of pf ` hN , g ‘ θN q. The homology of the associated
1Given a flow φt, a compact invariant set K is called isolated if it admits an open neighborhood
U such that K “ tp P U | φtppq P U @t P Ru.
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Conley index is just the “local” Morse homology associated to the data consisting
of f ` hN , g ‘ θN and ptpu ˆ S2N`1q{Zk, which we denote by
(119) HMpf ` hN , g ‘ θN , ptpu ˆ S2N`1q{Zkq.
Here we made use of a construction which is simple but maybe not too well-known,
let us explain. A small (even in C8) perturbation of the pair will make all critical
points near ptpu ˆ S2N`1q{Zk non-degenerate, and all connections between them
transversely cut-out. Compactness for spaces of connecting trajectories between
these critical points comes from the fact that p is an isolated critical point of f . The
homology of the associated Morse complex is independent of the small perturbation,
since we can also achieve transversality and compactness for local continuation
maps. These provide canonical isomorphisms at the level of homology. In Section 2
we explained this construction in more detail for an isolated critical point.
The properties of phN , θN q allow to fit the homology groups (119) into a directed
system, with maps induced by inclusions ptpu ˆ S2N´1q{Zk Ă ptpu ˆ S2N`1q{Zk.
We finally define the Zk-equivariant local homology of f at p by
(120) HMZkpf, pq “ lim
NÑ8HMpf ` hN , g ‘ θN , ptpu ˆ S
2N`1q{Zkq.
As the notation suggests, this turns out to be independent of the metric g and of
the data tphN , θN quNě1. One could prove at this point, without referring to any
isomorphism with our invariants, continuation properties identical to those stated
in Proposition 2.8.
Now we move on to describe an isomorphism with our Zk-invariant Morse ho-
mology groups. More precisely, we would like to build a canonical isomorphism
(121) HMZkpf, pq » HMpf, pqZk
in the sense that it commutes with continuation maps. We will merely provide a
description, technical details of proofs will be omitted. We follow closely the case
of closed manifolds explained in [GHHM, appendix].
Let U be an isolating neighborhood for pf, pq. Let pf 1, g1q be a C2-small per-
turbation of pf, gq which is Zk-invariant, and Morse-Smale on U in the sense of
Definition 1.3. The local Morse homology of pf, pq was defined as the homology of
the chain complex
pCMpf 1, g1, Uq, Bpf 1,g1,Uqq
generated by the critical points of f 1 in U . The differential counts rigid anti-gradient
trajectories connecting them. This complex inherits a Zk-action by chain maps, and
HMpf, pqZk is defined as the homology of the subcomplex of Zk-invariant chains.
Similarly one considers a chain complex
(122) pCMpf 1 ` hn, g1 ‘ θN , U ˆ S2N`1q, Bpf 1`hN ,g1‘θN ,UˆS2N`1qq
generated by critical points in U ˆS2N`1, with a differential that counts rigid anti-
gradient trajectories of pf 1 ` hn, g1 ‘ θN q between them. We need two important
facts which can be checked by following definitions.
Fact 1. There is a natural identification of chain complexes
(123)
pCMpf 1 ` hn, g1 ‘ θN , U ˆ S2N`1q, Bpf 1`hN ,g1‘θN ,UˆS2N`1qq
» pCMpf 1, g1, Uq, Bpf 1,g1,Uqq b pCMphN , θN q, BphN ,θN qq
This identification intertwines the Zk-action by chain maps on (122) with the di-
agonal Zk-action by chain maps on the tensor product.
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Fact 2. The homology groups (119) coincide with the homology of the subcomplex
of Zk-invariant chains of the complex (122).
We can write a direct sum of Zk-invariant subcomplexes
(124) CMpf 1, g1, Uq “ CMpf 1, g1, UqZk ‘à
σ
Vσ
where CMpf 1, g1, UqZk denotes the set of Zk-invariant chains, i.e. the isotypical
component associated to the trivial action, and the Vσ denote the subcomplexes
associated to the other isotypical components. Similarly we can write
(125) CMphN , θN q “ CMphN , θN qZk ‘
à
η
WNη .
It follows that the subcomplex of Zk-invariant chains of the tensor product in (123)
is
(126)
´
pCMpf 1, g1, Uq, Bpf 1,g1,Uqq b pCMphN , θN q, BphN ,θN qq
¯Zk
“ `CMpf 1, g1, UqZk b CMphN , θN qZk˘ ‘ à
σ,η
`
Vσ bWNη
˘Zk
The complexes WNη have trivial homology. This is so because HMphN , θN q (no
symmetry) turns out to be the homology of the subcomplex CMphN , θN qZk : one
generator in degree zero and another in degree 2N ` 1, both represented by Zk-
invariant cycles. It follows that all WNη are acyclic. Hence so are all Vσ bWNη .
Putting these remarks together with Fact 1 and Fact 2, we can pass to homology
in (126) and obtain
(127)
HMpf ` hN , g ‘ θN , ptpu ˆ S2N`1q{Zkq » HMpf, pqZk bHpS2N`1{Zk;Qq
Finally it is possible to check that, in the above isomorphism, the chain maps on
Morse homologies (119) induced by the inclusions S2N´1 Ă S2N`1 commute with
corresponding chain maps on singular homology of lens spaces on the right-hand
side of (127). Taking limits on both sides, and noting that only one generator in
degree zero survives in limNÑ8HpS2N`1{Zk;Qq, we get the isomorphism (121).
Remark C.1. We hope that the recipes described here, which are needed to imple-
ment Viterbo’s construction at a local level, will convince the reader of two facts.
Firstly, it is quite hard to work with the Zk-symmetry at the chain level using
definition (120) of local Zk-equivariant homology. Secondly, when applying defi-
nition (120) to discrete action functionals, it will be quite hard to prove iteration
properties. Not to mention that the definition of HMpf, pqZk is a lot simpler and
more geometrically transparent than that of HMZkpf, pq.
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